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Sphere Spell Name Sphere Spell Name 

. 

All Ability Score Bonuses Matter Dance 
Thought Aerial S ervant Time Darkness , Continual Darkness 
Time Age Change Time Death Spell ,: 
Matter Animate (Dead or Object) Time Delay ~i!?'~ 

Time Anti-Animal and Plant Shells Thought Detect Danger, Evil , Invisible, Magic; En~ies 
Time Anti-Magic percentage (10 % -50 %), Shell, or Ray Thought Detect Slopes, New Construction, Gems, Mital , 

~---
Time Appear Shifting Walls & Rooms :..;..~, 

Time Armor Class Bonus (2 to 1 0) Matter Dimension Door 
Matter Babble Matter Disarm Attack 
Matter Barrier Energy Disintegrate 
Energy Bearhug Energy Dispel Evil 
Energy Blasting Time Dispel Magic 
Matter Blend with Surroundings Energy Displacement 
Energy Bless Time Dissolve 
Time Blight Time Dodge Missiles, Directional Attacks 
Time Breath Weapon, Acid or Ice Matter Earthquake 
Energy Breath Weapon, Fire Matter Elasticity 
Thought Breath Weapon, Poison Gas Thought ESP 
T ime Bug Repellant Thought Explosive Cloud 
Matter Buoyancy (various amounts) Matter Feeblemind 
Energy Burrowing Thought Find Path, Secret Door, Trap (spell ability) 
Thought Call Lightning Time Finger of Death 
Thought Calm Others Energy Fire Ball, Delayed Blast Fire Ball 
Time Cancellation Matter Flesh to Stone 
Time Cause Disease Matter Floating Disc 
Matter Cause Fear Energy Fly 
Time Cause Wounds (Light, Serious, Critical) Matter Force Field 
Thought Change Odors Energy Free Monster, Free Person 
Time Change Tastes Matter Gaseous Form 
Thought Charm Monster, Person , Plant, Mass Charm Energy Gate 
Thought Choose Best Option Thought Geas or Quest 
Thought Clairaudience Matter Growth of Animal, Growth of Plant 
Thought Clairvoyance Energy Hallucinatory Terrain 
Energy Climb Walls (70%-120%) Thought Harden 
Matter Clone Energy Haste 
Time Close Gate Matter Heal 
Thought Cloudkill Thought Hear Noise (50%-140%) ...., Thought Commune Energy Heat Metal 
Thought Communication Matter Hide in Shadows (30%-100%) 
Thought Confuse Alignment Time Hit Point Bonus ( + 1 to + 3 per HD) 
Matter Confusion Energy Hit Rolls Bonus ( + 2 to + 10) 
Thought Conjure Elemental Time Hold Animal, Monster, Person , Portal 
Thought Contact Other Plane Energy Holy Word 
Matter Container (5,000-50,000 en) Time Ice Storm or Wall 
Time Contingency Thought Identify 
Thought Control Animals, Dragons, Giants, Humans, Time Immune to Aging Attack 

Plants Time Immune to Breath Weapons 
Thought Control Temperature 10' Radius Thought Immune to Disease, Paralysis, Time 
Time Control Undead (Lesser or Greater) Time Immune to Energy Drain & Poison 
Thought Control Winds Time Immunity 
Matter Create Animal, Monster, or Normal Object Time Inertia control 
Matter Create Food Thought Infravision 
Energy Create Magic Aura Thought Insect Plague 
Time Create Poison Matter Invisibility, Inv. 10 ' Radius , Mass Inv. 
Time Create Water Thought Invisible Stalker 
Thought Creeping Doom Matter Knock 
Matter Cureall, Automatic Cureall Thought Know Alignment 
Thought Cure Blindness Energy Leap 30' to 120' (with Hit roll bonus) 
Matter Cure Disease Matter Levitate 
Matter Cure Wounds (Light, Serious, Critical) Thought Lie Detection 
Time Curse Time lLife Drain 
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Sphere Spell Name Sphere Spell Name ,. 
,J Time Life Trapping Thought Resist Cold 

Energy Light, Continual Light Time Resist Fire 
Energy Lightning Bolt Energy Restore 
Thol,!ght Locate Plant/Animal, Locate Object Matter Reverse Gravity 

~J Thought Lore Time Rulership 
Time Lower Water Time Saving Throws Bonus ( + 2 to +6) 
Time Luck Energy Security 
Energy Magic Door Matter Set Normal Trap (50%-90%) 
Thought Magic jar Matter Shapechange 
Time Magic Lock Time Shelter 
Matter Magic Missile Time Shield 
Thought Mapmaking Matter Shrink Plants 
Energy Massmorph Time Silence 15' Radius 
Matter Maze Matter Size Control 
Thought Memorize + 1 to + 10 Spell Levels Time Sleep 
Matter Merging Time Slow 
Matter Metal to Wood Energy Smash Attack 
Energy Meteor Swarm Thought Snake charm 
Thought Mind Barrier, Mindmask Thought Speak with Anima\, Dead, Monster, Plant 
Energy Mirror Image Energy Spell Damage Bonus + 1 to + 4 Per Die 
Matter Move Earth Time Spell Turning 
Energy Move Silently (50%-100%) Matter Statue 
Time Neutralize Poison Matter Sticks to Snakes 
Time Obliterate Matter Stone to Flesh 
Thought Obscure Energy Striking 
Energy Open Locks (60%-120%) Thought Summon Animal, Elemental , Weather 
Matter Open Mind Matter Summon Object 
Time Paralysis Time Survival 
Matter Parry Matter Sword 
Energy Pass Plant Time Symbol 
Matter Pass-Wall Matter Telekinesis 
Time Permanence Matter Teleport, Teleport Object 
Energy Phantasmal Force Time Timekeeping 
Energy Pick Pockets (50%-100%) Time Tim estop 
Matter Plane Travel Thought Tracking 

'-'/ Energy Plant Door Energy Transport Through Plants 
Time Poison Energy Travel 
Matter Polymorph Object, Other, Self Thought Treasure Finding 
Energy Power Word Blind, Kill, Stun Energy Tree movement 
Thought Predict Weather Thought Truesight 
Energy Prismatic Wall Time Turn Undead (as Cleric L6, 12 , 24, 36) 
Energy Produce Fire Time Turn Undead bonus + 2 to + 6, + 1d6 to +3d6 
Energy Projected Image HD 
Time Protection From Creatures (some, many, most, all) Matter Turn Wood 
Time Protection from Evil, Prot. from Evil10' Radius Energy Ventriloquism 
Time Protection from Lightning Time Victory 
Time Protection from Lycanthropes Energy Wall of Fire 
Matter Protection from Magic Detection Matter Wall oflron, Stone 
Time Protection from Normal Missiles Matter Warp Wood 
Time Protection from Poison Thought Water Breathing 
Time Protection from Undead Energy Weapon bonus (to damage or strength) 
Thought Purify Food & Water Thought Weather Control 
Energy Raise Dead, Raise Dead Fully Matter Web 
Thought Read Languages Energy Web movement 
Thought Read Magic Thought Wish 
Matter Regeneration Thought Wizard Eye 
Matter Reincarnation Time Wizard Lock 
Energy Remove Barrier, Curse, Traps (50%-100%) Energy Wizardry 
Thought Remove Charm, Fear, Geas, Quest Matter Word of Recall 
Matter Repair Object {normal or magical) Thought X-Ray Vision 
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Sl. Energy 
M53 8 Climb Walls, 100% R 0, DR 12T . 

1 a. Spells of Energy M53 II Climb \•Valls, 110% R 0, DR 12T 

pp M53 14 Climb Walls, 120% RO,DR 12T 

Ref Cost Spell Name Range & Duration 
M52 7 Create magic aura R 120f, DR 3T 
X63 10 Displacement RO,DR IT 

X5 2 Bless R 60f, DR 6T M52 12 Fire breath R 30f, DR Inst 
X6 8 Continual Light R 120f, DR Perm M52 4 Hit rolls bonus + 2 RO,DRIT 
C22 13 Delayed Blast Fire Ball R 240f, DR 0-60r M52 6 Hit rolls bonus + 3 RO,DRIT 

\.,..-- X16 16 Disintegrate R 60f, DR lnst M52 8 Hit rolls bonus + 4 RO,DR IT 
X8 8 Dispel Evil R 30f, DR IT M52 · 10 Hit rolls bonus + 5 R 0, DR IT 
XII .II Fire Ball R 240f, DR lnst M52 12 Hit rolls bonus + 6 RO,DR IT 
X12 5 Fly R 0, DR ld6T+ !TIL M52 14 Hit rolls bonus + 7 RO,DRIT 
XIS 8 Free Monster• R 120f, DR Perm M52 16 Hit rolls bonus + 8 R 0, DR IT 
X12 5 Free Person • R 180f, DR Inst M52 18 Hit rolls bonus + 9 RO,DR IT 
C26 19 Gate R 30f, DR I or ld%T M52 20 Hit rolls bonus + 10 RO,DR IT 
X13 7 Hallucinatory Terrain R 240f, DR to Touch M52 5 Leap 30', + 2 Hit RO,DR IT 
X12 6 Haste R 240f, DR 3T I M52 10 Leap 60', + 4 Hit RO,DR IT 
M4 5 Heat Metal R 30f, DR 7r M52 15 Leap 90', + 6 Hit RO,DR IT 
C13 19 Holy Word R 0, DR Inst M52 20 Leap 120', +8 Hit R 0, DR IT 
B40 4 Light R 120f, DR 6T+ IT/L M53 7 Move Silent, 50% R 0, DR 6T 
X12 12 Lightning Bolt R 180f, DR lnst M53 9 Move Silent, 60% RO, DR 6T 
C22 8 Magic Door R !Of, DR 7 use M53 II Move Silent, 70% R 0, DR 6T 
X13 6 Massmorph R 240f, DR Cone M53 13 Move Silent, 80% R 0, DR 6T 
C26 20 Meteor Swarm R 240f, DR lnst M53 15 Move Silent, 90% R O,DR 6T 
B42 5 Mirror Image R 0, DR 6T M53 17 Move Silent, 100% R 0, DR 6T 
Cl6 7 Pass Plant R 0, DR Inst M53 2 Open Locks, 60% R 0, DR 6T 
B42 10 Phantasmal Force R 240f, DR Cone M53 5 Open Locks, 70% R 0, DR 6T 
CIS 4 Plant Door R 0, DR IT/L M53 8 Open Locks, 80% R 0, DR 6T 
C25 17 Power Word Blind R 120f, DR 2hr-4/day M53 II Open Locks, 90% R 0, DR 6T 
C26 17 Power Word Kill R 120f, DR Perm M53 14 Open Locks, 100% RO, DR6T 
C22 12 Power Word Stun R 120f, DR 2d6/ld6T M53 17 Open Locks, II 0% RO, DR 6T 
1\19 20 Prismatic Wall R 60f, DR 6T M53 19 Open Locks, 120% R 0, DR6T 
Cl5 3 Produce Fire R 0, DR 2T/L M53 6 Pick Pockets, 50% RO, DR 6T 
X16 14 Projected Image R 240f, DR 6T M53 II Pick Pockets, 75% R 0, DR6T 
Cl2 12 Raise Dead R 120f, DR Perm M53 16 Pick Pockets, 100% R 0, DR 6T 
Cl3 17 Raise Dead Fully R 60f, DR Perm 20 Pick Pockets perfectly R 0, DR 6T 
X14 14 Remove Curse R 0, DR Perm M53 6 Remove Traps, 50% R 0, DR 6T 
Cl2 14 Remove Barrier• R 60f, DR Perm 1\153 12 Remove Traps, 75% R 0, DR 6T 
Cl3 18 Restore R 0, DR Perm M53 18 Remove Traps, 100% R 0, DR 6T 
X7 6 Striking R 30f. DR IT M53 6 Security R 0, DR Var 
Cl6 9 Transport Through Plants R 0, DR Inst M53 17 Smash Attack R 0, DR IT 
1\18 16 Travel R 0, DR !TIL M53 6 Spell damage bonus + 1/die R =Spell, DR lnst 

'-'' B40 2 Ventriloquism R 60f, DR 2T M53 II Spell damage bonus + 2/die R = Spell, DR Inst 
X14 5 Wall of Fire R 60f, DR Cone M53 16 Spell damage bonus + 3/die R =Spell, DR Inst 
M4 18 Wizardry RO,DRIT M53 20 Spell damage bonus + 4/die R =Spell, DR Inst 

1\154 3 Tree movement R 0, DR 12T 
lb. Non-Spell Magic M54 3 Weapon damage + 2 R 0, DR IT 

M54 5 Weapon damage + 3 R 0, DR IT pp 
l\154 7 Weapon damage + 4 RO,DRIT 

Ref Cost Spell Name Range & Duration M54 9 Weapon damage + 5 RO,DRIT 
4 Ability bonus (I in GT) R 0, DR 6T 1\154 11 Weapon damage + 6 R 0, DR IT 
8 Ability bonus (2 in GT) R 0, DR 6T M54 13 Weapon damage + 7 RO,DRIT 

12 Ability bonus (all 3 GT) R 0, DR 6T M54 15 Weapon damage + 8 R 0, DR IT 
16 Ability bonus (all 3 LT) R 0, DR 6T M54 17 Weapon damage + 9 RO, DR IT 
20 Ability bonus {all 6) R 0, DR 6T M54 19 Weapon damage + 1 0 RO, DR IT 
4 Ability penalty (I in GT) R 0, DR 6T M54 9 Weapon damage x2 R 0, DR IT 
8 Ability penalty (2 in GT) R 0, DR 6T l\154 12 Weapon damage x3 R 0, DR IT 

12 Ability penalty (all 3 GT) R 0, DR 6T 1\154 15 Weapon damage x4 R 0, DR IT 
16 Ability penalty (all 3 GT) R 0, DR 6T l\154 18 Weapon damage x5 RO , DRIT 
20 Ability penalty (all 6) R 0, DR 6T 1\154 5 \.Yeapon strength + I RO, DR IT 

l\151 5 Bearhug R 0, DR IT l\154 8 Weapon strength + 2 R 0, DR IT 
l\151 20 Blasting R 60f, DR lnst l\154 II Weapon strength + 3 R 0, DR IT 
l\151 12 Burrowing R 0, DR 6T 1\154 14 \'Veapon strength + 4 RO, DR IT 
l\153 2 Climb Walls, 70% RO , DRI2T 1\154 17 \\7eapon strength + 5 RO, DR IT 
l\153 4 Climb \'Valls, 80% R 0, DR 12T M54 20 Weapon strength + 6 RO, DR IT 
M53 5 Climb \'Valls, 90% R 0, DR 12T 1\154 7 Web movement R 0, DR 12T 
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~ 2a. Spells of Matter 2b . Non-Spell Magic 

I, pp pp 

! Ref Cost Spell Name Range & Duration Ref Cost Spell Name Range & Duration 

X14 10 Animate Dead R 60f, DR Perm 4 Ability bonus (I in GT) RO,DR6T 
X9 12 Animate Objects R 60f, DR 6T 8 Ability bonus (2 in GT) It 0, DR 6T 

~/ X9 10 Babble• R 60f, DR IT/L 12 Ability bonus (all 3 GT) RO, DR 6T 
Cl2 14 Barrier R 60f, DR 12T 16 Ability bonus (all 3 LT) RO, DR 6T 
xs 2 Cause Fear• R 120f, DR 2T 20 Ability bonus (all 6) RO, DR6T 
M6 16 Clone R I Of, DR Perm 4 Ability penalty (I in GT) R 0, DR 6T 
X13 s Confusion R 120f, DR 12r 8 Ability penalty (2 in GT) RO, DR 6T 
M8 20 Create Any Monster R 90f, DR 3T 12 Ability penalty (all 3 GT) RO, DR 6T 
X8 7 Create Food R !Of, DR Perm 16 Ability penalty (all3 GT) RO, DR6T 
M7 18 Create Magical Monsters R 60f, DR 2T 20 Ability penalty (all 6) RO, DR6T 
Cl2 8 Create Normal Animals R 30f, DR JOT MSI 20 Automatic Healing RO, DR Perm 
C22 9 Create Normal Monsters R 30f, DR IT MSI 18 Blend with Surroundings RO, DR6T 
C12 7 Cure Critical Wounds R 0, DR Perm MSI 3 Buoyancy to 10,000 en RO, DR6T 
X6 4 Cure Disease R 30f, DR Perm MSI 6 Buoyancy to 20,000 en R 0, DR 12T 
B26 3 Cure Light Wounds R 0, DR Perm MSI 9 Buoyancy to 40,000 en RO, DR 18T 
X7 s Cure Serious Wounds R 0, DR Perm MSI 12 Buoyancy to 80,000 en RO, DR 24T 
M9 20 Cureall R 0, DR Perm MSI IS Buoyancy to any weight RO, DR 36T 
C24 IS Dance R 0, DR 3-7 r MS! 2 Container, to S,OOO en R 0, DR 36T 
X13 s Dimension Door R !Of, DR lr MSI 4 Container, to 10,000 en R 0, DR 36T 
Cl3 18 Earthquake R 360f, DR IT MSI 6 Container, to IS,OOO en RO, DR 36T 
C20 8 Feeblemind R 240f, DR Perm MSl 8 Container, to 20,000 en RO, DR 36T 
X16 10 Flesh to Stone R 120f, DR Perm MSI 10 Container, to 2S,OOO en RO, DR 36T 
B39 2 Floating Disc RO, DR6T MSI 12 Container, to 30,000 en R 0, DR 36T 
M8 16 Force Field R 120f, DR 6T MSl 14 Container, to 3S,OOO en RO, DR 36T 
X6 4 Growth of Animal R 120f, DR 12T MSI 16 Container, to 40,000 en RO, DR 36T 
X13 5 Growth of Plants R 120f, DR Perm MSI 18 Container, to SO,OOO en RO, DR 36T 
B41 4 Invisibility R 240f, DR Perm MS2 IS Create Normal Objects R 30f, DR Perm 
Xl2 s Invisibility 10' radius R 120f, DR Perm MS2 s Disarm Attack RO, DR 6T 
B41 4 Knock R 60f, DR Var MS2 9 Elasticity R 0, DR 12T 
B41 3 Levitate R 0 , DR 6T+ IT/L MS2 6 Gaseous Form RO, DR 3T 
B40 3 Magic Missile R 150f, DR lr M53 6 Hide in Shadows, 30% RO, DR6T 
C22 12 Mass Invisibility R 240f, DR Perm M53 9 Hide in Shadows, 50% RO, DR6T 
C26 20 Maze R 60f, DR lr-6T M53 12 Hide in Shadows, 70% RO, DR 6T 
Cl6 16 Metal to Wood R 120f, DR Perm M53 15 Hide in Shadows, 90% RO, DR 6T 

~ C21 10 Move Earth R 240f, DR 6T 18 Hide in Shadows Perfectly RO, DR 6T 
C24 16 Open Mind• R 0, DR 6T/L M53 8 Merging RO, DR 18T 
XIS 9 Pass-Wall R 30f, DR 3T M53 5 Parry RO, DR6T 
C25 15 Polymorph Any Object R 240f, DR IT/L-Prm M53 13 Plane Travel R 0, DR Inst 
Xl3 9 Polymorph Other R 60f, DR Perm M53 17 Protection/Magic Detection RO, DR 6T 
Xl4 13 Polymorph Self R 0, DR 6T+ IT/L M53 19 Regeneration RO,DRIT 
C21 15 Reincarnation R I Of, DR Perm M53 2 Repair Normal Objects RO, DR Perm 
C22 12 Reverse Gravity R 90f, DR 2 sec M53 8 Repair Temporary Magic RO, DR Perm 
M9 20 Shapechange R 0, DR IT/L M53 14 Repair Permanent Magic R 0, DR Perm 
X13 5 Shrink Plants• R 120f, DR Perm M53 4 Set Normal Trap 50% R 2f, DR Perm 
C23 14 Statue R 0, DR 2T/L M53 8 Set Normal Trap 70% R 2f, DR Perm 

X8 7 Sticks to Snakes R 120f, DR 6T M53 13 Set Normal Trap 90% R 2f, DR Perm 

X16 10 Stone to Flesh R 120f, DR Perm M53 7 Size Control RO, DR 6T 

C23 19 Summon Object R Inf, DR lnst 
C24 14 Sword R 30f, DR 1r/L 
C2 8 Telekinesis R 120f, DR 6r 
XIS 10 Teleport R IOf, DR lnst 
C24 17 Teleport any Object R 0, DR lnst 
MS 9 Turn Wood R 30f, DR IT/L 
C21 10 Wall of Iron R 120f, DR Perm 
XIS 7 Wall of Stone R 60f, DR Perm 
CIS 3 Warp Wood R 240f, DR Perm 
B42 2 Web R !Of, DR 48T 
X9 18 Word of Recall R 0, DR lnst 
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.3a. Spells of Thought .3b. Non-Spell Magic 

pp pp 
Ref Cost Spell Name Range & Duration Ref Cost Spell Name Range & Duration 

C12 14 Aerial Servant R 60f, DR 1 day/L 4 Ability bonus (1 in GT) R 1 cr, DR 6T 
C15 12 Call Lightning R 360f, DR 1T/L 8 Ability bonus (2 in GT) R 1 cr, DR 6T 
X13 6 Charm Monster R 120f, DR Var 12 Ability bonus (all 3 GT) R 1 cr, DR 6T 

\. 1339 4 Charm Person R 120f, DR Var 16 Ability bonus (all 3 LT) R 1 cr, DR 6T 
C21 9 Charm Plant R 120f, DR 3 mon 20 Ability bonus (all 6) R 1 cr, DR 6T 
Xll 5 Clairvoyance R 60f, DR 12T 4 Ability penalty (1 in GT) R var, DR 6T 
X14 9 Cloudkill R lf, DR 6T 8 Ability penalty {2 in GT) R var, DR 6T 
X8 18 Commune RO, DR 3T 12 Ability penalty (all 3 GT) R var, DR 6T 
X5 3 Confuse Alignment• R 0, DR 1T/L 16 Ability penalty (all 3 GT) R var, DR 6T 
X14 12 Conjure Elemental R 240f, DR Cone 20 Ability penalty (all 6) Tvar, DR 6T 
C20 17 Contact Other Plane R 0, DR Var M51 6 Calm Others R 120f, DR Perm 
X61 7 Control Plants R 0, DR20T M51 3 Change Odors R 120f, DR Perm 
C15 7 Control Temperature 10' rad. RO, DR 1T/L M51 9 Choose Best Option R 0, DR Inst 
C16 6 Control Winds RO, DR 1T/L X61 3 Clairaudience R 60f, DR 12T 
C16 20 Creeping Doom R 120f, DR 1r/L M51 12 Control Animals R 60f, DR 20T 
X6 4 Cure Blindness R 0, DR Perm M51 19 Control Dragons R 120f, DR 20T 
M4 8 Detect Danger R 5f/L, DR 6T/3T M51 17 Control Giants R 120f, DR 20T 
B41 3 Detect Evil RO, DR 6T M51 20 Control Humans R 120f, DR 20T 
B41 7 Detect Invisible RO, DR6T M51 8 Communication RO, DR6T 
B39 3 Detect Magic RO, DR 2T B45 7 Detect Enemies R 60f, DR 1r 
B41 5 ESP R 60f, DR 12T X60 3 Detect Gems R 60f, DR 3T 
C24 15 Explosive Cloud R lf, DR 6T X62 4 Detect Metal R 20f, DR 6r 
X9 16 Find the Path R 0, DR 6T+ 1T/L M52 2 Detect New Construction R 0, DR 36T 
X5 7 Find Traps RO, DR 2T X60 5 Detecting Shifting Stone R 10f, DR 1r 
X9,16 10 Geas or Quest R 30f, DR Var M52 3 Detect Slopes RO, DR 36T 
C20 6 Harden R 240f, DR Perm M52 7 Find Secret Doors RO, DR 6T 
X12 4 Infravision R 0, DR 1 day M53 2 Find Traps, 50% RO, DR6T 
X8 8 Insect Plague R 480f, DR 1 day M53 4 Find Traps, 60% R 0, DR 6T 
X16 10 Invisible Stalker R 0, DR Var M53 6 Find Traps, 70% RO, DR 6T 
X5 4 Know Alignment RO, DR 1r M53 8 Find Traps, 80% R 0, DR6T 
C15 2 Locate RO, DR6T M53 10 Find Traps, 90% RO, DR 6T 
X6 4 Locate Object RO, DR 6T M53 12 Find Traps, 100% R 0, DR 6T 
C22 14 Lore R 0, DR Perm M53 14 Find Traps, 110% RO, DR 6T 
X15 14 Magic jar R 30f, DR Var M53 5 Hear Noise, 50% R 0, DR 12T 
C24 15 Mass Charm R 120f, DR Var M53 10 Hear Noise, 90% R 0, DR 24T 

~C24 16 Mind Barrier R !Of, DR 6T/L M53 15 Hear Noise, 140% R 0, DR 36T 
X11 3 Mindmask" RO, DR 12T C54 5 Identify R 60f, DR 1r 
C15 4 Obscure R 0, DR 1T/L M52 10 Immune to Aging attack RO, DR 18T 
C15 2 Predict Weather R 0, DR 12hr M52 4 Immune to Disease RO,DR18T 
B27 2 Purify Food & Water R I Of, DR Perm M52 6 Immune to Paralysis RO, DR 6T 
B40 2 Read Languages R 0, DR 2T M52 10 Lie Detection R 0, DR 3T 
B40 2 Read Magic RO, DR IT M52 11 Mapmaking RO,DR1T 
C24 13 Remove Charm • R 120f, DR Perm/1T M52 2 Memorize + 1 spell level R 0, DR 1 study 
B27 2 Remove Fear R 0, DR 2T M52 4 Memorize + 2 spell levels R 0, DR 1 study 
X9,16 9 Remove Geas or Quest• R 30f, DR Perm M52 6 Memorize + 3 spell levels R 0, DR 1 study 
B27 2 Resist Cold RO, DR6T M52 8 Memorize + 4 spell levels R 0, DR 1 study 
X6 3 Snake Charm R 60f, DR 2-5r,T M52 10 Memorize + 5 spell levels R 0, DR 1 study 
X6 3 Speak with Animals R 0, DR 6T M52 12 Memorize + 6 spell levels R 0, DR 1 study 
X7 5 Speak with the Dead R 10f, DR 1r/L M52 14 Memorize + 7 spell levels R 0, DR 1 study 
X9 12 Speak with Monsters R 0, DR 1r/L M52 16 Memorize + 8 spell levels R 0, DR 1 study 
X8 6 Speak with Plants R 0, DR 3T M52 18 Memorize + 9 spell levels R 0, DR 1 study 
M5 6 Summon Animals R 360f, DR 3T M52 20 Memorize + 10 spell levels R 0, DR 1 study 
M5 16 Summon Elemental R 240f, DR 6T M53 10 Poison Gas Breath R 0, DR 3r 
C16 11 Summon Weather R 5mi/L-14, DR 6T/L M54 6 Tracking 90%, 50% indoor R 0, DR 36T 
C12 10 Truesight RO,DR1T+1r/L M54 14 Tracking 90% anywhere R 0, DR 36T 
X12 3 Water Breathing R 30f, DR 1 day M54 12 Treasure Finding R 0, DR 6T 
C16 16 Weather Control R 0, DRConc M54 16 X-Ray Vision RO, DR 1T 
MIO 20 Wish R 0, DR Any 
X14 6 Wizard Eye R 240f, DR6T 
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.. 
4a. Spells of Time X62 8 Age Change (2·20 years) R touch, DR Perm 

X62 12 Age Change (3·30 years) R touch, DR Perm pp X62 16 Age Change ( 4·40 years) R touch, DR Perm 
Ref Cost Spell Name Range & Duration X62 20 Age Change (5·50 years) R touch, DR Perm 
C16 9 Anti·Animal Shell R 0, DR !TIL M51 18 Anti·Magic Ray R 60x!Of, DR IT 
X15 15 Anti-Magic Shell R 0, DR 12T M51 3 Anti-Magic 10 % R 0, DR 6T 
C16 6 Anti-Plant Shell R 0, DR lr/L M51 7 Anti-Magic 20% R 0, DR 6T 

~- C22 12 Appear• R 240f, DR Perm M51 11 Anti-Magic 30 % R 0, DR 6T 
X5 2 Blight* R 60f, DR 6T M51 15 Anti · Magic 40% R 0, DR 6T 
C12 7 Cause Critical Wounds R 0, DR lnst M51 19 Anti-Magic 50% R 0, DR 6T 
X6 5 Cause Disease• R 30f, DR P2d12d M51 4 AC bonus -2 RO, DR 6T 
X5 2 Cause Light Wounds R 0, DR lnst M51 6 AC bonus -3 RO, DR 6T 
X7 6 Cause Serious Wounds R 0, DR Perm M51 8 AC bonus -4 R 0, DR 6T 
C26 17 Close Gate• R 30f, DR Perm M51 10 AC bonus -5 R 0, DR 6T 
M8 20 Contingency R 0, DR Var M51 12 AC bonus -6 R 0, DR 6T 
X6 6 Continual Darkness• R 120f, DR Perm M51 14 AC bonus -7 RO, DR 6T 
X8 8 Create Poison • R 0, DR Perm M51 16 AC bonus -8 R 0, DR 6T 
X7 4 Create Water R !Of, DR 6T M51 18 AC bonus -9 R 0, DR 6T 
X14 5 Curse• R 0, DR Var M51 20 AC bonus -10 RO, DR 6T 
XII 3 Darkness• R 120f, DR 6T+ !TIL M51 5 Bug Repellant RO , DR 40T 
X16 10 Death Spell R 240f, DR Inst B45 20 Cancellation (one item) R touch, DR Perm 
X8 II Dispel Magic R 120f, DR Perm M51 3 Change tastes R 60f, DR Perm 
C20 7 Dissolve R 240f, DR 3-18 day M51 14 Control Undead, Lesser R 120f, DR 20T 
Cl2 10 Finger of Death R 60f, DR Perm M51 18 Control Undead, Greater R 120f, DR 20T 
Xl2 3 Hold Animal R 180f, DR !TIL C50 2/r Delay Spell Effect R Spell, DR 1-!0r 
X15 7 Hold Monster R 120f, DR 6T+ !TIL M52 7 Dodge normal missiles RO,DR!T 
X12 4 Hold Person R 180f, DR 9T,1T/L M52 10 Dodge any missiles RO, DR IT 
B39 4 Hold Portal R 1 Of, DR 2d6T M52 13 Dodge directional attacks RO,DR!T 
X13 9 Ice Storm R 120f, DR lr M52 6 Hit point bonus + 1 per HD RO,DR!T 
X13 5 Ice Wall R 120f, DR 12T M52 12 Hit point bonus + 2 per HD RO, DR IT 
M9 20 Immunity R 0, DR !TIL M52 18 Hit point bonus + 3 per HD RO, DR IT 
C13 14 Life Drain• R 0, DR Perm M52 11 Ice breath R 30f, DR Inst 
X16 8 Lower Water R 240f, DR lOT M52 20 Immune to Breath Weapons RO, DR IT 
C22 12 Magic Lock* R !Of, DR 7 use M52 16 Immune to Energy Drain R 0, DR 6T 
X8 6 Neutralize Poison R 0, DR Perm M52 8 Immune to Poison RO,DR18T 
C13 18 Obliterate• R 60f, DR Inst M52 17 Inertia control R 0, DR 24T 
C25 18 Permanence R 1 Of, DR Perm M52 20 Life Trapping R 0, DR Var 
B40 2 Protection from Evil R 0, DR 12T, 6T M52 20 Luck R 0, DR IT 
X8 5 Protection/Evil 1 0 ' radius R 0, DR 12T B44 10 Paralysis R 60f, DR 5r 
C15 8 Protection from Lightning R 0, DR 1T/I B44 15 Paralysis (·2 save) R 120f, DR !T 

~ 
X12 4 Protection/Normal Missiles R 30f, DR 12T B44 20 Paralysis ( -4 save) R 180f, DR 15r 
X5 3 Resist Fire R 30f, DR 2T B43 6 Poison, special effect R touch, DR l-12r 
B40 2 Shield R 0, DR 2T B43 12 Poison, damage (1 pt/PP) R touch, DR Perm 
X6 8 Silence 15' radius R 180f, DR 12T B43 18 Poison, deadly (-2 save) R touch, DR Perm 
B40 3 Sleep R 240f, DR 4d4T M53 4 Protection/some creatures R 0, DR 6T 
X12 5 Slow• R 240f, DR 3T M53 8 Protection/many creatures R 0, DR 6T 
M3 13 Survival R 0, DR 6T/L M53 12 Protection/most creatures R 0, DR 6T 
C25 18 Symbol R 0, DR Perm M53 17 Protection/all creatures R 0, DR 6T 
MlO 20 Timestop R 0, DR 2-5r B44 9 Protection from 

B42 6 Wizard Lock R !Of, DR Perm Lycanthropcs R !Of, DR 6T 
M5 6 Protection frorn poison R 0, DR !TIL 

4b. Non-Spell Magic B44 13 Protection from Undead R !Of, DR 6T 
M53 10 Rulcrship R 1 obj, DR 1 check 

pp M53 5 Sa,·ing Throws bonus + 2 R 0, DR 6T 
Ref Cost Spell Name Range & Duration M53 10 Saving Throws bonus + 4 R 0, DR 6T 

4 Ability bonus (1 in GT) R 1 cr, DR 6T M53 15 Saving Throws bonus + 6 R 0, DR 6T 
8 Ability bonus (2 in GT) R 1 cr, DR 6T M53 7 Shelter R 0, DR 24 hr 

12 Ability bonus (all 3 GT) R 1 cr, DR 6T X62 20 Spell Turning R 0, DR 1 spell 
16 Abilit y bonus (all 3 LT) R I cr, DR 6T M54 2 Tirnd:reping R 0, DR 24 hr 

20 Ability bonus (all 6) R 1 cr, DR 6T M54 4 Turn Undead as Cleric L6 R Sight , DR 3T 
4 Ability penalty (1 in GT) R var, DR 6T M54 9 Turn Undead as Cleric Ll2 R Sight , DR 3T 

8 Ability penalty (2 in GT) R var, DR 6T M54 14 Turn Undead as Cleric L24 R Sight, DR 3T 

12 Ability penalty (all 3 GT) R var, DR 6T M54 19 Turn Undead as Cleric L36 R Sight, DR 3T 

16 Ability penalty (all 3 GT) R var, DR 6T M54 4 Turn bonus + 2, + ld6 HD R Sight, DR IT 

20 Ability penalty (all 6) T var, DR 6T M54 8 Turn bonus + 4, + 2d6 HD R Sight, DR IT 

M51 13 Acid breath R 30f, DR lr M54 12 Turn bonus + 6, +3d6 HD R Sight, DR IT 

X62 4 Age Change (1-10 years) R touch, DR Perm M54 15 Victory R 0, DR 1 check 
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Monsters 

XP Value by HD: 
t••- 16 5 .. - 425 9*** - 3,700 
2 .. - 30 6*** - 950 to••••• - 4,750 
3** - 65 7*•• 1,650 lt····· 5,100 
4 •• = 175 8•••• = 2,850 12······ 6,50.0 

Headsmen (also called Executioners) are NPC humans commonly 
employed by dominion rulers. They are trained in the business of kill
ing criminals who have received the death penalty for any of various 
crimes. Most headsmen are skilled in the proper use of bladed weap
ons, ropes, and poisons, and are-able to execute criminals quickly and 
neatly. 

All professional headsmen belong to their own guild, which is a 
branch of the Thieves' Guild . Headsmen keep their true identities 
completely secret, wearing hoods or disguises when engaged in pro
fessional activities. Many own ordinary shops, and can seem to be 
perfectly ordinary townsfolk. Headsmen of 6 HD or more are 90% 
undetectable in their disguises, and study languages of all sorts to 
improve their masquerades . Headsmen of 10 HD or more can even 
use the secret languages of other alignments . 

Thugs 
A secret organization exists within the Guild of Headsm.en, and its 

members can be dangerous. These evil headsmen enjoy their work too 
·ch, and offer their services for open hire. Others call them Assas-
1 or Thugs; they call themselves Pragmati ("the practical people") . 

---Dnlike the Thieves' Guild, the Pragmati are not supported by 
adventurers or rulers. They are sometimes hired by other NPCs , 
especially evil ones. However, PCs do no( normally contact these 
headsmen for any reason; their organization is dangerous as either an 
enemy or an ally. Thugs are treacherous and self-serving, known to 
exTort money from their previous "clients" with threats of exposure, 
kidnapping, or even murder. 

Thugs often use poisoned weapons, and strongly prefer stealth, 
treachery, and ambush to normal attacks . They often use magical 
devices when attacking powerful opponents; potions, rings, and mis
cellaneous items are preferred. Thugs rarely use magic weapons, pre
ferring cheap but effective tools that could easily be left behind. They 
never use spells, though they may hire (or even be led by) evil spell 
casters. 

Thugs usuaily retreat if damaged, and may flee even if merely dis
covered, depending on the situation. They rarely attack adventurers , 
knowing well that magic and other special attacks can be deadly. 

.. However, a group of thugs may try to ambush a party if the chance for 
. success is good, especially if the party has recently been wounded in a 
difficult battle. Sometimes thugs may be hired as guards, if assured of 
high-level clerical assistance when injured or slain. They may rarely 
be found working with bandits or other renegade groups, usually in 
disguise and often unbeknownst to the bandits themselves. 

Special Abilities 
Thugs know methods to kill quickly, neatly, and silently. A thug also 

has the same Special Abilities as a thief of the same level ; for example, 
a 6 Hit Die thug can Climb Walls with a 92% chance of success . 
Thugs use standard monster Hit roll charts, not those for characters. 

, thug may make preparations to surprise a victim; if so, a roll of 1-3 
..,...stead of 1-2) indicates surprise . These preparations often include dis
guise, success at moving silently (as the thief ability), and a strong cord 
or edged weapon held ready, possibly while successfully hiding in 
shadows. 
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If a prepared thug gains surprise, the victim may be slain with a sin
gle blow, regardless of hit points . No Hit roll is made; instead, the 
base chance of success is 50%, modified by the difference in Hit Dice, 
as follows: if the victim's level is greater than the Thug's, subtract 5% 
per Hit Die; if the victim's level is less than the Thug's, add 5% per 
Hit Die. If the thug does not gain surprise, a normal Hit roll is made, 
and normal damage is inflicted if t'he attempt succeeds. A successful 
hit may also require the victim to make a Saving Throw vs. Poison if 
the thug is using a poisoned blade . 

Example: A 7HD thug attempting to kill a swordmaster (3HD 
fighter) has a chance of 50% plus 20% (for 4 HD difference in the 
headsman's favor), or 70% . If the same thug tried to kill a 25th level 
fighter lord, the chance is 50% minus 10% (2 HD difference in the 
victim's favor), or 40%. Remember that the fighter has only 9 HD 
(despite his or her added hit points per level above that), for a differ
ence of only 2 Hit Dice in this example. 

Mystic 

Armor Class: 9 or better (see below) 
Hit Dice: 1 to !6 ......... (d6) 
Move: 120'(40') to 320'(80') (see below) 
Attacks: 1 weapon or see below 
Damage: By weapon or see 

below 
No. Appearing: 1-8 (6-48) 
Save As: Fighter of equal level 
Morale: 7 or better 
Treasure Type: (V) I, L, M, N, 0 
Alignment: Any (usually Lawful) 
XP Value: See below 

Hand Atks 

HD (d6) AC MV #AT D XP Value 
1 9 120' 1 ld4 10 
2* 8 130' 1 1d4 + 1 25 
3. 7 140' 1 ld6 50 
4 •• 6 150' 1 ld6 + 1 175 
5 ••• 5 160' 2 ld8 550 
6 ••• 4 170' 2 ld8+ 1 950 
7*** 3 180' 2 ldlO 1,65.0 
s•••• 2 190' 2 ld12 2,850 
g••••• 1 200 ' 3 2d8 4,400 

to••••• 0 210' 3 2d10 4,750 
11* •••• -1 220' 3 2d12 5,100 
12* ..... -2 240' 3 3d8 + 1 6,500 
13******* -3 260' 4 4d6 + 2 8,000 
14******** -4 280' 4 5d6 9,500 
ts•••••••• -5 300' 4 4d8 10,050 
16***•••••• -6 320' 4 3d12 11 '750 

A mystic is an NPC human who rigorously follows a way of life involv
ing a special discipline of meditation, study, and physical training. All 
mystics live in special building complexes (often called cloisters or mon
asteries), located far from towns or other parts of common civilization. 
Mystics allow no unwelcome intruders in their cloisters, but may some
times invite others to come and discuss their problems. Mystics doleave 
the cloisters for various reasons (including common adventuring), but 
always return home within 3 months. They may be hired by PCs at the 
standard rate of 50 gp per day per Hit Die of the mystic. 



There are any number of mystics of 1 to 7 HD, but only seven each 
of8 to 12 HD, five each of 13 to 15 HD, and three of 16 HD. Any mys· 
tic of 13 HD or more is called a Greater Master, and each ru ies a sepa· 
rate cloister. Lesser Masters, of 8 to 12 Hit Dice, may also rule 
cloisters. Details on cloister organization and PC mystics are given in 
the Procedures section (pg. #) . 

Mystics are usually (75%) Lawful, though other alignments are 
represented. All are utterly devoted to the mystic discipline, which is 
neither good nor evil, similar 'in ttiat respect to druid philosophy. 
However, the mystics rely on inner strength, and believe in extraordi· 
nary but non-magical powers (rather than the powers of nature, as the 
druids do). 

. Mystics never wear armor of any type, nor do they ever use protect· 
ive magical devices (such as rings, cloaks, etc.); they rely on their dis
cipline for protection. They may use potions or other magic items for 
certain situations. They are trained to use all weapons, but often do 
not carry them. All material goods (money, magic items, etc .) are 
owned by the cloister, not by the mystics themselves, and -arc rn<:rcly 
loaned or given to the individuals as needed. 

Six-sided dice are used to determine a mystic's h_it points. A mystic 
makes Hit rolls (and saving throws) as if a fighter of the same level, 
not as a monster. Other details of mystics vary by their Hit Dice ( expe· 
rience), as given on the chart, including Armor Class, Movement . 
rate, Attacks per round , and a special melee attack form using·· the' 
hands as weapons . When mystics fight each other (such as for sport), 
tl- 'in a + 4 bonus to all Hit rolls . 

. tics can often be recognized by their robes or other unusual 
garb, but another distinctive ·feature is _t)lelr salute . Upon meeting 
another creature presumed.to be peaceful, the mystic raises a fist , cov· 
ers it with the oth.er hand, and bows slightly. This symbolizes greet· 
ings (the bow), readiness ·t:o fight'if necessary (the fist), but pe'aceful 
intentions (the covered fist). . ' 

Special Abilities . 
Any mystic can use the following Special Abilities of thieves as if a 

thief of the same level: Find Traps, Remove Traps; Move Silently, 
Climb Walls, and Hide in Shadows. _ 
. Mystics 'gain othe,r spect~. abilities as they progress in levels, as 
given. These abilities, o'nce 'gained, are.retained at higherlevels. 

· 2 HD: Awareness · • 
4 HD: Heal self 
6 HD: Speak with animals 
8 I:ID: Resistance 

10 HD: Speak with anyone 
12 HD: Mind block · 
14 HD: Blankout 
16 HD: Gentle touch 

Explanations: 
Awareness: The mystic is only surprised on a roll of 1 (on 1d6). 
Heal Self: The mystic may, once per day, cure himself of 1 point of 

damage for each of !:tis Hit Dice, simply by concentrating for I round. 
Speak with Animals: The mystic may speak with any normal or 

giant animal as often as desired . 
Resistance: The mystic takes only 1/2 damage from all spells and 

J- "weapons that inflict points of damage, or li4 da;nage if the sa v-
i fOW is successful. 
'Ypeak with Anyone: The mystic may speak with any living .crea· 

ture that has a language of any sort, as often as desired. 
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Mind Block: The mystic is immune to ESP, hold and slow spells, 
magical charms, quests, and geas spells. 

Blankout: .By concentrating for one round, the mystic causes his 
presence to "disappear." The mystic cannot be seen or magically 
detected by any living or undead creature (no saving throw). The,, 
effect lasts for 1 round per Hit Die of the mystic or until he attacks. · 

Gentle Touch: Once per day, the mystic may use the Gentle Touch 
on any one living creature hit (by normal roll). The mystic must 
declare he is using the effect first. No saving throw is allowed to avoid 
the subsequent effect, but a victim with more Hit Dice than the mystic 
cannot 'i:>e aJfected. (Hit Dice are used, not levels of experience.) 

The Tauch ha's one of the following results (as chosen by. the mys· 
tic) : charm, curea]l, death, quest, or paralysis The effect lasts for 24 
hours ... , . .. . 

Lich .*. ___ _;.------------~-------

· Armor Class : 
Hit Dice: 
Move: 
Attacks: 
Damage: 
No. Appearing: 
Save As: 
Morale: 

·T-reasure Type: 
Alignment: 
XP Value: 

0 
As character type + level 
90'(30') 
1 touch or 1 spell 
1·1 0 + paralysis or by spell 
1 
Character type and level 
10 
See below 
Chaotic 
See below 

A lich is a powerful undead monster of magical origin , It looks like a 
skeleton wearing fine garments, and was once an evil and chaotic 
magic-user or_ cleric of level 21 or greater (often 27-36). A lich is still 
able to use spells as it did while alive, so is extrer;nely dangerous. 

The very sight of a Jich causes fear in all characters below 5th level 
(no saving throw) . Its merest touch causes 1·1 0 points of damage, and 
can paralyze any creature for 1-100 days (though a saving throw 
applies, and the paralysis is magically dispdlable). 

Before any encounter with a lich, the DM should select spells for the 
creature. This sh ,;u]d be done with care, as a lich is extremely intelli
gent and uses them to its best advantage, Note that morale is given as 
10, but a lich flees if in actual danger. A lich is not normally found 
wandering, but instead remains in or very near a well-defended lair.~ , 
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British author Michael Moorcock created o race of magicians on the isle of 
Melnibone who grew strong and then waned weak with the passing of 
eons. The stories revolve around the last king of the isle, Elric, an albino. 
This being is forced to leave his home and his adventures present the 
reader with an amazing number of deities, monsters, and heroic beings of 
many different types. 

The gods of this mythos.are different from others in that they occupy many 
planes of existence at the same time in thousands of different bodies (thus 
their plane is listed as special). Every avatar is conne,:ted in some way and 
the deities are aware of all of them simultaneously. The deities are 
constantly trying to gain control of one plane or another for the forces of 
law or Chaos. When a god takes physical form in a specific plane, it may 
take only one of its character class attributes into that plane to work with. 
In other words, if a god has 20th level abilities in magic use, clerical , and 
fighting abilities, that god can take only one class of abilities when mo- · 
terializing on o particular plane . In their plane of origin, these gods 
possess their full powers and are able to use them to control a large part of 
that plane of existence. 

Aside from Arioch, there are other gods of Chaos mentioned, but these are 
not dealfwith in detail in the stories. Those wishing to have those gods in 
their game must specify their powers. Among those mentioned are: 
Haborym, Bolon, Maluk, Stertor the Old, Baloan, Marthim, Aesma , Alaster, 
Saebas, Verdelet, Mizilfkm, Bolo the Jester, and Checkalakh of the Flame 
Body. 

The gods of chaos use a syr:nbol of eight red arrows radiating from a small 
circle. The law faction uses a single amber-colored arrow painting 
upward. 

The lawful gods are described even less than the chaotic ones, with 
D·anblas the Justice Maker the only one mentioned. They all appear (on 
the Pnme Material Plane ) as slim, perfec tly formed humans dressed in 
beautiful silks and wearing feather-like armor, using slender weapons of 
incredible power rn battle . 

MASTER TYPES 

' ·· These beings live in other dimensions called half-worlds ( demi-planes ). In 
.. .these "worlds" every animal of the earth has a ruler which is the most 

··p~rfect specimen of its type. They are all dangerous if dealt with from a 
position of weakness. It seems that every species is aware of the need for 
same sort of deity; therefore in the cases of dogs (for example), all dogs 
wor ship their own image, which in turn becom es Roofdrak, "Master of all 
Dogs". 

. ARROWS OF LAW 

.There are 20 arrows of law in a qui ver, each of which will always hit and 
kill one chaotic creature (sav e vs . death applicable) at normal longbow 
ranges. 

BLACK CRYSTAl DOOR 

Made of interdimensional metal that will not break and cannot be affected 
by magic, a black crystal door will only open with the proper word. It has 
the power to drain all of the magical spells from any magic-user that tries 
to magically open it. It will also permanently drain the power of any 
device that is used against it. 

NANORION STONES 

These gem s are sometimes (5% ) found as the hearts o f demons that had 
more than 80 hit points . Their func tion is to a wok en a sleeper no ma tter 
whe t pu• the m to sleep, or ra ise the dea d no m cl!er how lo ng d e ad. They 
will funcr ron only I -4 times, and only 15th or h ig h er le vel cl erics can .ef
fec ri ve ly u se rh e m _ 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Michael Moorcock's Elric series consists of the following vol u mes . 
lished by DAW Books (New York) in paperback: Elric of Melnibc 
Bane of the Black Sword , The Sailor on the Seas of Fate . The Vc 
Tower, The Weird of the White Wolf . and Stormbringer Th s 
series is highly recommended for all AD&D pla yers 

ELRIC (hero) 

ARMOR CLASS: 6 or -6 (see below) 
MOVE: 6" or 15" (see below) 
HIT POINTS: 45 (variable) 
NO. OF An ACKS: 2 
DAMAGE/ ATIACK: See below 
SPECIAL A IT ACKS: See below 
SPECIAL DEFENSES: Nil 
MAGIC RESISTANCE: Standard or 

85% (see below) 
SIZE: M (6 ') 
ALIGNMENT: Chaotic evil 
CLERIC/DRUID: 10th /eve/ cleric/5th 

/eve/ druid 
FIGHTER: 15th /eve/ fighter 
MAGIC-USER/ ILLUSIONIST: 19th /eve/ 

magic-user/ 10th level illusionist 
THIEF/ASSASSIN: 10th level assassin 
MONK/BARD: Nil 
PSIONIC ABILITY: Nil 

Attack/Defense Modes: Nil 

( 

S:6(15) 1:18 W:17 0:17 C:3(15) CH:18 

The fact that Elric IS an albrno causes him to be very weak, and herr 
artificial means to supplement his strength and constitution. He 
strength potions for his own use out of rare materials. As he travels 
there is a chance that the mate(ials he needs to give him greater s 
are not available. At any given time, there is an 85% chance that 
his needed materials, and his strength and constitution w_ill be UF 
These may be altered by his magic sword, Stormbringer (see bela 
employs a great many spells of.·an unusual nature, as he has the n 
studies of all his ancestors to draw upon. 

Elric has a conscience of a sort, and sometimes tries to do .the " her 
thing", but he is resp onsible for much evil als9 . He often rationaliz 
the end justifies the means. He is very .arro$lant towards most hum a 
extremely vengeful , and though he views the power o f stea l ;n~ 
through Stormbringer with great distaste, he does it anyway to survi1 

Elric and his race are familiar with the other planes of existence an 
traveled them in the distant past -to visit gods in their home plane: 
knowledge has made this race the 'most powerful magic -users of the 
Ma terial Plane. It also gives Elrica large adva n tage in that he can 
forces of great power to aid him in d?ngerous situat rons. 

He possesses two magical artifacts of great power that enable 
survive in a world very hard for his sort to live in: 

The Ring of Kings 

This large ring, made out of a single rare Me lnibonea n Actortos ge r 
three main functions: it acts as a ring of many spell storings into whic 
can place any spell or spells he wishes; the ring aids him, as the rayc 
in summoning creatures from other planes to help him, and the rin 
resembles a rod af rulership in that, after calling on these , he cc 
mand their assistance and expect to ge t it . Long ago Elr ic's royal an< 
forged pacts with the Eleme n •al lords and many of the 'v'.as :e' Type :' 
the R.ng o f K. ngs , El r ic l,cs a 70°/o cha nce o f su n' rnor: rntj a ny one oJ 

(a nd •he :r le sse r rr;;nlons t. a nd an BQ0/o chan t e .'J f con troii Jr1g r~e :'"·1 

the y urr i v ~ . W i:h o u ~ th e r ,nr;1 . h e hcc; .) nl y a 20°1::~ ch ance ~a summ on . 

3Q:it1 c ha nce ~ o ma ke- rhe su rr:.rn o r e<:; Cf! e 'i abe ·~ h • rn 
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Stormbringer 

This huge block rune-carved blade is actually o chaotic evil sentient being 
from another plane which tokes the form of o sword on the Prime Material 
Pla ne . Stormb11r. ger is possibly the most p owerful magic weapon 
pos,es>ed by o mortal anywhere. It has on in telligence of 18 and on ego of 
20. It IS + 5 to hit and damage, and every time it hits, it drains energy 
levels from its opponents. On o successful hit it will either drain all or one
half of its opponent's remaining levels (50% chance of either) . Any crea
ture k ill ed by Sto rmbringer has its soul or spiri t as wel l os i ts energy le vels 
sucke:d out and devoured. No creature so killed con be ro •sed, resu rr ected, 
rein ca rna ted, or brought bock in any manner whatsoever. 

Stormbringe r transfers its stolen levels to Elric in the form of strength and 
hit points . For every two levels stolen, Elric gains 5 hit points and 1 strength 
point. Elric's strength con be increased too maximum of 23, but the only 
limit to the amount of hit points he con acquire is that the sword will only 
drain 200 levels before it becomes sated (this satiety lasts 8 hours ). The 
strength and hit points added lost 10 turns, and then Elric reverts to (lor mol. 
When wielding Stormbringer, Elric's movement is 15" and his effective 
armor class is --6. It also confers to Elric on 85% magic resistance. 

r 
In bailie, Stormbringer makes on evil , eager mooning, and gives off o 
weird block radiance. Creatures with less than 5 hit dice confronted with 
the block blade must save vs . death or flee in panic. It has been known to 
oct as o danc ing sword at Elric's command , but there is only a 15% chance 
of this. 

If Elric is separated from Stormbringer, there is o 60% chance that he will 
be able to summon ilia him, even from another plane. 

Stormbringer is in all ways evil. Its purpose is to eat souls, thereby damn
ing them Ia a horribl_e eternal death. Sometimes, in bottle Elric and the 

~ sword go in to o killing frenzy, and slay everything within ro~ge, including 
Elric's friends . whose souls the sword particularly enjoys stealing. 

MOONGLUM (hero) 

ARMOR CLASS: 2 
MOVE: 12" 
HIT POINTS: 98 
NO. OF A TI ACKS : 4 
DAMAGE/ ATIACK: By weapon type 
SPECIAL ATIACKS: Nil 
SPECIAL DEFENSES: Nil 
MAGIC RESISTANCE: Standard 
SIZE: M ( 5 '17) 
ALIGNMENT : Neutral 
ClERIC/ DRUID: Nil 
FIGHTER: 14th level fighter 
MAGIC-USER/ ILLUSIONIST: Nil 
THIEF/ ASSASSIN: 13th /eve/ thief 
MONK/BARD: 5th level bard 
PSIONIC ABILITY: Nil 

AllocK / Defense Modes: Nil 
S:17'(+-1,+1) 1:11 W:9 D~19 C:18 CH:15 

Born to be o companion to heroes, Moonglum come from the distant 
east. Ambidextrous, he fights with o sword in either hand at no penalty, 
due to his high dexterity. He is the friend, helper, procurer, and servant to 
Elric in many of his travels. Always dapper and looking for his next meal 
and bed, this mortal deals with the earthly molters that his companion Elric 

•OS no lime for. 
._/ 

Fear of S ;or mbringer makes most enemies attock Elric, giving Moonglum 
many opef!ings at their unguarded foes . He cheerfully slays any who 
would attock Elric: though his friend's evil tendencies worry him at times. 
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ARIOCH The Kn igh t of the Swords 

G rea te r god 

ARMOR CLASS: -2 
MOVE: 18"1 18" 
HIT POINTS: 379 
NO. OF ATIACKS: 2 
DAMAGEIATIACK: 7-42 (+ 14) 
SPECIAL ATIACKS: Sword (see below) 
SPECIAL DEFENSES: Etherealness 
MAGIC RESISTANCE: 90% 
SIZE: Variable 
ALIGNMENT: Chaotic evil 
WORSHIPER'S ALIGN: Chaotic evil 
SYMBOL: Circle with red arrows 

radiating from it in all directions 
PLANE: Special 
CLERIC/ DRUID: 20th level cleric (no 

healing spells) 
FIGHTER: 15th le vel figh ter 
MAGIC-USER/ILLUSIONIST: 20th level 

in each 
THIEF/ASSASSIN: 15th level assassin ·Jo 
MONK/BARD: 10th level bard 
PSIONIC ABILITY: I 
S: 25 ( + 7, + 14) 1: 25 W: 21 D: 25 C: 25 CH: Variable 

The god Arioch usually tokes his magical or fighting abilities into the Prime 
Material Plane. This god of Chaos is Elric's patron. He always disdains the 
use of armor in bailie end fights with o sword that also acts os o rod of can
cellation. This sword appears in any plene where the god tokes on his 
fighting ollribute. Those beings who know the proper rituals may o llempt 
to summon Arioch from his home dimension. Would-be summoners who 
p ledge themselves to him end offer him human sacrifices may req ues t aid 
or advice from Arioch, and if it suits his mood and increases his power on 
the Prime Material Plane, he may gtonttheir request. 

Arioch is arrogant end short of temper _ He expends o great deal of effort to 
appear incredibly handsome to wha tever kind of creature he •s deolong 

with. 

ASSASSINATOR OF THE GODS 

FREQUENCY: Unique 
NO. APPEARING: 1 
ARMOR CLASS: -2 
MOVE: 12"/ 24 " 
HIT DICE/POINTS: 100 hp 

-% IN LAIR: 5% 
TREASURE TYPE: Nil 
NO. OF A TI ACKS: 2 
DAMAGE/ A TI ACK: 2-20/ 2-20 
SPECIAL ATIACKS: Nil 
SPECIAL DEFENSES: Wings (see below) 
MAGIC RESISTANCE: 90% 
INTELLIGENCE: A v erage 
ALIGNMENT: Chaotic evil 
SIZE: L (9') 
PSIONIC ABILITY: Nil 

Attock/Defense Modes: Nil 
LEVEL/X.P. VALUE: Vl/116 ,200 

This terrible creature has the form of a humanoid with 50-foot wings . It is 
covered with peacock-type feathers. It is sometimes sen t by the gods of 

Chaos to kill their special enemies . 

It attacks with its talons as on 11 HD monster. Its w ings hove o 50% ci·o,ce 
of fouling any weapon used against it so that the weapon will no: hu rt 1he 

creature that round. 
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\!Ff-\1BONE4N MYTHOS 

ClAKAR 

FR!:QLiENCY: Very rare 
"JO •.;PPEAi< !NG 1-4 

- 'iCR CLASS: 4 

E 6 18" 
, DICE POINTS: 8 HD 

' ··, IN LAIR: 85% 
TREASURE TYPE: G 
NO OF A IT ACKS: 2 
DAMAGE AITACK: 1-12/ 1-12 
SPECiAL AITACKS: Rending 
SPECIAL DEFENSES: Immune to fear, 

n e-.. er surprised 
MAGIC RESISTANCE: 25% 
INTELLIGENCE: Low 
ALiGNMENT: Chaotic evil 
SiZE : L (8') 

PSIONIC ABILITY: Nil 
Attock/Defense Modes: Nil 

LEVEVX.P. VALUE: Vl/ 650 + 10 per 
hp 

f 

Resembling winged opes, these creatures ore perfect guards ond ore often 
used as such. They cannot be affected by magical fear, and ore never 
surpr ;sed. They attock with their powerful clawed hands. If both hands hit 
o s• ng le opponent, o clokor will do on additional 1-8 points of damage by 
rending. 

DARNIZHAAN 

Lesser god 

ARMOR CLASS: -<l 
MOVE: 18"/ 24" 
HIT POINTS: 300 
NO. OF ATTACKS: 2 
DAMAGE/ ATTACK: 6-60/ 6-60 
SPECIAL ATTACKS: Nil 
SPECIAL' DEFENSES: See be/ow 
MAGIC RESISTANCE: 95% 
SIZE: L (20') 
ALIGNMENT: Neutral Evil 
WORSHIPER'S ALIGN: Neutral evil 
SYMBOL: Dirty clenched fist 
PLANE: Prime Materia/ Plane 
CLERIC/ DRUID: 14th level druid 
FIGHTER: 20th /eve/ fighter 
MAGIC-USER/ ILLUSIONIST: 15th level 

in each 
THIEF / ASSASSIN: Nil 
MONK/BARD: Nil 
PSIONIC ABILITY: II 
S: 25 ( +7. + 14) 1:25 W: 13 D: 25 C: 25 CH: 16 

Among the "Dead Gods", Dornizhoon was the greatest. These beings with 
godly attributes ruled over oil before the day of the gods of low and chaos. 
He was the god of the earth, but now fears all the new gods that room the 

s. He will not come near o new god or one of their creatures. 

Darnizhoon cannot be hurt by manufactured items of any type. There is o 
5% chance that he wdl attock those that dig deeply into the ea rth (more 
than 100 fee t) i f they 'are not associ a ted with lo w or chaos. 

ThiS god f,ghts with hi s fists. doing 6-60 poinrs of damage wdh eoclo 
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' DHARZI HUNTING DOG 

FREQUENCY: Very rare 
NO. APPEARING 3-12 
ARMOR CLASS: 4 

MOVE: 15" 
HIT DICE/POINTS: 5 HD 
% IN LAIR: 25% 
TREASURE TYPE: Nil 
NO. OF ATTACKS: 3 
DAMAGE/ ATTACK: 1-4/ 1-4/ 2-12 
SPECIAL ATTACKS: Nil 
SPECIAL DEFENSES: Nil 
MAGIC RESISTANCE: Standard 
INTELLIGENCE: Animo/ 
ALIGNMENT: Neutral 
SIZE: L (5' at the shoulder) 
PSIONIC ABILITY: Nil 

Attock/ Defense Modes: Nil 
LEVELIX.P. VALUE: //1/ 90 + 5 per hp 

tHELNJHO.\EAN MYTHOS 

Created by o long-dead race of wizards, these beasts ore half bird and half 
dog . They hove the legs and body of a wolfhound and the talons and head 
of o giant hawk. These things are faultless trackers, able to follow a scent 
up to o week old. They hunt in pocks and attock with a claw / claw/bite 
routine. 

DRAGONS OF MELNIBONE 

Though they came in many colors, these dragons ore similar in nearly all 
ways to red dragons. They ore used in war by the Meln,boneons as steeds, 
and they ore feared by all the enemies of this race. The" breath weapon 
differs slightly from that of the standard red dragon in that it is a blast of 
highly volatile liquid, much like Greek Fire (though rhe range, cane and 
damage ore the some as for red dragons). The dragon-riders ore reluctant 
to use their dragons in bottle except in extreme emergency, as the dragons 
always return to their coves and become dormont for long periods after 
great exertion. A Melniboneon dragon will sleep a number of years equal 
to its age level after any prolonged activity. 

DONBLAS THE JUSTICE MAKER 

Greater god 

ARMOR CLASS: -6 
MOVE: 15"/ 24" 
HIT POINTS: 400 
NO. OF ATTACKS: 2 
DAMAGE/ ATTACK: 3-30 ( + 14) 
SPECIAL ATTACKS: Magic ability 
SPECIAL DEFENSES: Displacement 
MAGIC RESISTANCE: 50% 
SIZE M (7') 
ALIGNMENT: Lawful good 
WORSHIPER'S ALIGN: Lawfu l good 
SYMBOL: Amber arrow pointing 

upward 
PLANE: Special 
CLERIC/DRUID: 20th level cleric 
FIGHTER: 25th /eve/ figh ter 
MAGIC-USER/ILLUSIONIST: 30th level 

in each 
THIEF/ASSASSIN: Nil 
MONK/BARD: 15th level in each 
PSIONIC ABILITY: I 
S:25(+7,+14) 1:25 W:25 D:25 C:25 CH:25 

The god is incredibly beautiful. so much so that beings of less than the 12th 
level fall down and worship him no ma tter what their alignment. He was 
driven off the Prime Material Plane by the forces of Chaos and waits to be 
summoned bock (for he is called the Justice Maker, and intends to do JUSt 
that if given the chance). 

His weapon is a rod that incorpora tes a group of severo! weapons a mace 

of disruprion, a hammer of rhunderbofrs, and a rod of lordly m1gh t !t does 

3-30 points of damage on a hir. This weapon comes wirh rh e de: 'l ·o any 
plar.e wh e re he takes his fi g hring a tt r1bure . 



HEL .\JHC'\E4 \ .\fJTHOS 

lENOIN 

<tO'Jf"JCY / ,..•, · .. ,. 
10. AF·:->[-..O..R !"·-J -:; ;1 (. 700 
RIJDR CLASS. 6 
\C 2 " 
11 J POINTS· 55 hp 

' INL AIR: 95% 
<EASURE TYPE A 
10. OF ATIACKS: 3-'2 
AMAGE 'ATIACK 1-10 
PrCIAL A.TIACKS: Nil 
~tCIAL DEFEr~SES Nil 
\AGIC RESISTANCE: 25% 
.JTELLIGENCE: Average 
LIGNMENT: Neutral 
IZE : M 16') 
)IONIC ABILITY: Ni l 

Allock / Defense Modes: Nil 
:VELIX.P. VALUE: V//.' 1,670 

/hen summoned, the Elenoin appear as toll women with flaming red hair 
nd shark-like Ieeth. They whirl two-handed swords to deadly effect. They 
ghl as l Olh level fighlers and fear no enemy save the Grohluks, who 
)m e from the some plane as the Elenoin. If the Elenoin ore summoned lo 
gh1 on 1he Pr ime Material Plane, there is o 5% chance that the Grohluks 
ill appear a l lhe some time to combat them, even if none of the op
~nenls of the Elenoin know the spell to summon !hem. If lhese ope - like 
1emies appear, 1he Elenoin will break off wholever !hey ore doing and 
orl f1gh1ing !heir heredilory enemies. 

ILEET (lady of the birds) 

~migoddess 

RMOR CLASS: -2 
0 ' "'8" '96 " 
IT TS: 176 
0 . -=-· ATIACKS 2 
AMAGE/ATIACK: 10-60 (wir,gs)/5-

50 ( beak ) 
'ECIAL ATIACKS: Nil 
'ECIAL DEFENSES: See below 
AGIC RESISTANCE: 50% 
ZE : L 
.'GI\JMENT: Choorrc neurro i 
"ORSHiPER'S ALIGN: Choouc 

'leutrol ( b~rds ) 

!MBOL: Any bird rmoge 
.ANE : Demr-p lon e of birds 
.ERI(lDRUID: Nil 
GHTER: 15th level fighter 
.AGIC-USER / ILLUSIONIST: Nil 
jiEF; ASSASSIN: Nil 
ONK/ BARD: 15th level bard 
;IONIC ABILITY: Nil 
23 1:23 W: 23 D: 25 C: 20 CH: 23 

leet is a 40 feet toll golden eagle with o wing span of 120 feet. She has 
e ability to sense anything seen by any avian type. Her wings and beak 
·e terrible weapons, but she usually calls upon 1-100 of any type of 
edatory bird to do her attacking for her. 

; with the other Moster types, she does not hove o Iorge human follow
g. but all avian kind do her homage. 
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GRAHl UK 

fRtOUENCY : Very ro·e 
NO. APPEARII--JG: 20-200 
ARMOR CLASS: - 2 
MOVE: 15" 
HIT DICE/POINTS: 70 hp 
% IN LAIR: 50% 
TREASURE TYPE: Nil 
NO. OF ATIACKS: 
DAMAGE/ATIACK: 3-18 
SPECIAL A TI ACKS: Nil 
SPECIAL DEFENSES: Nil 
MAGIC RESISTANCE: 95% 
INTELLIGENCE: Low 
ALIGNMENT: Neutral 
SIZE: L ( 10 ' + very brood) 
PSIONIC A.BILITY: Nil 

Atlock/Defense Modes: Nil 
LEVEL ' X.P VALUE: Vl/1-"6,650 

.\1£L '\'JBU\£.41\ At >THOS 

Grohluks ore moria I enemies of the Elenoin and will only travel from their 
home plane to combo! !hem. They appear as giant ape-like humanoids 
ond hove o strength of 22. They atlock as 15 HD monsters, using nets, 
shields, and ropes of tremendous strength and moss in boltle, os well as 
bludgeoning wilh their fisls. Their only goal in life is the death of the 
Elen oin race, and offer defeating them in ony bottle, the Grohluks will 
then kill :hemselves as well. 

GROME (lord of the earth, king of the land below the 
roots) 

Lesser god 

ARMOR CLASS: - 5 
MOVE: 18" (48") 
HIT POINTS: 335 
NO. OF ATIACKS: 7 
DAMAGE/ ATIACK: 8-80 
SPECIAL An ACKS: See below 
SPECIAL DEFENSES: Nil 
MAGIC RESISTANCE: 50% 
SIZE: L (20') 
ALIGNMENT: Neutral 
WORSHIPER'S ALIGN: Neutral 
SYMBOL: Petrified ook 
PLANE: Elemental Plane of Earth 
CLERIC/ DRUID: See below 
FIGHTER: 18th level ranger 
MAGIC-USER/ILLUSIONIST: See 

below 
THIEF/ ASSASSIN: Nil 
MONK/BARD: Nil 
PSIONIC ABILITY: VI 
S: 25 ( + 7, + 14) 1: 10 W: 10 D: 15 C: 25 CH: 13 

The king of the earth elemenlols, Grome con cross any body cf wolerwith
out penally, con use ony spell involving plants, animals, the earth, or 
lhings affecling the earlh os a SOih level spell caster, and con summon 1-20 
16 HD eorlh elementols to fight by his side at any time. 

Grome looks lik• a huge gnarled and earth-colored oak, tr.ough he seems 
much more dense and powerful than any plant could be. No barrier, 
magical or olherwise, can withsland the farce of his fist. 

Grome has few mortal worshipers, but earth elementa l; e nd creatures 
living under !he ground pay him homage. 

I 



MELNIBONEAN MYTHOS 

HAAASHASTAAK (master of o/1/izordkind) 

Dem igod 

ARMOR CLASS: -3 
MOVE: 21" 
HIT POINTS: 197 
NO. OF ATTACKS: 1 
DAMAGE/ ATTACK: 7-70 
SPECIAL ATTACKS: Never misses 
SPECIAL DEFENSES: Nil 
MAGIC RESISTANCE: 75% 
SIZE : L (60' toll) 
ALIGNMENT: Neutral 
WORSHIPER'S ALIGN: Neutral 

(reptiles) 
SYMBOL: Lizard head 
PLANE: Demi-plone of reptiles 
CLERIC/ DRUID: Nil 
FIGHTER: 20th level fighter 
MAGIC-USER/ILLUSIONIST: Nil 
THIEF/ASSASSIN: Nil 
MONK/BARD: Nil 
PSIONIC ABILITY: VI 
S: 25 1: II W: 3 0: 19 C: 24 CH: 4 

, 

Hoooshostook appears much like a giant tyrannosaurus rex . If, after sum
moning him, the caller locks the proper means to send him bock, he will 
eot the caller and then disappear. Returning him requires the power of a 
wish. The creature does 7-70 points of damage with each bite and never 
misses . 

While he has no human worshipers, he is revered by all reptilian types. He 
is aware of anything within the sensing range of any lizard. 

KAKATAL (the fire lord) 

lesser god 

ARMOR CLASS: - 2 
MOVE: 24" 
HIT POINTS: 289 
NO. OF ATTACKS: 1 
DAMAGE/ ATTACK: 6-48 
SPECIAL ATTACKS: See be/ow 
SPECIAL DEFENSES: + 4 or better 

weapon to hit, plus see be/ow 
MAGIC RESISTANCE: 50% 
SIZE: L (20' toll) 
ALIGNMENT: Chaotic neutral 
WORSHIPER'S ALIGN: See be/ow 
SYMBOL: Three flames 
PLANE: Elemental Plane of Fire 
CLERIC/ DRUID : Nil 
FIGHTER: 18th level fighter 
MAGIC-USER/ ILLUSIONIST: See 

be/ow 
THIEF/ ASSASSIN: Nil 
MONK/BARD: Nil 
PSIONIC ABILITY: Nil 
S:25(+7, +14) 1:20 W:8 D: 20 C:25 CH:7 

A lard of the fire elementals, Kakatal is able to use all fire spells as a 30th 
level spell caster. The heat of his body does 4-40 poin ts of damage to any 
who come within 20 feet of it. He strikes with his flaming "fist" for 6-4B 
points of damage. No amount of water or fire can affect this being, and he 
can summon 1-10 16 HO fir~ elementols whenever he wishes. 

While he has no human worshipers, all fire creatures pay Kakatol homage. 
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KELMAIN 

FREQUENCY: Very rare 
NO. APPEARING: See be/ow 
ARMOR CLASS: 2 
MOVE: 12" 
HIT DICE/ POINTS: See be/ow 
% IN LAIR: 85% 
TREASURE TYPE: H 
NO. OF ATTACKS: 1 
DAMAGE/ ATTACK: By weapon type 
SPECIAL ATTACKS: Nil 
SPECIAL DEFENSES : Immune to petri-

fication and paralysis 
MAGIC RESISTANCE: Standard 
INTELLIGENCE: Very 
ALIGNMENT: Chaotic neutral 
SIZE: M (6'} 
PSIONIC ABILITY: Nil 

Attack/ Defense Modes: Nil 
LEVELl X.P. VALUE: Variable 

MELNIBONEAN MYTHOS 

These creatures are a savage race from the dimension of Limbo. They have 
golden skin that appears to be carved out of rock. They ore humanoid in 
shape and hove square eyes. The Kelmain fight in golden-colored armor 
and usually wield gold-colored broadswords. When summoned, they will 
fight on the summoner's plane until the bottle is won, and then keep the 
land they hove fought over. They appear in fighting forces of 10-10,000 de
pending on the power and desires of the summoner (and the referee's dis
cretion). 

The bulk of the army ore 1st level fighters. Additional leaders are as fol
lows: 

Number of Troops 
5 1st level 

10 
50 

250 
1,000 
5,000 

10,000 

Additional leader 
2nd level 
3rd level 
4th level 
5th level 
6th level 
7th level 
8th level 

Thus, if I 0,000 Kelmoin troops appear, 'hey will be led by one 8th level 
leader , two 7 th le vel leaders, ten 6th lev el, forty 5th level, two hundred 4th 
level, one thousand third level, and •wo thousand 2'1d 'evel leaders for a 

total of 13,253 Kelmoin . If 10 troops arr ived. there wou ld be one 3rd leve l 
and two 2nd leve l leaders. 



1BU\ f.A \ \1 i rHOS 

CLASS: ·-- 2 
!0" 
-.J' '2 
A _KS: 3 

:;ATTACK: 6-72' 6-72 
'S)/10- 100 (bite) 
ATIACKS: Nil 
DEFENSES: See below 

RESISTANCE: 50% 
20' ot the shou lder) 
ENT: Chaotic neutral 
PER'S ALIGN: Chaotic 
ol (cots) 

Cot's claws 
)emi-plone of cots 
lRUID: 14th level druid 

15th level fighter 
JSER/ILLUSIONIST: Nil 
.SASSIN: Nil 
ARD: Nil 
ABILITY: I 

', + 14) 1: 22 W: 13 D: 25 C: 20 CH: 21 

sabre-tooth tigress is the usual form of this being. When 
~d. she will rarely choose to appear in person, but' will work 
' cot in or near the area. She is able to see from the eyes of any 
any time. If she is forced to come herself, she will attempt to kill 

"e ore not many human worshipers of this being, all felines pay 
•ge. 

(lord of the wind giants) 

CL~ .... : -2 
2" 
ITS: 189 
ATIACKS: 
/ ATIACK: 8-64 
ATIACKS: Whirlwind 
DEFENSES: + 4 or be Her 
on to hit, plus see below 
~ESISTANCE: 50% 
10' toll) 
NT: Neutral 
'ER'S ALIGN : Neutral (air 

'ntols) 
Tornado 

lementol Plane of Air 
RUID: Nil 

18th /eve/ fighter 
SER/ILLUSIONIST: See 

3ASSIN : Nil 
~RD: Nil 
ABILITY: VI 
, + 14) 1: 19 W: 13 D: 22 C: 25 CH: 10 

J lord of the air elementols and as such has control over many 
1 the Elemental Plane of Air. In 3 melee rounds the being con 
a 30" high whirlwind that does 6-60 points of damage to all it 

·his force has o bottom diameter of 6" and on upper span of 18". 
, also strike normally for 8-64 points of damage. 

10t affected by any physical weaponry launched into the air at 
:on • u.mmon 1-20 16 HD air elementols to aid him in any bottle. 

tb use oil spells involving weather and wind as o 20th level 

•r dru1d or cle"c 

is not wo•s r •ped by humans, but many air elemer. to!s pay 

'the being . 
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f·/dST GIANT 

FtlrOUENCY Ver y rare 
NO. APPEARING 1 
ARMOR CLASS --6 
MOVE: 9 " 
HIT DICE/ POINTS: 12 HD 
% IN LAIR: 25% 
TREASURE TYPE: H 
NO. OF ATIACKS: 4 
DAMAGE/ATIACK: 3-18 (X 4) 

SPECIAL ATIACKS: See below 
SPECIAL DEFENSES: + 2 or berter 

weapon needed to hit 
MAGIC RESISTANCE: Standard 
INTELLIGENCE: Low 
ALIGNMENT : Chaotic evil 
SIZE: L (8') 
PSIONIC ABILITY: Nil 

Attock / Defense Modes: Nd 
LEVEL/X.P . VALUE: VIII ' 4 , 950 + 16 

perhp 

.HEL\'/80\£4 \ ,\fiTHOS 

Mist giants ore strange and evil denizens of the swamps with white fog
like bodies. They hove a shapeless head with yellow eyes atop of their 
form. They hove 4 arms ending in long talons, and their lower body portion 
forms o giant snaky moss that con slither over the tops of bogs and water, 
easily supporting the more massive upper body . 

This creature is rarely seen in a fog or mist (90% invisible) and cannot be 
heard in such places. It surprises its prey on o 1-5 (d6) chance in fog. 

MORDAGZ 

FREQUENCY: Unique 
NO. APPEARING: 1 
ARMOR CLASS: -4 
MOVE: 15" 
HIT DICE/ POINTS 80 hp 
% IN LAIR: 95% 
TREASURE TYPE: H 
NO. OF ATIACKS: 1 
DAMAGE/ ATIACK: 7-42 
SPECIAL ATIACKS: Nil 
SPECIAL DEFENSES: Shield 
MAGIC RESISTANCE: Standard 
INTELLIGENCE : Very 
ALIGNMENT: Chaotic neutral 
SIZE: L (2 1' toll) 
PSIONIC ABILITY: Nil 

Attock / Defense Modes: Nil 
LEVEL/X.P. VALUE: Vlll/ 6,391 

This being, once one of the Lords of Chaos, now appears to be o storm 
giant. He defied the other more powerful lords and was demoted to mortal 
status. It is his responsibility to guard the Shield of Chaos, a device which 
protects against all the forces of Chaos. When using this device, no blow, 
arrow, spell, or other magic item used by agents of Chaos will hurt the 
holder of the shield, but only if the attock is from the front. This heavy 
round shield is 5 feet in diameter and is emblazoned with the eight
arrowed symbol of Chaos. 

• 
Mordogz fights as o 15 HD monster. He will guard the Shield of Chaos to 
the death. 

)>SL \ 

.·-: 
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MELNIBONEAN MYTHOS 

,MYYRRHN 

FREQUENCY: Rare 
NO. APPEARING: 3-30 
ARMOR CLASS: 8 
MOVE: 12"124" 
HIT DICE/POINTS: 4 HD 
% IN LAIR: 50% 
TREASURE TYPE: D 
NO. OF ATIACKS: 
DAMAGE/ A TI ACK: By weapon type 
SPECIAL ATIACKS: Nil 
SPECIAL DEFENSES: Nil 
MAGIC RESISTANCE: 5% 
INTELLIGENCE: Average to very 
ALIGNMENT: Neutral good 
SIZE: M (6') 
PSIONIC ABILITY: Nil 

Attock/Defense Modes: Nil 
LEVELIX.P. VALUE: 1111125 + 4 per 

hp 

Winged humanoids with hawkish faces and a wing span of ten feet, the 
Myyrrhn ore very fond of fighting in the air ond try to ovoid combat on the 
ground. When they or!' reduced to less than 5 hit points they will fly away, 
leaving their comrades to continue the bottle. They generally use swords 
in battle. Their hereditary enemies ore a race of giant owls (see AD&D 
MONSTER MANUAL). 

NIHRAIN HORSE 

FREQUENCY: Very rare 
NO. APPEARING: 1 
ARMOR CLASS: -2 
MOVE: 24" 
HIT DICE/POINTS: 10 HD 
% IN LAIR: 5% 
TREASURE TYPE: Nil 
NO. OF ATIACKS: 3 
DAMAGE/ATIACK: 1-101 1-1012-8 
SPECIAL ATIACKS: Nil 
SPECIAL DEFENSES: See below 
MAGIC RESISTANCE: 25% 
INTELLIGENCE: Average 
ALIGNMENT: Neutral 
SIZE: L (8' at the shoulder) 
PSIONIC ABILITY: Nil 

Attack/Defense Modes: Ni/ 
LEVEL/X.P. VALUE: Vl/11,950 + 14 

perhp 

A horse of this type appears to be a great block stallion . It can shift into the 
Ethereal Plane at random times and thus there is a 25% chance that any 
successful hit will not inflict damage on a Nihroin horse. These creatures 
can gallop continuously for up to 48 hours, passing with equal ease over 
both water and land, and flying over chasms or other impediments when 
necessary. Members of this magical race of horses will only be lent to 
mortals who are in the direct service of the primary forces of neutrality. 
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' 
MELNIBONEAN MYTI£, 

NNUUURRRR'C'C' (master of the insect swarm) 
"King with Wings" 

Demigod 

ARMOR CLASS: -2 
MOVE: 12"148" 
HIT POINTS: 300 
NO. OF An ACKS: 2 
DAMAGE/ A TI ACK: 4-40 
SPECIAL ATIACKS: Poison 
SPECIAL DEFENSES: Fear aura 
MAGIC RESISTANCE: 15% 
SIZE: L ( 40' toll) 
ALIGNMENT: Neutral 
WORSHIPER'S ALIGN: Neutral 

(insects) 
SYMBOL: Mosquito 
PLANE: Demi-p/one of insects 
CLERIC/DRUID: Nil 
FIGHTER: 18th level fighter 
MAGIC-USER/ILLUSIONIST: Nil 
THIEF/ASSASSIN: Ni/ 
MONK/BARD: Nil 
PSIONIC ABILITY: Ni/ 
S: 25 1: 10 W: 3 D: 20 C: 25 CH: -6 

This giant mosquito with a wing span of 140 feet would fill any being" 
horror. It hates to be summoned: there is a 55% chance tha t i t wi l! d :; "" 
the summoner asks and then attempt to kil! him or her. Be tn ;Js of ies' t 

8th level will run in fear from it as if affected by a fear spel l ( no'~" 
throw). 

Any creature hit by its proboscis must save vs. poison at -4 or die instar 
Even if the victim saves, it will suffer 4-40 points of damage (blood dra ir 

While th~ being has few human worshipers, all ins.ect races do it homo\ 

NURU-AH (master of cattle) 

Demigod 

ARMOR CLASS: -2 
MOVE: 75" 
HIT POINTS: 200 
NO. OF ATIACKS: 0 
DAMAGE/ATIACK: Nil 
SPECIAL ATIACKS: Nil 
SPECIAL DEFENSES: See be/ow 
MAGIC RESISTANCE: 100% 
SIZE: L (20' at shoulder) 
ALIGNMENT: Neutral 
WORSHIPER'S ALIGN: Neutral 

(bovines) 
SYMBOL: Two cow horns 
PLANE: Demi-p/one of cattle 
CLERIC/DRUID: See below 
FIGHTER: Nil 
MAGIC-USER/ILLUSIONIST: Nil 
THIEF/ASSASSIN: Nil 
MONK/BARD: Nil 
PSIONIC ABILITY: I 
S: 25 1: 75 W: 25 D: 15 C: 25 CH: 9 

Nuru-oh looks like a giant cow. It is totally pacifistic and its only functior 
to cure the sick and wounded . It can cure or raise any crea tu re once ~ 

summoning. Any being with a wound or loss of hit points will not be at 
to attock thiS deity. 

While Nuru-a h has few hum.an worsh tpers , ir is worshiped by at! bovines 



\fBONEAN .\1J'THOS 

0 ' ·-,j 

·NCY: Ver y' r'o re 
~ PEARII':,JG : 1-4 
;: CLASS: -2 

I( N TS : 10 HD 
lArK: 40% 

iURE TYPE: F 
)f ATIACKS: Variable 
<GEIATIACK : Variable 
O.l ATIACKS: See below 
O.l DEFENSES: See belo w 
C RESISTANCE : Standard 
.IGENCE: Average 
~MENT : Chaotic neutral 
l (5' ot shoulder) 
JIC ABILITY: Nil 
tack/ Defense Modes: Nil 
t X.P . VALUE: V// / 1,950 + 14 
•r hp 

beings ore natural shape changers and ore fully capable of using all 
hosen shape 's non-magical powers. They w ill change only into 
ler or beast types and will only attock one at o time, wi th the most 
rful Oonoi attacking first. Though they cannot chang e in to m onsters 
•oter than 10 HD, they always retain their AC of - 2 and their or ig inal 
·ints, regardless of form. No one know s w hat their act ual f orm looks 

RAY "Whisperer of Impossible Secrets" 

· god 

)R CLASS: -2 
:: 12" 
OINTS: 250 
JF ATIACKS: 6 
~( 1ACK: 5-40 each 
At A CKS: Nil 
Al DEFENSES: See below 
IC RESISTANCE : 50% 
l ( 10 ' toll) 
~MENT: Chaotic evil 
)HIPER'S ALIGN: Chaotic e v il 
IOL: Blue gem with 8 rays 
nonoting from it 
E: Prime Material Plane 
C; DRUID: Nil 
fER: 15th level fighter 
IC-USER/ ILLUSIONIST: 10th le vel 
each 

/ ASSASSIN: N il 
K/ BARD: Nil 
'>JIC ABILITY: II 

1:23 W : 9 D: 18 C: 24 CH: -f> 

·errible being is the lord of the Ocean Abysses. He appears as o huge 
:J red octopus with o pulsing blue gem fi xed atop his head. He attacks 
his six tentacles for 5-40 points of damage each . He will not lose his 
0 hit points until his gem is crushed; this gem has all the hardness of 
1igh quali ty diamond. 

lY commands the Chaos fleet, o flotilla of sunken ships manned by 
od sailors. 
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QUAOLNARGN 

FREQUENCY: Unique 
NO. APPEARING: 1 
ARMOR CLASS: --4 

MOVE: 12 " 
HIT DICE/ POINTS: 150 hp 
% IN LAIR: 75% 
TREASURE TYPE: H 
NO. OF ATIACKS : 1 
DAMAGE/ ATIACK: 1- 10 
SPECIAL A TI ACKS: En erg y dra in 
SPECIAL DEFENSES : + 2 or bett e r 

w eapon needed to hr~ . p lus se e 
below 

MAGIC RESISTANCE: 85% 
INTELLIGENCE: Average 
A LIGNMENT : Chaotic e v il 
SIZE : L (8 ' toll and wide ) 
PSIONIC ABILITY: Nil 

A ttock / Defense Modes : N il 
LEVEL/ X.P. VALUE : X/21 ,450 

f '>JCL.I\ JbUi 'li.CA l Y ! tJ J I IJVJ 

A giant toad-shaped demon from the Abyss, Quoolnorgn is immune to 
pe trifica tion a nd polymorp h and has o sa v ing throw of 3 for anything else. 
It musi bi te its prey (a ttac ki ng as o 16+ HD monster ) to aff ect them . When 
striking any creat ure th is w ay, it d ra ins 4 energy leve ls (no sa ving throw) 
per melee ro und , plus 1-10 points normal damage. 

If it is killed before comple tel y draining o v ic ti m, th e v ic tim wi l l regain his 
or her lost levels (at o rote of one turn per level lost ). 

ROOFDRAK (master of all dogs ) 

Demigod 

ARMOR CLASS: - 2 
MOVE: 18 " 
HIT POINTS: 97 
NO. OF ATIACKS: 
DAMAGE/ATIACK: 9-90 
SPECIAL ATIACKS: Nil 
SPECIAL DEFENSES : See below 
MAGIC RESISTANCE: 10% 
SIZE: l ( 13' toll) 
ALIGNMENT: Neutral 
WORSHIPER'S ALIGN : Ne utral 

(ca nines ) 
SYMBOL: Wolfho und's head 
PLANE: Demi-plone of dogs 
CLERIC/ DRUID: Ni/ 
FIGHTER : 15th /eve / ra nger 
MAGIC-USER/ ILLUSIONIST: Nil 
THIEF / ASSASSIN: Nil 
MONK/ BARD: 10th level bard 
PSIONIC ABILITY: VI 
S:23 ( +5. +11 ) 1: 20 W : 20 D:2 1 C:22 CH : 19 

Roofdrok appears as o giant wo lfhou nd wi th on upright stance and 
manipulative paws. He uses o huge lead mace in bottle and is able to 
sense anything within the sensory range of any canine. In bottle, he con 
summon 1-100 dire wolves to figh t by h is side . 

• 
While he has few human wors hipe rs, al l canines ore aware of him and 
pay him homage. 



MEUVJBONEAN MYTHOS 

S,JRAASHA (lord of the water elementols) 

Lesser god 

ARMOR CLASS: -2 
MOVE: 12''/ 136" . 
HIT POINTS: 189 
NO. OF ATIACKS: 2 
DAMAGE/ATIACK: 8-4818-48 
SPECIAL A TI ACKS: See below 
SPECIAL DEFENSES: + 4 or better 

weapon to hit, immune to heat 
attacks 

MAGIC RESISTANCE: 50% 
SIZE: L ( 10') 
ALIGNMENT: Neutral 
WORSHIPER'S AliGN: Neutral (water 

elementols) 
SYMBOL: Wove of water 
PLANE: Elemental Plane of Water 
CLERIC/DRUID: Nil 
FIGHTER: 19th /eve/ fighter 
MAGIC-USER/ IllUSIONIST: See 

below 
THIEF/ASSASSIN: Nil 
MONK/BARD: Nil 
PSIONIC ABILITY: VI 
S: 25 1: 15 W: 15 D: 20 C: 25 CH: 22 

This creature appears as a huge humanoid with green skin and turquoise 
hair and beard. 

As aruler of the water elementols, Straasho has double the power of nor
mal water elementals, plus the ability to cast all water spells at the 20th 
level of magic-use. He is the only one of his type not affected by heat
based attacks. He con summon 3-18 of his kindred to aid him in battle. 

Stroosho con strike with two waves of water per round that hit for 8-48 
points each ; these ore created by the being out of thin air. 

While he has few (if any) human worshipers, many water elementols and 
water creatures ore aware of Stroosho and pay him homage. 

THELEB K'AARNA (evil wizard) 

ARMOR CLASS: 10 
MOVE: 12" 
HIT POINTS: 44 
NO. OF An ACKS: 
DAMAGE/ ATIACK: 1-4 
SPECIAL ATIACKS: See below 
SPECIAL DEFENSES: Nil 
MAGIC RESISTANCE: Standard 
SIZE: M (5W) 
ALIGNMENT: Lawful evil 
CLERIC/DRUID: Nil 
FIGHTER: Nil 
MAGIC-USER/ IllUSIONIST: 15th level 

magic-user/ 8th level illusionist 
THIEF/ASSASSIN: Nil 
MONK/BARD: Nil 
PSIONIC ABILITY: Nil 
Attock/ Defense Modes: Nil 
S: 12 1: 18 W: II D: 15 C: 17 CH: 7 

An i evi l Pan Tongian wizard, this man was able to call upon demons, 
elementols of unusual power, and dem igods from other planes to aid him. 
He uses a special 7th level spell bequested to him by his ancestors for all of 
these summonings. It is said that the spell will only work for those of Pan 
Tong blood. 

The leb K'oorno is a powerful enemy w ho often fights Elr ic, ond has tned to 
kill h1m on severa l occasions. 
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VAMPIRE TREES 

FREQUENCY: Very rare 
NO. APPEARING: 1-20 
ARMOR CLASS: 0 
MOVE: 12" (leaves only) 
HIT DICE/POINTS: 12 HD 
% IN LAIR: 100% 
TREASURE TYPE: Q (X 5), S 
NO. OF ATIACKS: 1-10 
DAMAGE/ATIACK: 2-8 
SPECIAL ATIACKS: See below 
SPECIAL DEFENSES: Ne ver surprised 
MAGIC RESISTANCE: Standard 
INTELLIGENCE: low 
ALIGNMENT: Neutral evil 
SIZE: L(+25 ' tall) 
PSIONIC ABILITY: Nil 

Attack/Defense Modes: Nil 
LEVEVX.P_ VALUE: Vl/113,850 + 16 

perhp 

MELNIIJONEAN MYTHO.S 

These creatures use their leaves as attacking weapons. They are releasee 
from the branches to float downward and attempt to attach themselve· 
(attacking as 12 HD monsters) to a body. When attached, they suck blood 
doing 2-8 points of damage per attached leaf. Damage is automatic ofte 
the first successful attack, each attached leaf continuing to drain 2-8 hi 
points per round. The leaves are AC 9, and each has only 2 hit points, plu: 
any hit points drained from the victim. The leaves will return to the treE 
when any being travels more than 120 yards from the parent tree or wher 
the creature has no blood left. The tree con only control 10 leaves at c 
time. 

Vampire trees sove vs. fire at a -2 penalty, and toke + 1 extra point o 
damage for every die of damage done by flame. They fear fire. and wil 
never send their lea ves near flame. 
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The Dancing Hut 
Referee's introduction 

High-level adventures are hard to come 
by. Every month, readers write to 
DRAGON® Magazine asking for morlules 
in which powerful cha racters can test their 
skills against powerful t:ncmi("s, hut S\"llings 
like that arc uncommon. 

High-level characters often run into high
level magic items, and the most powerful 
magic items arc relics and artifacts. Wh<Jt 
follows is a description of one of the most 
f<~rnous of all artifacts: The Dancing 1-1 ut u f 
Baba Yaga. This magical hut serves as its 
own hi gh -level adventur ing environment, 
and the material below suggests some sce
narios for this setting, too. 

Before running an AD&D"' adventure 
using this material, the referee should read 
through this modul e carefully and be as 
familiar with it as possible. He should pay 
special attention to the Dancing Hut 's 
peculiar construction. Because all referees 
handle high-level adventures differently, 
and because thi s magazine has space limita
tions-, Baba Yaga's Hut is presented here in 
general form. Specific details on the exact 
contents of the Hut 's rooms and inhabitants 
should be filled out by individual DMs, so 

1t no two versions of the Dancing Hut 
_=d look exactly alike . 

-~~ The Dancing Htlt is designed to chal
lenge high-level characters to the limits of 
th eir ability; characters below 9th level 
should not go adventu rin g in this module. 
The referee shou ld try to avoid havin g 
adventurers arbitrarily killed off. On the 
othe r hand, adventurers shouldn't receive 
"Monty Haul" rewards, either. 

A final note : Baba Yaga and her Dancing 
Hut have been previously rlesc ribed in 
issues of DRAGON Magazine and the 
Dungeon Masiers Guide; this c•dvmturc 
sett ing , howeve r, contains a vers ion that 
differs from each (i nflu enced by th e au1 hor 's 
research on Baba Yaga). 

Adventuring scenarios 
Baba Yaga's Dancing Hut may be intro

duced into AD&D ca mpaigns in a variety of 
ways, depending on the goals and tempera
ment of the players and characters. The 
scenarios IH:low may be elaborated upon by 
the Dungeon Master as desired. 

1) Baba Yaga was known to raid the 
countryside around her Hut in search of 
people to eat; she would kidnap them and 
escape, taking the victims to her magical 
Hut where she would have them prepared 
""1r her dinner. Player characters may find 

at one of their number, or a close ally and 
--rriend, has been captured by the witch and 

carried off. A rescue mission may be 
launched, though no one may know at first 
that Baba Yaga is the one responsible (a 
rude surprise indeed!). 

2) Rumors are heard that some magical 

item the characters are seeking (a magical 
sword, a piece of the Rod of Seven Parts, 
etc.) was taken by an ugly old woman who 
rock in a huge iron kettle that skimmed 
overt he ground. The woman disappeared 
With t!H" itt"Jll intCI ;1 dmk WOod and has IIOt 
been seen since. Local people can point out 
the way the old woman went, though char
acters will have to search before finding the 
Hut it sl"!f. The PCs may try stealing tht: 
item or may bargain for it. 

:~) Adventurers may have heard of Baha 
Yaga's Hut, and they may wish to find and 
possi ul y seize it. ·n1e Hut uoesn't remain in 
any single location (see below); it can wan
der the planes freel y. There might, however, 
be certain places where characters are likely 
to discover it. The referee decides where 
these places are, though they should be 
loca ted far from civilization and in rela
tively dangerous wilderness areas. If this 
scenario is used, the referee should prevent 
Baba Yaga's death at the hands of the PCs if 
possible ; she can then harass the characters 
for many games to come. 

4) Adventurers may need to consult Baba 
Yaga for advice, or perhaps for a special 
conjuring spell. They may seek an enchant
ment, a cure, or some otlH·r form of assist
ance. Baba Yaga is evil, but the characters 
don't have to be evil to consult her. See the 
character description of Baba Yaga for more 
information. The Hut becomes the starting 
point for a series of other tough adventures. 

A good DM will play Baba Yaga well to 
keep her alive for many adventures. She is 
a rare and valuable NPC. 

The Hut's location 
According to the R ussian folk tales of 

Baba Yaga "s !lot , this dwelling may appear 
almost anywhere one could imagine. It has 
been se-en in tangled swamps, dark wood
lands, open fields, and even underground in 
huge caverns. Usually the Dancing Hut 
ap Jwars n<:ar a thick forest or in a clc·aring 
within it. 

All normal wildlife within a five-mile 
radius of the Hut will soon flee , leaving 
only certain magical creatures living in the 
Hut that directly serve Baba Yaga. Baba 
r:tga will tolerate no strong evil rivals 
around her, and most intelligent beings 
uHnt· to fi:ar her rnore than death itsr!J". 
Legends about Baba Yaga are found across 
dozens of alternate Prime Material planes. 
Normal humans, demihumans, and human
oids may flee if they arc aware that she and 
her Hut have arrived in the area. 

The Hut's appearance 
Baba Yaga spent much of her early life 

constructing the Dancing Hut, which now 
serves as her mobile fortress, home, and 
helper. The Dancing Hut is a small, win
dowless log cabin, hexagonal in shape, with 

For the DM's 
eyes only 

a decorated wooden roof. Only 15' wide 
and 12' high at the peak of the roof, with a 
small chimney on top, the Hut does not 
appear very impressive - except for the 
12' long chicken legs coming out from the 
bottom. 

When first sighted, the Hut will usually 
be " dancing" by spinning about rapidly on 
its feet. The Hut will make about one revo
lution every six or seven seconds, with the 
feet stampif!g the ground every half second. 
If someone is entering or leaving the Hut, 
the legs will fold up into a 2-foot-deep 
cr<.~wlspace beneath it, so that the Hut rests 
on the ground . 

If so commanded by Baba Yaga, the two 
huge legs can move the Hut at a very rapid 
pace (48" over smooth ground, 36" over 
rough terrain or swampland, 24" through 
woods and mountains). About 2' thick, the 
legs are treated as AC -2 and may only be 
struck by magical weapons. Each leg has ·~5 
l-IP, and if damaged by weapon blows will 
regenerate 3 HP per round. As noted be
low, the legs are immune to all magic. 

When attacking (if commanded to do so, 
if attacked, or under other conditions de
scribed below), the legs strike as I 0 HD 
monsters, once each per round, for 4-24 HP 
damage. If a leg catches a victim with a 
score of 4 or more over the roll needed to 
hit, the victim's arms are pinned by the 
claws, and the attacker may be crushed to 
the ground for 4-40 HP damage (40% 
chance), or hurled 20-120 feet away for 1d6 
damage per 10' thrown (60% chance). 
Thrown characters must make a saving 
throw vs . paralysis or be stunned upon 
impact for 2-12 rounds, unable to move, 
attack, or defend themselves. Crushed 
characters will be hurled away i11 the l"ulluw
ing melee round. 

No matter whether the Hut is spinning, 
fighting, or running, the interior will re
main stable and calm, because of its extra
planar construction. Other powers of the 
Hut may be used under Baba Yaga's direc
tion, and they are described in area 46 
below. 

The Hut itself is powerfully enchanted. 
Close examination will show fine magical 
runes covering every SC]uare inch of its outer 
surface. The Hut's exterior (including the 
kgs) is not affected by any magical sprll, 
and it will reflect spells cast directly upon it 
(such as fireball, lightning bolt, or magic 
missile), inflicting them on the caster. Area
effect spells not centered on the Hut will not 
be reflected back, but they will not affect the 
Hut, either. Though the walls are made of 
wood, the Hut is immune to all forms of 
fire, acid, cold, water, and lightning. Physi
cal attacks have no effect upon the cabin 
section of the Hut. 

No form of divinatory spell, not even a 
wish, will reveal the Hut's current location 

., ' 



(its protection resembles that offered by an 
amulet of proof against detection and luca 
rion). "You'll find it when you sec it," say 
'le sages. 

.(he Hut 's environs 
Once she has arrived on a new world o r 

land, Baba Yaga will quickly set about 
constructing an enclosure to set off "her" 
territory from everyone else 's. Within a 
week, she will have finish ed work on the 
enclosure. For as long as she pl ans to stay, 
she ' ll regard it as her horne. If th e Hut is 
encountered , refer to the material below , 
which describes the u·sual environs . 

Surrounding the Hut in a 45' wide circle 
is a " picket fence" of twenty-four sha rp 
stakes, each about 5 ' tall, with a human , 
humanoid , or dernihurnan skull res ting on 
the spike . The skull s are enchant ed with 
magic mouth spells (see below). Wh en the 
sun d isappears in the even ing, a magical 
fl ame appears within each skull tha t illumi
nates as a light spell. 

A number of special magics have been 
cast around the Hut to encourage polite 
visitors to ent er, while preventin g rude 
gu<'st s from ka vin fi. A squeaky fi<t tt· about 
4 ' hi r;h and 4' wide, made of hu man 
bon<:s, is set in the row of stakes around the 
Hut. The gate has a low intelligence and is 
aware of li vi ng beings wi th in I 0 '. It will 
swing outward to open, allowing an yone 
who approaches to enter, but it will not 

•en to permit anyone to leave. If someone 
_ Jes to lt:ave while the gat e is opening to le t 

someone el se in , the gate will bang sh ut , 
knocking both people down on the in side of 
the " picket fence" and automatica ll y doin g 
1-6 HP damage to each of them. An yone 
who oil s the gate 's hinges, however, will be 
all owed to ent er and leave as he likes. 

If someone begins to pass between the 
skull-topped stakes (a logical move , since 
the stakes are set about 6 ' apart) , the two 
skulls d osest to him will suddenly animate , 
speaking harshly in the local "common 
tongue." They 'll warn the character to enter 
or leave onl y through the gate. Anyone who 
continues to pass between the two skulls 
after this warning will be struck suddenly by 
a special form of the burning hands spell 
from each skull ; each spell does 25 HI' of 
damage. Each skull may use this power 
three times per day, at a 6' maximum 
range . The skulls may be struck and broken 
by normal weapons; they are AC 2 , taking 
10 HP each, but they will use their spell s to 
defend them selves. 

Attacking the skulls at long range will 
provoke them into launching fireball spell s 
at their attackers. These fireballs have a 
range of 350 yards and effects (damage , 
etc. ) as if th<:y were cast hy a magic-usn of 
' Sth level. Each skull may launch two such 

eballs per day, but only one skull may fire 
·---per round at any one attacker. Bystanders 

will not be fired upon , though they may be 
caught in the area of effect of a fireball 
blast. 

A character who teleports, levitates, flies , 
or otherwise manages to "illegally" get past 
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the skull s will have other problems . The 
moment the character touches the ground 
inside the fence, the grass under the charac
ter's feet will come to life and attack the 
character as if an entangle spell were cast. 
Bushes, weeds, and even trees will join in 
th e a ttack . The Dancing Hut will then walk 
over and attack immobile characters at •4 
"to hit," a nd slowed characters at •2 , at· 
tempting to throw them out of the "yard ." 
Fire-based spells will kill the grass , though 
anyone caught in the grass will also be 
su bject to damage from such attacks. 

Entering the Hut 
Once someone has made his way past th e 

gate (and/or the anim ated vegetation and 
the skulls), there comes the problem of how 
to get the Hut to stop spinning and settle 
down to the ground. The command phrase 
needed to enter Baba Yaga 's Hut can be 
found hy the ras1 in g of a di vination. legend 
lure, limit ed wish , alter realit)j wish , or 
vision spell. The charac ter will then know 
the command phrase: " Lit tle hut , little hut , 
turn your door to me! " The command ca n 
be spoken in any langu age; the Hut will 
llndcrst<llld innlit'diatdy. The Hut will stop, 
tu rn its door to the spea ker, an d se ttle to the 
ground. 

Unfortuna tely, the wooden door to the 
Hut is wizard locked a t the 25 th level of 
ability, though it may be opened by the 
usual met hods (note tha t the effecti veness of 
dispel magic is rcduceci for all lower-level 
cha ract e rs). T he door cannot be broken by 
an y force or power. Characters will quickly 
note that the door fram e is co mposed of 
bones, an d the hinges a re made from hu
man hands. 

A mouth full of sha rp teet h will appear in 
the ce nter of the door when anyone gets 
within I 0 ' of it. The mouth will tell the 
charac ters (in th eir common tongue) to act 
with proper courtesy while in the Hut and 
to mind their own business . " Spies and 
thieves will be ea ten," it adds. The mouth 
cannot be dispelled , and it has no other 
powers. 

From 5-20 minutes after a character or 
part y enters the front door, the Hut will ri se 
to its feet and begin "dancing" again. 
Characters inside the Hut may stop the 
" dancing " and leave the Hut again by the 
methods described in area 1 below. 

The Hut's interior 
The layout of the rooms within Baba 

Yaga's Hut is highly peculia r, and may 
disrupt most mapping attempts after the 
first few minutes of movement. Baba Yaga 
constructed the Hut around a tesseract, a 
four-dimensional figure composed of eight 
normal c!lllt's joint·d togethn along their 
faces . 

The floors within the Hut lie along the 
diffe rent sides of the tesseract, producing 
seemingly impossible (a t least , from a three
dimensional point of view) room connec· 
tions withi n th e Hut. H owever, it is not 
necessary for referees to have a working 
knowledge of fou r-dimensional geometry in 

order to run characters through the Danc
ing Hut. Each area of the Hut that rests 
along a face of the tesseract is described 
separately from all the others . Notations 
show which other rooms can be reached 
from each area , and each exit (doorway, 
stairwell, and so forth) is marked accord
ingly on the accompanying maps. 

Spell alterations 
Aside from the Hut 's immunity to and 

partial reflectivity of magic , the interior of 
the Hut produces some unusual alterations 
in magical spells . To begin with, no magical 
spell, spell-like effect, or psionic discipline 
will function beyond the range of a single 
a rea within the Hut's tesseract. A spell cast 
from area !"toward area 2 will vanish in the 
doorway between the two areas. However, a 
spell can be cast from room to room if both 
rooms lie in one area of the tesseract. If the 
door is open to the outside in area I , an y 
spells cast outside the Hut 10 the inside (or 
vice versa) will be dispelled the instant they 
enter the doorway. 

However, spells cast upon one's person or 
upon an object will continue to function if 
the person or object is taken from area to 
area within the Hut. Thus , a mage with 
invisibility would still be invisibl e afte r 
going from area I to area 2. 

The ranges of all divination-type spells 
cast from within the Hut are restricted to 
the area where the spells are cast ; other 
areas cnnnot he so examined. Pt•ering into 
other planes from within the Hut is not 
possible, except within certain areas ns 
noted . The Hut cannot be "spied on " from 
an y source external to it, and is not open to 
the Astral and Ethereal Planes , again except 
within ce rtnin areas. 

In addition, anyone who casts a 
di vination-type spell or uses a psionic power 
within the Hut will be cursed in a spec ial 
way. Baba Yaga hates snoops, and has cast 
magic spells that will cause an invisible 
brand (shaped like a chicken's track) to 
appear on the face of anyone using divina
tory powers within her Hut, whether from 
spells, psionics, or a magic item. Anyone 
may see the brand using a detect magic or 
detect im,isibility spell, but it may only be 
removed by a dispel magic or remove curse 
spell (against 25th-level magic) rnst by a 
spellcaster of 16th level or higher. If Baba 
Yaga sees someone with such a brand, she 
will feel instant hatred for that person and 
will do all she can to have him slain and 
cooked for dinner. 

Clerics and druids will not be able to 
recover any spells above the 2nd level of 
power while they are within the Hut, be
cause of its extra-planar construction (cut
ting tht cleric/druid off from his Jcit r ). 
Magic-users and illusionists can recover 
their spells normally. 

A number of spells will not function or 
will have altered effects if cast within the 
Hut. Below is a list of unusual spell effects 
produced within the Hut , with brief llo tes 
on why the alterations occur. 

A letter in parentheses after a spell name 



indicates that the spell's normal effect is 
totally or partially negated, for a certain 
reason: 

fA) indicates the spell will not work 
;t any "animal" found within the 

_ , since these animals possess magical or 
paranormal powers and are technically 
considered to be "monsters." Spells that 
specifically work against "monsters" or 
fantastic creatures in general (hold monster, 
for instance) will work against these beings. 

(H) indicates the spell will not work if 
cast upon any stone, metallic, or wooden 
part of the interior of the Hut that is an 
integral part of the Hut's construction 
(floors, walls, ceilings, and doors). How
ever, loose items such as weapons, knick
knacks, furniture, and so forth may be 
affected. 

(E) indicates that no natural environment 
exists within the Hut (i.e., there arc no 
normal animals or insects that can be sum
moned, no weather to be controlled, etc.), 
thus the listed spell will not function. 

(P) indicates the spell will not work be
cause no contact with or travel across other 
planes can be performed while in the Hut, 
unless the spell is cast within certain areas 
dct~ile<.J below. Contact with deities is nut 
possible for this reason. 

Other spell alterations specific to certain 
area s of the Hut are given in the area de
scriptions. The descriptions of Baba Yaga 
and her two ''daughters" should be con-

·d to determine the effects of spells cast 
1st them, either within or outside the 

Fn'lt . 

Cleric spells 
Aerial servant- (P) 
Animate object- (H); objects found 

within the Hut may be animated, but will 
never obey anyone but Baba Yaga and will 
never attack anyone unless Baba Yaga so 
commands them. 

Astral spell- (P) 
Commune - (P) 
Conjure animals- (E) 
Control weather- (E) 
Detect evil/good- The Hut has no 

alignment, though the inhabitants do. 
Detect magic- The entire Hut radiates 

magic so powerfully that even non-magical 
or weakly magical items will show up as 
"strong" sources of magic, making this 
spell useless. 

Dispel magic - This will function nor
mally, though it will not affect the powers of 
the Hut itself. Spells cast by characters 
within the Hut may be dispelled. Check 
Raba Yaga and her "daughtrrs" for the 
appropriate spell levels they operate at. 

Divination - (P) 
Earthquake- (H) 
r:;:xorcise- Has no effect upon the Hut, 

gh it may break charms, curses, and 
"-·- like cast upon characters. 

Find the path - This spell will produce 
meaningless results if cast with the intent of 
finding something in any area of the Hut 
from anywhen: outside that area. The re
verse, lose the path, functions normally. 
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Find traps- All doorways leading from 
one area of the Hut to another (crossing 
faces in the tesseract) will be detected as 
traps by this spell (as alleration magic). 

Gate- If cast within the Hut, and if 
Baba Yaga is present, it will alert her to the 
presence of the spcllcaster and his exact 
location instantly. Baba Yaga will not be 
summoned to the caster, but will come on 
her own to investigate, fully prepared. 

Holy/unholy word- This spell will not 
cast anyone back to his home plane, though 
it works normally otherwise; it will affect 
opposite-aligned beings just as it does every
one else. 

Insect plague- (E) 
Know alignment- See detect evil/good. 
Locate/obscure object- See commen-

tary on find the path. 
Plane shift- If cast within the Hut, the 

plane shificd charactcr(s) will be randomly 
transported to one of the 48 areas across the 
tesseract in the Hut. The area arrived at 
may be determined by rolling a d4 and a 
d 12. If the d4 rolls a 1, the characters arrive 
at room 1-12 ; if a 2 is rolled on the d4, 
room 13-24, and so forth, rolling the d12 to 
select the exact room. The exact point 
within an area at which the characters 
arrive may be chosen by the referee as 
desired. 

Speak with animals- (A) 
Spiritual ham1111T- (P) 
Scone tell- Any stone that forms a part 

of the intnior of the Hut will refuse to 
cooperate with characters who request 
information from it, instead insulting them 
intolerably and calling for help from Baba 
Yaga for the spell's duration, unless other
wise dispelled. 

True seeing- No ethereal, out-of-phase, 
or astral beings or objects will be seen, since 
the Hut does not connect to those planes. 

Word uf n:call - (P) 

Druid spells 
Animal friendship- (A) 
Animal gmwthlrcductiun - (A) 
Animal summoning (any)- (A) 
Animate rock - (H); see cleric spell 

animate object. 
Anti-animal shell- (A) 
Call lightning- (E) 
Call woodland beings - (E) 
Chariot of Sustarrc - (P) 
Charm person or mammal- (A) 
Commune with nature- (E) 
Conjure earth elemental- (E) 
Conjure fire elemental- (E) 
Control weather- (E) 
Cn'<'l'ing dnom - (E) 
Detect magic - See cleric spell. 
Detect snares & pits - This spell will 

only locate simple pit traps within the Hut 
(if any arc present). 

Dispel magic- See cleric spell . 
Hc<tt metal- (H) 
Hold animal- (A) 
Insect plague - (E) 
Invisibility to animals- (AY 
Locate animals- (A) 
Pass plant - (P); works only if transport-

ing within an area in the Hut, not intending 
to leave it. 

Predict weather- (E) 
Speak with animals- (A) 
Stone shape- (H) 
Summon insects- (E) 
Transmute metal to wood- (H) 
Ti·ansJJltltc ruck tu mud- (H) 
Transport via plants- (P); see pass 

plant. 
Turn wood- (H) 
Warp wood- (H) 
Weather summoning- (E) 

Magic-user spells 
Animal growth/reduction- (A) 
Anti-magic shell- Will not prevent any 

functions of the Hut from working (i.e., 
walking, attacking, etc.); in addition, if this 
spell's area of effect touches a doorway 
leading to another face of the tt·sscract, thr 
doorway vanishes completely for 2-24 
hours, replaced by an impenetrable gray 
wall. The doorway will reappear after the 
2-24 hours. 

Astral spell - (P) 
Bigby's hand (any) - The hands will be 

dispelled if they are made to cross a door
way from one area of the tesseract into 
another. 

Wink- (P) 
Cacodemon - (P) 
Cloudkill - This spell will not spread 

into any other areas in the Hut except for 
the one in which it is cast. The cloud cannot 
cross into other faces of the tesseract. 

Conjure elemental- (P) 
Contact other plane - When cast, this 

spell will drive the spellcaster instantly 
insane with a random insanity from the 
DMG; unless given a remove curse spell, 
the mage will be insane for 4-48 weeks . 
Nothing else will be gained from this spell. 
Baba Yaga may usc this spell normally in 
the Hut. 

Control weather- (E) 
Detect evil/good- See cleric spell. 
Detect invisibility- See cleric spell rrue 

seeing. 
Detect magic- See cleric spell. 
Dig- (H) 
Dimension door- (P) 
Dispel magic- See cleric spell. 
Distance distortion - (P); spell requires 

an earth elemental. 
Drawmij's instant summons- (P) 
Duo-dimension - (P) 
Enlarge/reduce- No effect upon the 

Hut. 
Erase- No effect on the runes on the 

outside of the Hut or on Bnbn Yugn's ~kin. 
Find familiar- No response will come to 

this summons if cast in the Hut. 
Gate- See cleric spell. 
Hold portal- No doorway within the 

Hut will accept this spell from anyone but 
Baba Yaga; attempts made by other people 
will fail. 

Identify- If this spell is cast upon the 
Hut itself, the mage will receive but one bit 
of' information: this is indeed Baba Yaga 's 
Hut. Nothing else will be learned. 



Imprisonment- (P) 
Incendiary cloud- See cloudkill. 
Invisible stalker- (P) 
Legend lore - See identify and note 

ut finuing command words to enter 
.; aside from this, nothing else will be 

le arned . 
Leomund's secret chest - (P) 
Locate object - See cleric spell . 
Magic mouth - If cast upon a wall, 

ceiling, or 11oor within the Hut, the nwgic 
mouth will verbally abuse the caster, contin
uing to do so for one round. Baba Yaga m a y 
ll~t· this spell normally within the Hut. 

Maze- This spell will randomly shift 
the victim to one of the 48 areas within the 
tesseract , as per the cleric spell plane shift . 
The vic tim will be left in the new area aft e r 
the spell's duration ends. 

Monsta summoning (a ny) - If any 
monster summoning spell is cast within the 
Hut , the spell will bring one of the following 
beings from the listed area of the Hut. 

I - Manes demon (from 33) 
II - Lemure devil (from 33) 
Ill - Vladimir the giant cat (from I) 
IV - H a rginn grue (from 22) 
V- Piscodaemon (from 34) 
VI -Annis (from 36) 
VII - Night hag (from 19) 
None of the above summoned beings will 

be well disposed to the summoner, and are 
not under any compulsion to obey his or
ders. All beings except Vladimir will attack 
··· once; Vladimir will Oee . 

1ordenkainen 's faithful hound- The 
. ....r0 nd so summoned will begin barking a t 
the player-character party, attemptin g to 
summon Baba Yaga or her minions (the 
essence of the phantom hound is drawn 
from the Hut , a nd thus serves the Hut 's 
builder) . It will obey Baba Yaga 's every 
command . Anyone turning his back to the 
hound will be attacked. If the mage who 
summoned the hound passes through a 
doorway from one area (face) of the tes
seract to ano ther, the hound will be dis
pelled immediately. The hound can be 
dispelled by normal means, too . 

Move earth - (H) 
Passwall- Will allow movement 

through interior walls of an area, but won't 
permit movement from one area of the Hut 
to any other area if travel across tesseract 
faces is involved. The user cannot leave any 
mapped area. 

Phase door- See passwall. 
Power word (any)- Will not affect 

inhabitants of any other area (face) of the 
tcssaart hut tlw·area it was cast in. 

Prismatic sphere - The violet globe will 
send those touching it to another of th e 4B 
areas within the tesseract, determined as 
per the cleric spell plane shifi. 

Project image - Will not form a n image 
·1ny area of the Hut other th a n the one 

_ _,. spellcaster is in . 
·~ Rvpc trick - This spell will create a 

temporary opening into a random area of 
the Hut, determined as per the cleric spell 
plane shift. 

Spiritwrack - Will function against 

certain cxtra· plan a r inh a bita n ts of th e Hut 
if true names are known , but not aga inst 
Baba Yaga. 

Stinking cloud- See cloud kill. 
'li.;fckincsis- If an item is tdckincscd 

a cross a doorway leading to a no ther area of 
the Hut (in a dilkrent tesse ract t;tce ), then 
the spell's effect on the object ceases. 

'leJeport- See druid spell pass plant. 
Tenser's floating disk- The disk will be 

dispelled the mumcnt.it or the spdlcaster 
crosses a doorway leading from one area 
( face) uf the tesseract to ano ther one . 

Tmnsmutc H)('k to mud-· (H ) 
Unseen servant - The servant will not 

obey any commands of the cast e r, in stead 
pushing against the caster as he moves 
(adding an extra 400 gp worth of encum
brance to him) for the dura ti on of the spell 
(sec Mordcnkaincn 's liu'thfiJi hound). The 
servant may be dispelled . Bab a Yaga may 
use this spell normally. 

Vanish - (P) 
Wall of iron/ stone - If the wall created is 

la rger than the dimensions of th e room in 
which it was creatctl , the wall will 11" t ap· 
pear and the spell will be lost . 

Wizard eye - This spe ll will be d ispelled 
if made to cross a doorw ay from one a rea of 
the Hut to anothe r. 

Wizard lock- See hold portal. 

Illusionist spells 
Astral spell- (I') 
Conjure animals- (P) 
Detect invisibility - See m-u spell. 
Detect magic- See cleri c spell. 
Dispel illusion - C heck Baba Yaga 's 

spell level (as per dispel m agic) if thi s is 
u sed against her magic. 

Fog cloud- Sec m -u spell clow/kill . 
First level m agic-user spells - Sec the 

appropriate spell desc riptions . 
Magic mouth - See m-u spell. 
Maze- See m-u spell. 
Prismatic spray- The viole t ray will 

hurl affected characters a t random to one of 
the 48 areas within the Hut , as pe r the 
cleric spell plane shili. 

Prismatic wall- The vio let curtain will 
work as per the note under prismatic spray 
(see also m-u spell prismatic sphere). 

Rope trick - Sec m-u spell. 
Summon shadow- (P) 
Vision- See m-u spell contact ocher 

plane. 
Wall of fog- See m-u spell cloudkill. 
In addition to the above , a ny new spells 

being used in a campaign should be evalu
a tt·tl by tilt' DM to dt ·tntnitH ' an y clnngt ·s 
in their effects prior to running this adve n
ture, using the a bove spel l effec ts as a yard
stick . Past issues of DRAG ON® Maga zine 
have presented new spel ls l(n· the variou s 
classes , but these will not be d eta il ed here . 

The Dancing Hut cannot be tlcstroyctl by 
a n y magic the playe r charac te rs b rin g 
against it. Even powe rful it e tliS like a md u( 

cancellation or sphere of annihilation should 
have a limitcu effect a gain st the Hut or any 
o f its innate powers, as long as Baba Yaga is 
a li ve . The Hut was built to las t. 

Magic item alterations 
Potions: M agical potions will ha ve the 

same effect s in Baba Yaga 's Hut as the 
equivalent spell or psionic powe r ( for exam
ple, oil of etherealness and a potion of ani· 
m al control would generally be useless) . 
'J h .·<Jsurc finding potions will not detec t the 
presence of the Hut at all, and the drinke r 
will be branded with a "chicken track" 
stigma as well (sec spell alterations). 

Snolls : All scroll spells function the sa me 
as the spells they are drawn from. Protec
tion From magic scrolls will affect the Hut a s 
tilt' magir· uscr spell ;mti-magic shdl, 
though they may deactivate a certain item 
within it or on the party and burn out (see 
effects of rod of cancellation on doorways in 
the Hut , d escribed below). 

Rings: Those rings duplicating spe ll 
effects produce the same result as the spell 
it self. Djinni summoning rings will no t 
work , as pe r the various summon elem ental 
spell s , and a ring of shooting sca rs will not 
fun ction within the Hut, since the re is n o 
" ni ght " inside. Re-roll all malfun ction s o f a 
ring oF spell turn ing so that the weare rs d o 
no t fa ll into the Positive Material Pla ne . 

Rods, staves, & .wands : Devices duplica t
in g spe ll effec ts will produce the same 
results as the spells themselves . A rod o f 
cancellation has no effect upon the Hut 
o th er tha n eliminating doorway s that te rn · 
pora ril y lead from one tesseract area to 
another. (And in the process, destroyin g the 
m d; see ma gic-user spell anti-magic sh ell. ) 
A rod of cancellation will work against 
m u nda ne ma gical items, though. A rod of 
lordly might cannot use its directi on-fi ndin g 
o r depth -finding abilities. A wand ofnega · 
tion has no effec t upon the Hut. 

Weapons , a rmor, & prot ec ti ve d evices : 
G enera ll y, no alte rations of the powe rs of 
these items will occur, unless otherwise 
implied b y the above magical changes (for 
example, plate mail of etherealness will not 
allow the use r to go ethereal) . 

Miscellaneous magic items: Many de
vices will become useless when brought into 
th e Hut or will have altered powers. It ems 
duplicating spells or psionic powers will 
produce effects as described elsewhe re . 
Those items which make use o f extra
dimensional spaces to store things (e .g . , a 
bag o f holding) will not function - except 
for a portable hole, which will open into a 
random section of the tesseract (see above 
for cle ric spell plane shift) . A mirror of life 
trapping will not function . A cubic gate , 
amulet of' the planes, well oJ'manv worlds. 
nr similar dt ·vicc will shift charactt·rs else
where with in the Hut, as desc ribed above. 

Items th a t es tablish contact wi th on e 's 
deity, or th a t require such contact to fu nc
tion ( incense o f meditation, n ecklace o f' 
prayer beads, candle of invocation , etc .), 
will no t work . A talisman of pure goorl (or 
ulcimatc evil) will not produce any effec ts . If 
; 1 IJtwk of' infinite spells i~ l<.:ft on the Prime 
M aterial Plane whi le the user goes into the 
Hut , the usn cannot use the spell s in it. 

If a sphere of annihilation is brought nea r 
th e Hut, the Hut will automatically back 
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away from it at maximum speed once the 
sphere gcts within 21". The Hut ran dC't<·ct 
the presence of the sphere in various ways 
anrl will seek to avoid contact with it if 
I 'e. If contact cannot be avoided, the 
h __ ,,rill attempt to plane shiff to another 
universe, if und e r Baba Yaga 's command 
(see area 46); if not under her command, 
th e Hut is allowecl a saving throw (of 3 on a 
d20) against the sphere to avoid destruction 
if it is touched; il succ•:ssful sa ve means the 
sphere was cast into <: nother universe, plane 
shilied away. 

Ps ionic alte rations 
Baba Yaga ·s Hut produces alterations in 

psionic powers as well as ntaf.iicalonc .... 
And, to make matters worse, the Hut at
tracts cerebral p<~ra s ites as a side effect of its 
plana r travel capabilities . Any psionic char
acter within 120' nf the Hut who us•·s a 
psionic talent (attack/defense mode or disci
pline) will immediately attract 2-20 para
sites to him per round. Any method used to 
get rid of the parasites will last onl y one 
round, and more will come after that. (As
sume there arc hundreds hovering around 
the Hut at any time, as well as dozens 
within each area inside it. ) 

As long as ch<tracters are able to use 
psionic abilities , here are the alterations that 
will occur within the Hut to such talents: 

Animal telepathy- Generally ineffec
tive; all encounters within the Hut are with 

sters," except for those described as 
, ions. 

--Astral projection - (P) 
Clairaudience- Not effective if attempt

ing to "spy" through doorways into other 
areas in the tesseract . 

Clair. ·oyance - See clairaudien ce. 
Detecrion of t;nodlcvil- See cleric spell 

detect evil/good. 
Detection of magic- Sec cleric spell 

detect magic. 
Dimension door- (P) 
Dimension walk - Use of this power will 

r .. st the ps1Unir into one of the 1B areas of 
the te~ seract a t random (see cleric sp..Jl 
plane shifi), but will also stun the psiunic 
for 2-8 rounds, leaving him helpless. 

Etherealness- (P) 
Molecular agitation- (H) : can onl y be 

used within one area of the tesscra<.:t. 
Molecular manipulation - (H) 
Molecular rcarrnngcrncnl- (H) 
Object reading- Same result as m-u 

spell identify; use of this talent will cause 
the psionic to be marked with the "chicken 
track" stigma noted above, producing a 
very unfavorable reaction from Baba Yar;a. 

Probabilily tra vel- Same effect as cleric 
spell plane shift. 

Sensirivity co psychic impressions - Any 
u r - ..,f this talent within the Hut will cause 

ionic to gain the "chicken track" 
S• ~··•la mentioned above. The only vision 
gained will be of Baba Yaga herself, staring 
into the psionic's eyes; the psionic must 
save vs. will-force spells (wisdom bonus 
included) or be affected as if by a scare spell 
(all races can be so affected). 
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Telekinesis- See m-u spell. 
7/·lt'flllrl at inn - s('(' d fll id spt'll Jl il.'-' 

plane. 

Wandering encounters 
Random encounters with inhauitants of 

the Hut are possible as the party wanders 
through. The DM should design a " wan
derin~ monster" table that incluc!es most 
beings that might be met in the Hut in 
r;cneral. Nme thilt ilreas 12 (an y room but 
A a nd B) . J4 , 17 , 33 (lab only) , and 46 
should have no rand<;m encounters other 
than those listed fo r them. V-land c rin g en
cnllntt 'o's slwtlld lw rolled f(>r at th e start of 
every game turn (10 rounds) , with a roll of 
1 on a fi·siclt-d die inclic1ting an enrormter 
will take place. 

Dungeon Masters may give some of the 
encountered beings magical items, and 
otht'rwisl' adjust the "wandering monsters" 
to suit their campaign. Some suggested 
encounters (only briefly outlined) follow. 
DMs should take the time to work out 
encounters in detail befo re an adv enture 
begins. At the DM's option , certain en
countns (particularly the armis maids and 
various daemon servants) may be consid
en:d "extra" beings not otherwise listed in 
the area description s below. 

Possible encounters: 
1-4 ann is maids on an errand, from 41. 
I arcanadaemon with 1-2 yagnodaemon 

assistants, visiting the Hut on business with 
Baba Yaga. 

1-4 dt'rr;hodaemnns from 4il, carrying 
heavy crates full of treasure or garbage. 

4-16 diakka, summoned from Hades, 
holding brooms and dustpans (cleaning the 
Hut). 

1-3 gn:cnhags from 11 , taking a stroll 
thro11gh the Hut. 

1 night hag. visi ting Baba Yaga from 
Hades, with :2 -B hordling servant s . 

1-4 lost and demoralized captives, who 
csrapt'cl fronr an annis guardian. Most of 
them will be 0-level humans; some might be 
ild\'('Jil U I'«TS. 

Natasha the Dark, with 3-6 Type Ill 
dcm uns as servant .;, from 1 :i . 

Elena the Fair, from an;a 17; 50% chance 
she is wandering alone, <Jnd :iO % chance 
she is with Vladimir the giant cat (from 1 ). 

lhba Yaf.ia: 50 % chance she is alone, 
30'Y,, chance she is with a nycadaenron, 
:2U'Yu chance she is advising a liclr, mage, or 
archmagc visitor. 

Area descriptions 
Following are descriptions of the 48 dif

ferent areas within th(' Hut's tesseract; each 
an;a may contain one or more separate 
rooms, and each room may be of wildly 
variable size and shape. Though a tesseract 
has faces of equal size, Baba Yaga's use of 
teleporters within the tesseract allows this 
variability. Gravity is normal in all rooms. 

Each area is connected to other areas by 
special trans-planar gates. Most of these 
gates look like normal doorways, thou~h 
some arc built intu staircases going up and 
down between areas . Unless certain spell 

effects tell them otherwise, characters will 
probably not know when they are cro~sing 
from one area to the next. If Baba Yaga, her 
cat or servants, or her two "daughters" 
approach any doorway in the Hut, the door 
will automatically open for them and close 
one segment after they pass. All other be
ings (including characters) must force the 
doors open using normal strength rolls. 

In certain areas , secret doors have been 
built into the floors and ceilings . Man y of 
these open directly into other areas, though 
no lil<i<iers or stairways are around. Thrsc 
portals are enchanted so that if Baba Yaga, 
h('r ~ervants. or her two "daughters" call 
out a command word ("Up!" or "Down!") 
when ~tanding next to the portals, they will 
receive a levitate spell for I round that 
<tutomatically takes them up or down safely 
to the next floor. However, this will not 
work for any othn charactns. 

Regardless of the weather conditions 
outside, the interior of the Hut (in all areas, 
unless otherwise stated) is pleasantly warm 
and dry. Unless stated otherwise, most 
rooms in the Hut appear to have walls 
made of dark, stony material. The DM may 
add extra details as desired. 

The following abbreviations arc used in 
the room descriptions: CH • ceiling height; 
!L ·illumination; CL • conrinual light 
(magic-user spell, 25th level); ND =effect 
cannot be dispelled. Many area descriptions 
contain map references as capital letters; the 
referee should use the text and the map 
simultaneously to get the fullest possibk 
understanding of the appearance or configu
ration of an area. 

1) Hut-CH, 7' f1at; IL, oil lanrern on 
rablc. 

The first room entered in the Hut resem
bles an old peasant woman's hovel; the floor 
is packed earth, with wooden walls and 
ceiling rafters. A small wooden table with 
one chair sits in one corner of the hexagonal 
room with a washbasin beneath it; a wood
IJuming stove (A) with a chimney rising to 
the center of the ceiling rests in the opposite 
corner. Ncar the stove is a small sti·aw-!illed 
mattress with a worn quilt over it. Clothes 
pegs, shelves, bread boxes, combs, eating 
utensils, and sewing supplies complete the 
room's contents. 

A secret door on the floor is covered by 
the washbasin under the table; wooden 
stairs lead down to a cellar (area 19). A 
wooden ladder (B) is fixed against the wall 
next to the table, apparently leading up to 
an attic. If someone climbs it, however, he 
will pass through a gateway and come nut 
through the floor in area 7. On the wall of 
the Hut opposite the front door is another 
door made of old wood; it leads into area 2. 

Several peculiar things will be noticed if 
characters take the time to explore this area. 
The stove automatically reduces <til non
living materials placed inside it to one
fourth normal size, until the material is 
removed. A basket next to the stove con
tains charred goblin, elf, and human bones 
jumbled together; all have marks on them 



as if a creature with sharp teeth gnawed 
away what meat they had. 

The only live encounter here is with Baba 
Yaga's cat, a large gray tabby named Vla
dimir (treat as an 18 HP giant lynx, neutral 
·:~;:nment) . Vlad uses limited telepathy to 

.nmunicate with intelligent beings within 
1·0' of him, and can detect lie with 99% 
accuracy. He can hide in shadows and move 
silently with 99% success, and can surprise 
opponents on a roll of 1-5 on d6. Vla<iimir 
will speak only to those who treat him well, 
and will ignore all others. He can offer 
limited advice to the PCs (as much as the 
rckn:c wants to itupart) . 

If not forcibly held open, the front door 
will shut on the round after the last charac
ter enters, and will be wizard locked again. 
Any successful attempt to open the door 
from the inside after this will cause the Hut 
to stop "dancing" (if it had started) and 
lower to the ground in the same round the 
door was.opcned. 

2) Entry Hall- CH, peaked roofalong 
long axis of room, 60' high at center, 30' at 
sides; 1 L, 3 CL spaced evenly along moJ: 

The walls, floor, and ceiling in this grand 
room are made from fine oak, with four 15' 
x 30' tapestries hanging from the walls. 
The tapestries are woven from gold, silver, 
brass, platinum, mithral, copper, and ada
mantite wire, depicting scenes of great 
pabKcs from other worlds and lands. The 
value of each tapestry is staggering (40,000 
"U each). Two circular stairwells descend to 

a 38; the four doors here connect to 
_~as I, 3, 5, and 6. 

- Six translucent, glass-like colored statues 
stand ncar the doorways in this area. All of 
the statues will animate if any attempt is 
made tu steal the tapestries (and they can 
also animate upon Baba Yaga's command). 
The statues arc AC 0, 9 HD, 40 HP, MY 
12", and may strike once per round at 
opponents. The atlacks differ from statue to 
statue, duplicating the effect of a prismiltic 
sphere spell m:cording to the each statue's 
color. Sratuc A is red, B is orange , C is 
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yellow, Dis green, E is blue, and F is in
digo; thus, a strike from C would do 40 HP 
damage, one from D would cause the victim 
to save vs. poison, etc. The statues are 
immune to all magical spells except the 
~pells that negate the effects of the individ
ual colors of a prismatic sphc·rc, and if a 
statue is struck by the right spell, it is de
stroyed. Statue A would be destroyed by a 
cone of cold, for instance, but this spell 
would not affect any nth,,r stall!<'. Unless 
Baba Yaga commands them to do so, the 
·statues will not leave the room. 

Attempts to remove the tapestries from 
the walls will cause them to unravel and uc 
destroyed. Roll a bend bars/lift gates chance 
for each charac~er trying to pry a tapestry 
free; if the roll succeeds, the tapestry leaves 
the wall and falls apart in 1-4 rounds. The 
value of th e unravelled wire is 5,000 gp per 
hanging. Only if a mending spell is cast 
upon a tapestry while it is unravelling will it 
ue preserved. 

3) Audience Chamber - CH, :20' over 
square floor; 15' over throne lew{· JJ .. wall 
behind thrum: radiates red light (ND). 

This chamber is used by Baba Yaga when 
hearing petitions from mortals who are not 
spellcasters of "name level" (11th level for 
magic-users, 12th level for druid s, etc.). 
Being exceptionally cautious (and somewhat 
paranoid), the witch has placed a magically 
enlarged trapper on the square floor ucf(Jre 
her throne. The trapper covers 2,500 square 
feet, but is otherwi~e like others of its kind ; 
it has 83 HP. It will only attack on Baba 
Yaga's command, unless an offensive spell 
or physical attack is directed against it. 

Stairs lc:ad up to the throne level, 5 · 
above the floor. The throne is made of a 
solid block of red quart z, extensively en
graved with runes and symbols of magical 
power. The throne is immune to blows and 
magic, and is fixed to the floor as well, so 
treasure hunters cannot take it. The wall 
behind the throne is n·d crystal !{l"sstccl, 
and radiates light frolll it s sll rlil('e. 

Flanking the throne on eithn side arc two 
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animated hill giant skeletons (HD 9, HP 40 
and 52, 2-16/attack, otherwise as normal 
skeletons) at the two points labeled B. The 
skeletons cannot be turned by clerics, be
cause: of Baba V.1ga 's cnchan lmcnts, and 
will only obey he r. The skeletons, however, 
arc not the major guardians of the throne: 
polymorphed into the forms of two ivory 
sratues at the poinrs labeled A arc two mez
zodacmons (85 and 97 HP) that will attack 
anyllnc who alta.-b lhba Y., ga; the 
daemons will use lcvit<Jtion to avoid being 
caught b y the trapper if necessary. 

If Baba Yaga is not present, there is a 
(j() % chance that one of the mczzodaemons 
will have polymorphed itself into her form 
and will be sitting upon the throne. It will 
act like her until attacked , and will gener
ally hear petitioners out, t.ell them to go 
back to area I , and then le ave the throne 
room and report to Baba Yaga. 

The three doorways in this room connect 
to areas 2, 4, and 6. 

4) Art Gallery- CH, each room (A-I) is 
domed, 2()' high M centt'r and 1 ()' on sides; 
1 L , 1 CL in ceilii1g of each room. 

Numerous works of art from different 
universes hang or stand in the nine cham
bers in this area. Chambers A-H each con
tain 2-7 paintings or tapestries, and 1-4 
statues (most of human subjects, but a fpw 
of no nhuman races). Some of the paintings 
and statues have magical power·s, and may 
be developed by the DM as dcsi red (some 
might be NPCs affected by flesh w stone). 
The large chamber, I, has 16 paintings and 
six statues, some magical (as noted above). 

Wishing to use guardians that would not 
damage the artwork, Baba Yaga has caused 
four spect res (HP 36, 38, 41, and 47) to be 
forever bound to this area; they cannot 
leave it, and will att ack anyone except the 
resident s of the Hut (Baba Yaga, ·her 
"da ughters ," and her servants) and crea
tures from the Lower Planes like night hags. 

/\side from the doors In areas 3 and 5, 
two st-cn·t passag..:s are prcsl'!lt hcrT. Charn
IJer B has a secre1 door in the ceiling 1 hat 
may only be opened if a pilssv.·all or phase 
door is cast upon it ; the door is det<.:ctablc 
only using magical means (true seeing or 
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'rue sight spell, gem of seeing, etc.). The 
:loor leads into area 40 . 

A concealed door is hidden in the floor 
mder an iron statue of the Hut in Chamber 
I. T ·atue weighs several hundred 
)OL and requires a bend bars/lift gates 
·oil to push aside. The statue will animate 
md step aside if Baba Yaga commands it, 
)Ut if anyone else tries to move it, it will 
lttack as an iron golem in every respect 
:Ac 3, MY 6", HP 80, kicking once per 
round for 4-40 damage, and pouring gas 
from the Hut's doorway every seven 
rounds). The door drops into area 46. 

5) Recreation and Dance- CH, each 
room (A-E) is domed, I5' high in center 
wd 10' high along walls in rooms A-D, 25' 
hemisphere over E; IL, I CL centered in 
ceiling in each room. 

Each room in this area is devoted to a 
:lifferent t<mn of game or hobby. Room A 
:ontains scwinf( materials and a small loom; 
B has assorted card and trinket games; C is 
> dressing room for dancers and actors, and 
D comains various musical instruments. 
Room E has a lowered floor in the center, 
3' down , for dancers and actors to perform 
upon. The entertainers who perform here 
are usually ones who have been kidnapped 
by Baba Yaga, and they must please her 
with their performances in order to be 
released (poor performers are eaten). 

The curtains that separate each room are 
enc~ .. ~ t< :d to dead<'n all sounrls passing 
th t them, effectively isolating the 
rom,_ Juring musical performances or 
dances. Several magical items collected 
from various planes and worlds may be 
found here, but when rooms A, B, and D 
arc no t in use, permanent illusions are cast 
over them , making them appear to be stor
age rooms with nothing valuable in them . If 
she hasn't been encountered elsewhere, 
there's a 20% chance of meeting Elena the 
Fair (see area 17) in room D; she will be 
friendly, but won't permit the theft of any 
items . 

The normal doorways here lead to areas 
2, 4, and fi; a secret door detectable by 
normal means is in the ceiling in room C, 
and leads to area 33. 

6) Grand Throneroom - CH, vaulted 
ceiling 60 ' high along long axis, down to 
20' high at sides, S11Jlportcd by pillars; fL . 
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none exctpl for I CL (red) over throne, 30' 
above floor. 

The Grand Throneroom is an awe
inspiring structure, with floors and walls 
composed of black marble with veins of 
gold . The pillars lining the room are clear 
purple glassteel. The dark, starry ceiling is 
made of lapis lazuli, and has gems worked 
into fine gold decorations around it. Door
ways to areas 2, 3, and 5 lead out from it. 

At the head of the room is a raised dais 5' 
high, upon which four titanic human skulls, 
each 10' across, rest facing the opposite end 
of the hall. The skulls arc made from care
fully fitted sections of ivory, rendered hard 
as steel through cnchantrnents. Centered 
between the skulls is the great throne of 
Baba Yaga, rising an additional 10' above 
the dais, reachable by a staircase. 

Thc giant skulls are each AC -2 and have 
40 HP apiece. Upon Baba Yaga's com
mand, each may fire a ray of paralysis (as 
the wand) up to four times per day. In 
addition, once per day each of the two skulls 
closest to the throne may form a symbol (as 
per the magic-user spell) on its foreh cad, 
visihle to anyone within 60'. One of the 
skulls has a ~ccret door set in its side; on the 
floor in si rle the skull is another secret door, 
detectable only by magical spells or devices. 
This door drops clnwn into area 12. 

The throne is composed of a single block 
of black jet stone encrusted with rubies and 
amethysts; its value is beyond reason or 
countinf{ . Thc thront' is raised an ndditinnal 
five feet above the dais level, with a series of 
steps lc;,ding up to it. Baba Y;,ga's name 
appears on the throne in letters made from 
large rubies, each worth tens of thousands 
of gold pieces. The throne, however, cannot 
be damaged and the stones cannot be re
moved ; anyone attempting to damage the 
throne must make a s;,ving throw vs. death 
magic or die instantly. 

The throne has other powers th a t can be 
activated by Baba Yaga's command . Three 
times pcr day it can generate a globe o{ 
invulnerability at the 25th level of power, 
and it can generate a prismatic sphere ·1nce 
per week upon command. The throne may 
cast fear (as the wand) once per turn, and 
rulership (as the rod) once per day. If any
one but Baba Yaga sits upon the throne, he 
will be instantly inflicted with megalomania 
and paranoia (as per the descriptions in the 
OMG insanity ruks), and will receive ~-30 
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HP of damage as well (saving throw for half 
damage; insanity comes regardless). 

7) "Attic"- CH, 8' flat; IL, none. 
The attic looks very much like what one 

would expect to see, except that no chimney 
rises through it from the stove (the chimney 
is in area 1 's part of the tesseract), and tht' 
ceiling isn't pointed like the roof of the Hut. 
Scnttcrcd about the floor of the attic are 
trunks, chests , and boxes full of old cloth
ing, used-up wands and burnt-out amulets, 
and the other useless paraphernalia that an 
ancient witch might accumulnte. A spiral 
stair leads up to area 13, a trap door leads 
down to area 1, and normal doors lead to 
areas 8 and 10. 

One of the trunks has a guardian familiar 
upon it which has received several extra 
enchantments. It will fight at a hasted speed 
if it attacks, always doing the maximum 
possible damage; it receives maximum hit 
point s in all incarnations; and it can see 
in visible objects. The trunk it guards con
tains 20-80 gems, 20-50 jewels, and three 
magical items (of the DM's choice). Be
neath this treasure is a silk cloth covering 
up a symbol of insanity inscribed on the 
trunk's bottom. 

8) Bestiary- CH, 10' flat; TL, ceiling 
gives ofT soft light (as light spell) over area 
for I2 hourslda}j then drops to almost total 
darkness for 12 hours (ND). 

F.iRht octagonal cages fire in this room, 
each separated from the other and from 
onlookers by walls of f'or~·c that complete 
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their octagonal shapes. The walls of force 
may be removed or raised with a brief 
command phrase, which names the creature 
to be captured or freed; however, only 
magic-users of 12th level or higher will be 
able to use such commands successfully. 

Eaeh cage will magically create food anci 
drink for its inhabitants, freshen their air, 
and otherwise keep the creatures alive. 
These cages may be used as prison cells, of 
course, whenever necessary. Most creatures 
are gotten in and out of this room by reduce 
spells or other magical means. 

The DM should determine the contents 
of each cage (A-H), with an eye toward 
making the creatures caught here extraordi
nary in the extreme. 

Doors connect to areas 7, 9, 11 , and 12. 
A spiral staircast' rises to area 48, and an 
'-,vator-like platform, clearly marked on 

lluur next to the dour to area 7, will 
·--..ower anyone who stands upon it to area 37 

in one round. It rises to area 8 again once 
the person has stepped off; people in area 37 
t:an command it to lower to bring them up. 

9) Fungus Gardens - CH, hemispherical 
dome over circular portion 35' high at 
center, 10' ceilings over side rooms; IL, 
none in side rooms, but see below for cen
tral chamber. 

This area may be entered through door
ways from areas 8 and 10, by one stairway 
down from an·a 25, or by two stairways 
coming up from area 36. The entrances to 
this area are scrcem·d by illusionary walls, 
which may be detected as secret doors or 
traps. Beyond the illusions is a large domed 
room; intense violet and ultraviolet light 
shines from the c.:eiling over a garden of 
fungi, mushrooms, and other bizarre plant 
life. Few of t-he plants are ambulatory, many 
are poisonous if eaten, and a few (by DM's 
whim) may have special properties. 

The garden is quartered by four paths 
that meet at a srnall circular plaza, in the 
center of which is a fountain. Anyone who 
drinks from the fountain will experience 
some strange effects with each drink; the 
DM can invent a random-roll table of pecu-

. effects, most of them harmful. 
--~_..-fhe level of ultraviolet light in the room 

will cause characters to suffer visual prob
lems if they stay there for long; for every 
five rounds spent in this room at one time, 
a character will gain a cumulative penalty of 
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-I on his "to hit" roll, which will last for a 
cumulative duration of one turn- bcgin
nin~-: as soon as the character lr·an·s tlw 
room (because it will take a while for one's 
cY"s to readjust to normal lig-ht). Th11s, a 
character who spends ten minutes searching 
the rnom will have a -2 pt·nalty "to hit" for 
20 minutes after leaving the room. The 
ult ravio!t:t light c;llmot he dispcl!t-d. 

Rooms A and B are filled with gardening 
tools, biological experimentation equip
ment, tables, and botany notes. Room B 
has a large culture of green slime in a stone 
jar, with a permanent illusion cast upon it to 
make it appear to be a pile: of gnnstones. 

10) Grand Museum - Cl-1, monls A-ll 
have 10' flat ceilings, and room I has a 30' 
ceiling; IL, each room A-H has 1 CL in 
ceiling, while room I has 4 CL's in ceiling. 

Numerous relics, !ew of them magical in 
nature, occupy the various rooms of the 
Grand Museum. All of the items here are 
trophies of Raba Yaga's wanderings, some 
taken in battle and some by stealth and 
magic. The hides of demons, devils, and 
dragons hang beside broken weapons taken 
from champions who opposed her in ages 
past. The largest items arc two huge metal
lic vehicles in room I; one of thcllt is a 
SovictJS-1 tank she picked up while visit
ing Earth during the Semnd World War, 
and the other is a steam-powered war can
non made by dwarves from an alternate 
universe. Neither device is operable (even 
with a wish), and should serve only to con
fuse the characters. The tank and dwarvcn 
cannon weigh 43 and 25 tons rc.:spcctivcly. 

Additional items may be invented by the 
LJM as desired; few trophic.:s in the museum 
should be immediately recognizable for 
what they arc, since Baba Yaga has a taste 
for the str<Ht~·e and umi'ual. :\ li-w trink<·ts 
may still possess their powe rs. 

Inter-area doorways connect tn arc:~~ 7, 
9, 11, and 12 from here. Staircases rise to 

area 42, and descend to area 43. 

11) The Lakeland - CH, hemispherical 
dome 275' high; IL, dim, equals twilight or 
overcast day (see below; ND). 

Characters entering this enormous area 

'I 'his n1ap unf.,·: 1 st;uarc· = :)(} {cc·r 

from 8, 10, or 30 may at first believe thcv 
arc outdoors. The l.akl"land area is an . 
enormous cir·cular domed room 550' in 
diameter, with a shallow lake in the center 
of it surrounded by denst> f{m~station. The 
l;d,,· itself is swampy and no lllllTT than 15 ' 
deep at the most, with algae and leafy 
plants covering much of its surface. Narrow 
footpaths wind their way around the lake 
shore from doorway to doorway, and over to 
a circular staircase hidden among the trees, 
kading down to area 30. The t rces reach 
20'-80' in height. The diffused light shines 
from the dome itself. 

The lake is the horne of three grcenhags 
(HI' 46 , 52, and 61) who are close friends of 
Baha Yaga; the witch often turns captives 
louse in this chamber for the grccnhags to 

feed upon. A fair amount of ttTasure (deter
mined by the DM) has been accumulated 
here by the grcenhags, kept well guarded on 
the lake bottom near their lair. 

12) The Vaults - CH, 20' flat overall; I L, 
rooms A, B, and center chamber have I CL 
each in ceiling. all other rooms are dark. 

Characters entering from area B or I 0 
will see only a bare room (A or B) with a 
door on the opposite wall. Walking through 
the door at the other end of the chamber 
(marked "• ") normally !deports characters 
directly across to the opposite room (from A 
to B, or H to A), unless the character casts a 
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dispel magic successfully at the door against 
25th level mag ic, or uses an anti-magic shell 
spel l o r scroll of protection from magic field 
that crosses the doorway. If this occurs, the 
'"'lcport effect is dispelled for 7-12 turn s, 

1 the characte rs may walk tlirect ly into 
__ ,e center chambe r. A secret door, detect
able by normal means, is set in the ceiling 
of thi s chamber. 

R nur ns C an d J) arc storagc <l JTas for 
unusual minor treasures that Balla Yaga has 
picked up; some are worthless except as 
souvenirs, wh ik others a re rather valu; Jbk 
(items of jewelry and the like). Fro m 2-5 
magic items may be found in each of th ese 
two rooms; some of the items m ay be cursed 
or trapped in unusu;~l ways. 

The four major t n:asuJT vau lt s arc rooms 
E, F, G, and H. The entnnces to these 
rooms arc no t de tec table without magical 
means (a gem o{ser.:ing " true sight or true 
seeing spell , and so forth). Each secret 
entra nce a lso bears a speci a l curse , as deter
mined by the DM. Any character a tt em pt
ing to op('ll one o f the doors could be 
polymorplwd into a giant rat, paralyzed and 
rendered im•isiiJ/e, matlc gaseous fin 2-B 
hours (without eq uipment , and un able to 
cas t spells of any sort) , o r cu rsed to sec their 
allies a nd friends as deadly enemi es . Raba 
Yaga will not be allected b y the~e curses. 

Anyone who gets past a door will find 
that each uf the vaults has a guardian in
side. Room E is home to a greater basilisk 
(65 HP), F has four slicer beetles (33, 35, 

and 47 HP), G has a dracolisk (45 HP) , 
, two fl esh go !ems guard room H. The 

exac t lrca surc in each room is 1<-ft In ill<' 
DM, though it should be emphasized that 
despite !he size of the vaults, !hey will not 
be stuffed wit h magical items or gold. 
Room E, for instance, mi gh t have three 
maj or magical devices, a small chest full of 
an tiqu e platinum coin s , a rare magical 
tome, and several it e m s ofjewelry a nd r<Jrc 
tapcs lr ics set in cases on the walls. 

None of the guardians will attack Raha 
Y;1ga because of her enchantments upon 
them. but they wi ll altack anyone else who 
cnrus rhc ck11 nlJt ·r d~t.: y o«·11p v. 
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1.'3) Abyss Hall - CH, 60' flat ceiling over 
walkway; lL, none. 

Thi s central hall has a cross-shaped 1 0' 
widc· walkway running along what appears 
tn be the edge of a great abyss. Anything 
that lidls ull th e walkway will drop for a full 
round at ever-increasing speed, and will 
then su dd enly be cast out of the Hut 
through a one-way m al(i cal gate into a 
r;JndonJ SlT iion of the/\s tra l Plan e. Becau se 
the gatc·l'lkct lasts for only a m o ment. this 
section of the Hut is no t considered open to 
o thn plam·s, and spells that won't function 
because they require contact with other 
planes will also not fun ction here . No 
guard ia ns usu a lly patrol this area. Note the 
poic·nlialllsc' in !his ;m·a, !ill· nr against thc· 
pany, of spells like push and telekinesis. 

Doors kad out fruiJJ thi s area to an:as 11·, 
15, 16, and 17, and staircases connect with 
areas 1~) (above) a nt! 7 (bel ow). 

14) Baba Yaga's Chambers- Cll, 10' flat 
in room A, 40' peaked ceiling in room H. 
211' flat in rooms C -F; 1 L, sec below. 

Anyon<: passing through the doorway 
fro111 area 13 to area 14 will fin d him self in 
a stony, octagonal room which contains 
not hin g at all. Only magical devices like a 
gc·m of seeing or spells like tnw sight or tnw 
seeing have a chance to detect the secret 
door on the opposilc wall. Even if it is ck
tected, the secret door will only open if a 
p:tssw;d/ spell or a wish is used on it. It 
a utomatically opens at Baba Yaga's touch. 
One gu ;~ rdian res ides in room B: a faras tu 
demodand (64 HI') th a t has made itself 
illl·isi/,/c ; lJld will att;1ck ;JnyoJW hul l\;,h;, 
Yaga, her se rvan ts, or her "daughte rs." 

Balla Yaga's personal chambers are diJJJ!y 
li t by small candles set upon tables, chairs , 
wall mountings, an d elsewhere. Room R is 
rather spacious, and contain s only a few 
articks of fun1iturc (a workbench, seve ral 

·cha irs, a writing table w ith cha ir, and sev
er;, I ""alllJoukshclves). Nothing a ppea rs to 
he of any val ue here, a t fir st glance. Doors · 
lead to a reas 1 :J, 17 , a nd Hl . .A. secret door 
in dw floor, covered by a rug hut d etcc t ;~hk 

by JlllrJJl;d lll<'dll S, lc·;lll s In ;11Ta 40. !\ n1g u( 

" ·dn!IJJc· d1ar "I' IH'"rs sh;,ilby ;1111 ! LHkcl 
rests IJll :he llour by the door to area 18. 

Tht· sid e chambers a rc screened by thick 
curt a ins; if anyone but Baba Yaga touches 
them, the ru rtains will animate and fold out 
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over the toucher like a lurker above (use all 
stati st ics for the lurker above, except that 
the curtains do not normally move about, 
and each has 55 HI'). Room C is Baba 
V.1ga 's sleeping chamber, D and E have 
equipment that she uses when manufactur
ing magical items, and F contains a loom 
and assorted items for sewing and making 
woven itcms . Few magical ckvircs will lw 
fi>Und, most of them relatively minor in 
nature (a wand of magic missiles, for in
stance). Room E has a secret door in the 
ceiling which can only be detected and 
opened in the same manner as the ceiling 
trap door in are"a 4 (leading to area 40). The 
ce iling door here leads to area 46. 

15) Natasha's Chambers - CH, rooms A. 
C, 1·:, G, and 1 have I U' llat ceilings, anc/ 
all other rooms have 10' rall walls with 
square-domed ceilings up to 15' high; IL , 
all rooms (A-I) have 1 CL in ceilinf; each. 

Anyone entering from area 1 :3 or I B will 
find himself in a small room (A or C:) that 
connects with its counterpart through a 
tclcportatinn door. This allows pedestrian 
traffic to avoid Natasha's rooms, a feature 
that was devised because of her extreme 
dislike of interruptions during her relaxa
tion tirnc'. Sccn·t rloors in rooms A and C: 
are normally d etectable, and lead directly 
into the main area. Rooms G and I hold 
stairwells to areas 33 and 27 respectively, 
;1nd a doorway connects directly to Baba 
Yaga's chambers (area 14). 

Natasha the Dark is an adopted human 
" daughter" of Baba Yaga who was influ
l'llced by the witch tu take up h(.:l' sorcery 
and use it for dark purposes . A beautiful 
woman with smoky black hair and alabaster 
skin, Natasha enjoys manipulating d e mons , 
a nd uses them frequ ently as servants and 
guardians . She is jealous of her "sister" 
Elena (sec area 1 i), and despises her !:{oocl
ncss, hut will ncver rausc F.knil harm . 

Natasha is a chaotic evil dual-classed 
illusionist / magic-user, 7th/15th level (HP 
43, S:9, 1:18, W:12, 0:17, C:15, CH:l6) 
who wears a variety of magiral protective 
dev ices (such as bracers ofAC 2, a IH'C!oc:h 
u(shidcling. and two random ioun ston;·s) . 
She carries many offensive spells in her 
head . Materialistic and vain, she collects 
magical items and jewelry and displays 
tht>m for all to see. She may be furth e r 
outfitted by the DM as desired . 
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Being as paranoid as her "mother," 
Nawsha has few valuable items !yin!!; 
around in her area. Rooms B, D, F, and H 
contain only mundane but costly furniture. 
Most of her valued items are contained, and 
her private research is conducted, in area 
33, the stairway to which is within room G . 
The secret doors in rooms G and I arc 
detectable by normal means. Inside room G 
an· a pair of invisiLle stalkers who guard the 
entrance to Natasha's laboratory ; they will 
attack anyone but Natasha and Baba Yaga . 

16) Hades Guestrooms- CH, 10' /]ac 

overall; IL, see below. 
These chambers are primarily used by 

night hags who are visiting Baba Yaga from 
Hades (having gated in through other areas 
inside the Hut). Rooms C, D, E, and F 
~ave dim light emitting from their ceilings 

-ID); special enchantments will negate any 
..._fight or continual light spells cast within 

them. Night hags cannot astrally project 
themselves from these rooms. Each room C
F has a 20 % chance of a night hag occupy
ing it; unoccupied rooms have a 20 % 
chance of containing an annis maid who is 
fixing up the chamber for new gu ests . 

J),mrways kad to area 1 :l ami 1 B, and 
stairs lead down to area 44 and up to 3!l. 
Though completely dark, entry rooms A 
and B are kept free of obstructions and 
furniture . The walls there are decorated 
with paintings showing various grotesque 
scenes· from the local landscapes in 11 a des. 

17) Elena's Chambers - CH, 8' Jlat 
O\'erall; IL, all rooms have 1 CL in ceiling 
each, except room E (no light). 

·Another foster "daughter" of Baba Yaga 
is Elena the Fair, who, unlike her "sister," 
turned out to be lawful good in nature . She 
has learned magical arts from her "mother" 
but uses her powers for good causes. Raba 
Yaga found Elena outside her Hut one day 
and, being unwilling and perhaps unable to 
slay her (for reasons given in the witch's 
character description), kept her as a house 
servant. No one came to claim the girl, and 
soon sh~~ became a powerful sorceress. 
~hough she is disliked by all other beings 

"--.---who con1e to the Hut, no one dares harm 
her, and all treat her with the greatest re
spect (if somewhat begrudgingly). 

Elena is a 16th-level magic-user (HP 39, 
S:ll, 1:18, W:17, D:lti , C:JO, CH:I7) who 
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carries no rna!-!;ical items with her. lIn 
repeated exposure to illusionary displays 
has finally rendered hn immune to all 
illusion/phantasm spells, regardless of level, 
and she cannot b ... affected by them. If she 
encounters any characters of good nature, 
she will become very friendly with thl"m, 
but will not allow any harm to com<' to 
inh;tbitants of the !Jut if she cut ltdp it. 
Elena likes to usc polymorph other and 
pulym01ph sdfspells, and will not use any 
illusion/phantasm spells. 

Elena's rooms contain mundane (though 
highly valuable) articles of furniture , as well 
as trinkets fronYa dozen universes that she 
has collected. A few of these items have 
magical powers of an unusual nature (possi
bly a lamp with the powers of a wand of 
illumination, or a wastecan that disinte
grates all materials dropped into it); the 
IJM may use his imagination to the fullest. 
At most, five such items will be fi>und. 
Elena's chambers are warded by non-lethal 
magical traps of var ious types ( symbuls of 
sleep or scunning, or an activated Bigby's 
grasping hand that hold s thicvt·s li>r Hi 
minutes). 

RoomE call lJt" entcrnl only through 
secret doors, all normally detectable (though 
protected as noted above). Inside H oom E 
are Elena's bedchambers, which arc dark. 

18) Bath- CH, rnoms A-D have/()' 
llat n·ilings. n :nl raJ pool room has l :J' 
ceiling; TL , rooms A-C have rlirn red light 
cmning from whole ceiling, D has bright 
white light hom ceiling, pool mom has 
variable light (sec below; ND). 

The four small chambers surrounding the 
large central pool each contain dressing 
fitcilitics and other odds and •·nds for bath
ing. Because some of the visitors in area lli 
are night hags, the pool isn't always tilled 
with pure water, and bathing equipment 
vari es. The pool is only live feet deep 
throughout. Illusionary walls screen the 
pool from rooms A-D. The pool room, E , is 
dimly lit, equivalent to late twilight , but the 
brightness can be incrcasl"d to full <Liylight 
with a command word ("Light'"). Other 
cmntnand words will ci.Jusc the pool's water~ 
to become either pure or foul, depending 
upon the preference of the bather (onl y 
Elena and Natasha have a liking for pure 
bathing water). 
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Doorways lead to areas 14, I :1, l<i, and 
17, and a stairway in room A descends into 
area 24 (so beings may wash up afte1· visit
ing the stables). 

19) "Cellar"- CH, 10' flat overall; IL , 
torch on wall ncar door to B. 

The walls of the "cellar" an~ made from 
p<~cked earth, lmt vny little Gill lJe llaked 
off or dug away; like all other walls in the 
Hut, these are immune to spells like dig or 
disintegrate. 

The musty " cellar" sen·e s as a dumping 
ground for items newl y brought in from one 
of Baba Yaga's trips around the land, as 
well as a sort of trash bin for unwanted 
nonmagical refuse. Few things found here 
will have any real worth , though some may 
prove interesting as curios. 

A single torch burns on the wall near the 
interior door leading to room B. Room A is 
lillcd with skulls and hones of ath-cnturers 
who fell victim to the Hut or its guardians 
- pe rhaps seventy creatures of various 
raet.:s are repre sented. Room B is empty, 
IHtl has a large exccution•·r's hood (6•(i HD, 
4'J HPJ that hides in a niche in the ceiling , 
t <>V t·t-.-d i>y an illusiun I" hll-tlll"r <:!>llccal it. 
It will attack an yone who enters room B 
1>1hcr than Bab;> Yaga or other full-time 
inhabitants of the Hut, going for the in
truder's head. 

20) Wine Cellars - (:If , I (I' flat in rooms 
A-lJ; JL, non,·. 

Rooms A , B, C, anJ D each hold numcr
nlls kegs , barr .. ls , and botllc- fi lied shelves 
containing the finest alcoholic beverages 
that twelve universes have to offer. Room A 
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contains line wines , B holds brands of 
vodka, C has assurteu beers, meads, and 
ales, and room D is filled with exotic fruit 
drinks. Some of the drinks (20%) will infect 
thl" ;ber with dipsomania, as per the 
Dl Jue to their quality and certain 
special enchantments. 

Characters will soon discover that one 
can go continuously downstairs from room 
to room in this area, thanks to a peculiar 
warping of space that cannot he negated by 
magical or physical means. Hiding behind 
one of the wine barrels is Ivan, a giant 
mouse who can communicate telepathically 
with beings up 10 10' away from him (lik .. 
the ability of Vladimir the giant cat, from 
area 1) . Ivan is one foot long (AC 6, MY 
12", HD ]+1, HP 9, bites for 1-4 HP) and 
is very intelligent; he can learn and cast 
spells like a 4th-level magic-user. Ivan has 
chaotic good alignment, and a l>ad case of 
dipsomania; he will befriend anyone who 
offers him alcoholic drink, and (like Vlad
imir) he may be willing to offer limited 
information about the Hut. 

21) The Warded Caverns- CH, 10' 
uveraff; I L, none. 

The War·dcd Caverns have numerou s 
ma!{i cal spells ca't wirhin, to confuse all 
who pass through, except for Baba Yaga 
1nd her "daughters., and servants. lf OtH' of 
:hem enters this area, all magical effects in 
:he caverns will cease for the time the in-
1ab;. ~t is in the corridors, and will rcacti-
{a non as the inhabitant kavt's. 
'l~gin with, a guards and wards spell 

)f permanent duration (except as noted 
1bove) fills the entire cavern area. Visibility 
s reduced to 10' at best, all intnior doors 
ue wizard locked (25th level) and covered 
Nith illusions to appear like wall sections. 
Webs fill the stairways, but not the spiral 
aaircases. Stinking douds fill areas G anu 
H. 

In addition, six teleportation doorways 
1ave been added that exactly resemble the 
. nter-area doorways. These doors, labelled 
<\-F, will randomly tcfcporr anyon<' who 
Jasses through one of them to a different 
deporting doorway. (The character will 
·eappear inside area 21, facing the doorway 
o which he has been tclcported.) The door
Nay teleported to is determined by rolling a 
)-sided die (I=A, 2=B, etc.); if the same 
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doorway is rolled that tht' characterjust 
entered, then the result is re-rollcd. This 
process is repea terl each time a character 
enters a doorway. 

Four normal inter-area doorways connect 
to areas 19, 20, 22, and 23. Circular stair
waysjnin with an·as ~iO (ahnve) and 11 
(below). 

22) Smithy and Tool works - CH, 30' flat 

(20' o\'a D, 10' oi'Cr E); I L, only (rom 
fires and furnaces, as noted below. 

The walls, ceiling, and floor of this room 
are constructed of a special metal that does 
not l'OIIdllct heat; no heat radiates away 
from the smithy, and it can become ex
trcmdy hot when heavy work is going on. 

Baba Yaga has enslaved some beings from 
the l·:knwntal PlatH' of Fin:, and here forces 
them to Iorge magical weapons and devices 
for her. Three azcr, a salamander, and a 
haq~inn grue labor for hours on end at the 
furnaces. G:urrendy they are forging a two
ha nded sword that Baba Yaga hopes to turn 
into a cursed berserking sword, which she 
will then give to some enemy of hers. 

'lwo furnaces provide dull red light in this 
area, fnm1 th•· places marked A on the map. 
r\ toolruom is present at B. The main floor 
of this an·a is r. , 1ho11gh there ;liT two ele
vated places; D is I 0' above the main floor, 
and E is 20' ahow the kvcl of C. Both of 
the elevated sections are set off by railings. 
The heat in this entire area is so intense that 
unless someone has some form of protection 
frotn heal and lire , he will take I Ill' dam
age per round that he is in the area. The 
inhabitants of the room will ignore anyone 
who enters here, unless he crosses the main 
ll!lor (C) and is seen to be an "outsider" 
(i .c. , not Haba Yaga, her "daughters," or 
servants). The workers will then attempt to 
capture or slay the intruder(s), preferring to 
hold them lor Baba Yaga (if possible) in an 
attempt to win her favor. 

Inter-area doorways lead to areas 19, 21, 
23, and 24; circular stairwells rise to area 17 
and drop to 4H. Note that the heat from this 
room, like magical nr magic-like clkcts, 
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rloc·s not enter other areas through the open 
circular stairs. 

23) Armor Museum- CH, 15' flat over
ali; IL, rooms A-D have 1 CL each, and 
room E has 4 CL:s on ceiling. 

Tlw armor, shields, nnt! hrlmrts of !;1'1'111 
champions who once served Baba Yaga, or 
who opposed her, arc kept in these cham
bers as mementos. The central chamber, E, 
contains equipment from dozens of alter
nate universes, of many makes and compo
sitions. Some of the suits arc magical, and a 
few are legendary in nature (once having 
been worn by famed warriors). Details of 
these exhibits are left to the individual 
referee to develop. 

Rooms A, B, C, and D contain equip
IIJCIIt from four universes of particular 
interest to Baba Yaga, since she has relatives 
who live in them. One room is devoted to 

armor worn by men destroyed by three of 
Baba Yaga's sons, who are aquatic hydras . 
No further information on them can be 
found here. 

The staircases lead up to area 36 and 
down to 25; four doorways connect to areas 
1<), 20, 22. and 24. Tht•rc arc four tckpor
tation doors in the side chambers that oper
ate like the ones in area 21, except that each 
doorway sends a character to another spe
cilic doorway: A leads to B, B to C, C to 0, 
and D to A. Only one character can enter 
any doorway at one time. 

24) Stables - CH, 1U' !lac, with 15 · 
square-domed ceiling over section I; IL, 
CLover section I. 

This is one of the few areas in the Hut 
with connections to the Astral and Ethereal 
Planes. Also, the Prime Material Plant~, 
Negative Material and Elemental Planes, 
anrl one Outer Plane (Hades) may be 
reached from here by spells. Because it has 
these special properties, this area is kept 
heavily guarded. All spells and powers 
which h;wc a spell eff<'et listed a hove nf (P) 
will function here normally . 

Stahlrd here arc three nightlllarcs at 1\, 
C, and F (39, 43, and 46 HP respectively), 
watched over by four diakka, two tall ones 
(41 and 49 HP) and two broad ones (55 and 
61 HI'). The diakka arc overseen by a 
barbed devil (63 HP). The devil and the 
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diakka dislike each other, but will cooperate 
to remove intruders from this area. 

The nightmares will attack any humans 
and demihumans who enter the stables 
(they are not restrained). The devil and 
diakka will stay out of the way until after 
•he fight , unless they feel they can join in 

·ithout serious risk to themselves. 
--r"". In stall G is a large iron mortar and 

pestle, 4' tall, with a broom inside the 
contai ner as wrll. The mortar may lw sum 
moned by Baba Yaga when she is outside 
hn Hut, by simply whistling for it to ap
pear; the mortar, pestle, and broom arc 
enchanted to serve as an overland whiclc 
for her. The mortar levitates one inch above 
the ground upon utterance of a command 
word, and can carry up to 500 lbs. inside it. 
Baba Yaga sits inside the mortar and poles it 
along the ground using the iron p("stle. The 
maximum speed one can attain using this 
device equals twice the "driver's" strength 
score in tens of yards per minute; thus, 
Raba V.q.(a can move at 40" per round, or 
about 13.6 mph. Percentile scores for 
strengths higher than 18 are ignored for 
purposes of this calculation. It takes .one 
round for the mortar to reach full speed. 

The broom is enchanted to cover all 
traces of the mortar's passing over the 
ground, as per the druid spell pass without 
trace with a permanent duration . Baba 
Yaga can manipulate both the mortar and 
the broom simultaneously. 

25) Divination Chamber - CH, 10' flat 
in chambers A-D, and 40' hemispherical 

Jlll C over E; IL, 1 CLover room E, all 
..._,____.ise dark. 

The Divination Chamber is used by the 
Hu t 's inhabitants to cast divination-type 
spells such as contact other plane and leg
end lore, as well as serving as an alternate 
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summoning room for conjurinf{ creatures 
from the Outer Planes for advice. This 
chamber is open to the Astral, Ethereal, 
Prime Mate rial, and other planes, and all 
spells listed above with the note "(P)" will 
perform normally here. 

Room E is the actual summonin g and 
divination room; rooms A-D an: prepara
tion and entry rooms. Because thi s whole 
area is open to transplanar powers , two 
mezzodaemons (103 and 115 HP) patrol 
these rooms to protect them from invaders 
or spies. Anyone entering here who is not 
recognized as an inhabitant of the Hut will 
be attacked at once, though the daemons 
will not leave this area to pursue invaders. 
The stronger of the two mczzodacmons 
keeps a vigil in room E, while the other 
guard roams between rooms A-D, visiting 
each small area once every fo ur turns. 

i\n·as 21i, 27, 2fl, and 2fl, 1111111'< "1 111 thi ' 
a rea by doorways, and areas 23 and 'l con
nect to this area by staircases going up and 
clown, respectively. The giant doubk doors 
lead ing into rooms A-D arc so massive th a t 
a bend bars/lift g;ltes roll is requir<'d to open 
them. A character who knocks on one of 
these doors from within the small room will 
quickly attract the a ttenti on of at leas t one 
of the guards. 

26) Alchemical Storage - CH, I 0' flat 
overall; IL, rooms A-D each have 2 CI.:s. 
Oil!' in C'il<'h corn.·1; illlr/ mom 1·: hi I-' 1 C I.'s. 
one at the top or loot of each stairway. 

Thl' walls in this area arc lin('(] with 
shelves and boxes full of alchemical materi
als used in the pn:pa ration of magical po
tions, poisons, inks, medicines, and 
chemical substances. Many of the materials 
have deteriorated from age and disuse, and 
some will now produce altered cl'll:cts if 
used in magical rituals or ex periments. The 
contents of these rooms came from numer
ous worlds, and most of them are la belled as 
to their origin . Room A contains various 
acids and caustic liquids; B has an assort
ment of solid components; C has biological 
supplies; and room D contains gems and 
unusual materials (demon ichors, devil 
scales, and so forth). 

If a magic-user or illusionist looks long 
t'nough hac, ht' will probably find any 
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chemical components for his spells o r al
chemical preparations that he desires. H ow
eve r, as noted above, there is a chance 
(I 5 'Yu) that whatever materials arc found 
will be useless or will produce unexpected 
cfft:cts if used. 

Only two guardians patrol th is area. 
Baba Yaga has rendered two grells invisible 
using a permanent form of improved invisi
bility, so they may attack without being 
seen. Normally the grells (33 and 41 HP) 
hover near the ceiling over room E, and will 
silently descend upon anyone who isn't a 
permanent resident of the Hut. The grells 
will pursue prey anywhere they can, even 
through other areas. 

The doors in this area lead to areas 25, 
27, 29, and 30. 

27) Magic Item Storage- CH, 10' flat 
OI'Crall; IL, entire ceiling radiates light as a 
CL spell (ND). 

Material components not of a chemical 
nature (metallic items, miniature figures, 
and so fort h) may be found on th e marble 
shelves linin g the walls of this la rge room. 
M;,lni;tls I<> lw us"d in 111;111ULtct uri ng 
mag ical items, such as sta\'l'S, wand st icks , 
platinum rings , and scroll papcr·s, may alsu 
lw found here. However, il:w completed 
items are in th is a rea ; they arc e ither in use 
by the Hut's inh abita11t s or stored else
whe re . 

Anyone who looks ove r thi s ar<·a's con
tents will notice that the metallic it ems have 
bt-ell placed in scaled stony crate s or glass 
jars, or have been set high on the shelves ; 
wooden items arc also protected nr hidden . 
The reason for this is that the room's guard
i;IIJs an: three rust rnonstns (29, :l4, and 39 
HI') . They feed freely on iron items that 
lhba Yaga and the others toss to them, and 
have been trained not to approach Baba 
V.tga or her "daughters." They will happily 
go after anyone else they can, however. To 
make them more difficult to slay, each rust 
monster has been outfitted with a collar 
enchanted to cause any wooden item touch
ing the monster to warp, as per the spell 
warp wood. Magic wooden items get no 
saving throw vs . this effect. 

A secret door is set in the room's central 
10' x 10 ' pillar, leading to a spiral stair that 
descends to area 15. Doors lead off to areas 
25, 26, 2!!, and 30. Anyone who attempts to 
open the secret door besides Baba Yaga or 
her "daughters" must save vs. spells at - '~ 

or be permanently feebleminded. This trap 
will only function once. 
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28) Room of Conjuring- CH, 10' flat in 
rooms A and C, 15' flat in room B; IL, 1 
CL on ceiling of room A, dark elsewhere. 

This area is open to other planes, and 
··lis that normally won't function because 

.1e Hut 's extra-planar construction 
--\ffioSc marked (P) in the lists) will all work 

here. Room A contains a few tables and 
chairs, with exits to areas 25, 27, 29, and 
30, as well as stairs down to area 45. Cur
tains separate this room from B, the actual 
conjuring room. 

One-way illusionary walls allow viewers 
in rooms A and C to look into B without 
being seen; from B, these illusions appear to 
be normal walls. A protective diagram is 
drawn in B, beside a special trap door 10' 
across upon which a conjuring pentagram is 
inscribed (as per the spell cacode!'1on). 
Anyone who conjures a being into this roo111 
will have it appear within the pentagram, 
and may then usc spells similar to 
spiritwrack or eacodcmon to get concessions 
or quests from it. It is possible to cause the 
trap door to lower into area 45 at a word of 
command, and cause the summoned being 
to be trapped within the "prison" there. 
The trap door will 1eleporr back to its 
former position as soon as it touches the 
flo0r, leaving the unbound being in the wall 
of force cage in area 45. 

Room A is a sort of guard room ; an old 
shator dcmodand spend s his time hC"n· :ts a 
guardian of thi s area, prevt·nting int rudns 
from getting any further into the complex. 

shator has I 04 HP, and obeys no one 
-.__...· Baba Yaga herself. 

29) Grand Library - CJ-1, 15' flat in each 
room; IL, each room has 5 CI:s, nn e in 
center anrl one in each conwt: 

The library is divided into five chambers 
(A-E), each having numerous volumes and 
tomes filling the shelves that run along their 
walls. The spell books of ancient mages lie 
here beside texts discussing the nature of 
magic and the universe , and volumes cover
ing hundreds of other topics. Exits to areas 
25, 26, 28 , and 30 are here , and a staircase 
in room A rises to area 17. OM s may dt·t n
mine the contents of rooms A-E as desired. 

Numerous creatures and beings usc these 
chambers to further their own knowledge of 
the sorcerous arts, and the temptation to 
steal a book or two is strong . Baba Yaga, 
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however, has caused three rakshasas tu 

serve as guards here. The rakshasas (39, 42, 
and 50 HP) use their illusionary powers to 
appear to be studious mages, of a tempera
ment friendly to whoever else is using the 
library. If they catch anyone stealing or 
damaging books (using their ESP powers to 
lwlp in thi s detection) , then tht·y will illfark 
at once to capture or slay the offender. 

Note tha t though rooms C and E seem to 
be on a different level from B and D, any
one walking in a ci rcle through these rooms 
using the outer corridors will believe he is 
on the same level all the time. This area, 
like area 20, was built around a section of 
warped space. 

30) Alchemical Laboratory - CH, 10' 
flat overall; TL. 1 CL centered on ceiling. 

The akhemicallaboratory is outfitted 
with most of the standard t>quipnwnt that 
one would expect to lind here (lab tables , 
shelves full of glassware, n·torts, etr.). 
Explorers will find ~1 -12 potions here, some 
of them poisonous or cursed , but all com
pletely indistinguishable from one another. 
Rare powders, liquids, and devices may 
also be founJ here , though unless one 
knows wh;ll to look li>r. tttost o f this nt:tt<-ri :d 
will be i~norcd. 

Onl y o ne crc;tture normall y inhabits this 
room , a kobold (4 HP) that Baba Yaga has 
lWI!IJ;uwntl y ch:•ntwrf and made her S<T· 
vant. The kobold has only one type of offcn
sivl· weapon: three small tubes full of 
m agical du sts. One contains dust ofstun
ning, which has the same effect as a symbol 
of stunning upon those affected; dust of 
sneezing and choking; and dust of hopeless
ness (as per the symbof). 

Tlic kol>old Wt'ars a ring or in visibility, 
and has been given the power to detect 
invisibility naturally, by Baba Yaga's magic. 
He will use the dusts on anyone who enters 
the lab invi sibl y. When it blows through a 
tube, the kobold causes the dust in that tube 
to scatter through the room, affecting every
one insid .. except himself (Haba Yaga 's 
magics having rendered him immune to 
tht·ir •·ff<Tts). The kobold will then suttlttton 
help from one of the rakshasas in area 29 to 
capture or dispatch the intruckrs. Only 
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Baba Yaga and her "daughters" may use 
this area , though other inhabitants of the 
Hut may pass through it to get elsewhere . 

Doorways here connect to areas 26, 27, 
28, and 29 , and stairways climb to area 11 
and drop to area 21. 

31) Prison- Cl-1, JV' /Iat, except in cc:lls 
(6' flat); IL, none in room A, 1 CL in 
rooms Band D each. 

This area is reserved for those captured 
trying to steal from or invade the Hut, as 
well as for regular enemies of Baba Yaga. 
Room A includes 12 prison cells, each shut 
with a wall of force. The walls may only be 
dispelled using disintegrate, or by command 
of Baba Yaga herself; each cell must be 
opened or closed separately from all others. 
To guard the prisoner~. a Type V demon 
(55 HI') has been forced to serve in this 
room. The demon hates its sct·vitudc. and 
this has given it an especially foul disposi
tion (•I "to hit" and damage on all attacks). 
Anyone entering this area except for Baba 
Yaga and her daughters will be attacked at 
once; the demon carries six broadswords. 

Rooms R and D are generally empt y 
except for pedestrian traffic. If anyone 
nmsc·s the opc·n doorw;tys fmtn 1\ or J) into 
room A , without first casting a dispel magic 
at the doorways, a special telcporter goes 
into effect and casts the person into one of 
the unocTupicd cells in the prison. All non
living equipment th e person is wearing or 
carrying is tc:lcportcd at the same time into 
room C. If all the cclls in room A arc full, 
then prisoners will be dropped into occupied 
cells, doubling up until they have to be 
tripled up , and so forth. There is no saving 
throw against this tcft'pnrt effect. Only 1-2 
prisoners will be present in the cells to begin 
with, their characteristics, levels, and rea
sons for imprisonment being left to the 
DM's imagination. 

Room C has no guards inside, but the 
door to it is detectable only by using a gem 
of' seeing or a true sight or true seeing spell. 
A passwall or phase dour spell will open it. 
Room B contains exits to areas 33, 34, and 
:l5; D has an exit tu :!2 and stain up to 21. 

32) Food Storage Lockers - Cll, 10' 
overall; IL, rooms A-D dark, 1 CL centered 
in corridor on ceiling. 

The food lockers are unguarded, and a 
number of resiuents of the Hut (as well as 
some visitors) will come here to snack. 
Rooms A-D are kept at low temperatures by 
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magical effects , and different sorts 
of meats a re hung out in them. Rooms 
A and B contain meat from normal 
animals, C contains meat frutu monsters, 
and D has meat taken from other sentient 
beings (elves, gnomes, dwarves, etc.). 

Areas 31, 33 , 35, and 36 may be reached 
by inter-area doorways. Spiral stairs reach 
up into area 45 and down into area 41. 

3.'3) Natasha's Laboratory- CH, 10' flat 
in ruom A, 15' flat in ruom B; IL, 1 CL in 
rooms A and B each. 

Anyone entering here from area 31, 32, 
34, or 36 will at first see only a 30' square 
room with a circular well I 0' in dia meter 
set in the center of the room. The well is 
filled with green watery fluid to the brim, 
and seems to have no bottom. If someone 
casts a lower water spell upon the water, it 
will not be affected; however, a secret door 
will open in the room, leading to the labora
tory ofNatasha the Dark. The secet door 
cannot be opened by any other means, 
thouKh it mw ht dt·t<Ttt'd normally. 

"latasha's laboratory (room B) is fairly 
dard, and contains much the same 

·-·equipment and treasures (2-8 potions, some 
cursed) as the alchemical laboratory in area 
30. Two manes (8 HP each) and two le
mures (ll:l HP each) serve as assistants here, 
moving into one of the side chambers when 
nut needed. If anyone but Natasha or Baba 
Yaga enters this area, the manes and le
mures will attack a t once. 

An illusionary wall on one side of the 
room covers a prismatic wall that has been 
made permanent by various spells. Only 
Baba Yaga and Natasha are able to pass 
through the wall without ill effects. The wa/1 
cannot be detected from inside the small 
chamber, either, since an illusionary wall 
covers it from that side as well. The wall 
hides a stairwell going up to area 15, and a 
trap door leading down to area 5. 

.'34) Guardians and Servants- CH, 10' 
flat O\'t-ra/1; IL, sec below (ND). 

This area is filled with a luminous, humid 
fog kept at a warm temperature; the visibil
ity is only 10'. Living within this area are 
nine piscodaemons who serve Baba Yaga , 
though unwillingly, when she requires mi
nor errands or tasks to be performed. The 
piscodaemons (29, 'II, 34, 34, 3 7, 38, 39, 
4'l . and 46 HP) will not leave this area 

;s commanded to do so by Baba Yaga 
-~ •• er "daughters," and will light anyone 
else who tries to enter (even the other ser
vants). Inter-area doorways lead from these 
rooms to areas 31, 33, 35, and 36; stairwells 
drop to area 47 and rise to 39 . The fog will 
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not leave this area and enter any other area. 
These piscodaemons arc permitted to have 
some treasures (DM 's choice), which the y 
guard cauti<>tlsly. 

35) Fountain of Life- CH, 10' u1·cr rhc 
small exit rooms and stairwell down, with a 
35' hemispherical domed ceiling over luun
win chamber; II., S<'r IJdow. 

No illumination is needed in this cham
ber, sincT the waters themst'!vcs <;;ive oil 
light. A huge cross-shaped fountain is cen
tered in this area, wlth doorways leading ofT 
to areas 31, 32, 34, and 36 around it. A 
spiral staircase drops to area 1 7. 

If anyone drinks from the fountain, a 
number of bendicial effects may be ga ined. 
One drink will have the same effects as one 
appliGIIion of 1\cu~;htulll 's ui111111nll (c mi11 g 
9-12 HP of damage and either curing a 
disease or removing poison from the 
drinker). The magical effects of the wate r, 
however, will not last more than one round 
if it is taken ou t of the pool. No magical 
power can cause the water to keep its effects 
if it is stored in any container. Nn magical 
spell will destroy the fountain or the powers 
of the water within it. 

This area is not guarded. Anyone, cver1 
Baba Yaga herself, may drink from the 
waters and be healed. 

36) Servants' Chambers- CH, 10' flat 
Ol'erall: IL , 4 CI.:s, one o1·er each exit. 

This area is the servants' quarters for 
Baba Yaga's annis maidservants. Rooms A
D each have beds and furniture to indicate 
that two annis live there; thcrt: is a 20% 
chance that one annis (of random HP) will 
be encountered in each room , resting from 
her chores. All ann is will fight any intruders 
in their area to the death. Each room has 
some treasures that the maids a rc allowed to 
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keep, though no treasures arc of extraordi
nary power. 

Exits lead off 10 areas 32, 33, :H, and 3:J 
from the hallways. '1\vo staircases rise to 

area 9, and one desce nds to area 23. 

37) Food Storage - CH, domed ceiling, 
25' at ccnrcr; I L, four to I: ·hes, one on the 
w;r/1/wtwccn each pair o{fi)()rll;ins. 

All foods besides meats a nd be,-cragcs are 
s10rcd lwrc in e ig-ht special contain<;rs set 
aga inst the walls. The food bins will cause 
pcrishaiJk fuodstuffs placed inside th<:m to 

be preserved and replenished indefinitely, so 
that vegetables, grains, breads, pies, eggs, 
fruits, and vegetable oils may be taken from 
the bins without needing to refill them. 
Ther<' arc no guards here , but there is a 
JO'X• cktlltc of all encounter here, since 
snacking is a common pastime among the 
Hut's inhabitants . 

Exits lead out from this area to areas 38 , 
3'!, 40, and 41; a stairway takes characters 
clown to a rea 22. In the center of the ceiling 
is a clearly marked square - the platform 
from area 8 lowers down into this area. A 
word of command ("Down!") will cause the 
platform to descend into the chamber. 

38) Meeting Hall - CH, 15' 11at Ol'cra/1: 
!J., 1 CL ova central stairwdl. 

This huge auditorium is used only rarely, 
when Baba Yaga desires to call toge ther a 
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large group of night hags for special meet
ings. Usually it is kept empty (the chairs 
and tables needed are created on the spot 
usin g: various magical spells). The walls arc 
en · i with detailed pictures showing the 
his .-...../ABaba Yaga and her Hut, the 
many battles they've fought (and won), and 
the champions they've fought against. 
There is a 10% chann; of encountering a 
lone diakka ( 45 H P) sweeping the floor or 
polishing the walls here. 

39) "Outdoor" Garden Maze- 10' !lar 
overall; IL, ceiling illuminaccs room (see 
below; ND). 

This unusual area appears to be an out
door hedge maze; a false "sun" appears to 
shine overhead, though it is only an illusion 
and the ceiling is as high as the hedge-tops. 
This mazt~ connects with rooms 37, 38, 40, 
and 42. In the center of the maze is a stair
way leading down to area 34. One fi>Ot of 
earth covers the flour, but it cannot be 
affected by spells or dug completely away. 

The hedges appear to be a strange combi
nation of thorn bushes and fruit-bearing 
plants; large red berries the size of apples 
grow upon it in a few places. Each character 
has a 10% chance per one round's worth of 
normal movement (sec below) through the 
maze to see 1-2 of the berries. The berries 
can be taken from their branches, but will 
lose their special properties within one day 
after they arc removed from the area of the 
ma 7

- If a berry is eaten, there is a YO% 
ch hat it will act to dispel exhaustion 
(at t-'"""6th level of power) on the consumer; 
the other 10% of the time, the cater will be 
deluded ('is per a potion of delusion) into 
thinking that his wounds are cured when 
they haven't been. 

If anyone moves thruugh the mazt· who is 
not a regular inhabitant of the Hut, the 
maze will come to life and attempt to slow 
the intruders by entangling them. The 
thorns on the bushes will do damage equal 
to a character's armor class in each round 
the character is held or slowed (characters 
with AC 0 nr hettn tak•· no dama!-(c). Nor
mal movement through this area is at un
derground scale; that is, 10' per 1 " 
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movement rate per round, so a character 
moving at 6" slwulJ go 60' per minute. 
Slowed characters move at half the normal 
rate (and have half the normal chance to 
find berries). 

The plants in this room are not affected 
by fire, cold, lightning, or poison gas. En
t:.wglc, locate plants, warp wood, and turn 
woor/ spells have no !'!Teet on the vegeta
tion. If" someone changes into a plant, using 
polymorph sdt; polymorph ocher, tree, or 
the like, the plants will cease to attack. 
Plant growth and wall of thoms will cause 
the hedges to do double damage to victims, 
and will slow movenH'nt to one-quarter 
normal through the pathways. Charm 
plants, hold plane, speak with plants, and 
anri-plant shell will all cause the hedges to 
cease bothering beings within the area of 
effect. Plant dour, pass plane, and transport 
1·ia pl:lllts ;o]l funet ion norrnally. 

Any attempt to chop at the plants will be 
frustratt:d, since they repair damage to 

themselves V:'ithin seconds. Attempting to 
push through a hedge wall, even with giant 
strength, will cause the character to suffer 
damage as if trying to push through a wall 
of thorns, and the <1ttempt will not succeed. 

40) Crystal Grotto - CH, variable, up ro 
15' in chambers A and H, and up tu JV' in 
chamber C; IL, I CL in chambers A and B 
apiece, see /.;dow fiJI" chamber C. 

This arl'a is divided into two cavern-like 
chambers. Doors in sections A and H con
lll"cl to rooms :~ 7, 'l 11, 41 , and 42, while 
secret doors join with areas 14 (above) and 
4 (below). 

One spot on the wall between A and C 
has runes written in the stone; anyone who 
attempts to read thnn will activate the 
synd>ul ufins:111ity placed then:. Tht: sym1Jo1 
may bt: dispdlcd normally. If a phase door 
or passwall spell is cast upon this part of the 
wall, a s<.:cret door will open into room C, a 
large enclosed area containing a shallow 
pool of water. 

The pool functions in all ways as a mirror 
of opposition if anyone glances into it. 
However, Baba Yaga is al>k to look into th e 
pool and call up a single duplicate of her
self, equally powerful in all respects, that 
will function for one day before disintegrat
ing. Baba rit~a often uses these duplicat<.:s 
to further ht ·r ··nds in oth•·r uniVt' rS<'S, 
where they can accomplish a short mission 
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and then report back before falling apart. 
Duplicates of Baba Yaga are completely 
under her control, though there is no other 
way to tell a duplicate from the real being . 

41) Kitchens- CH, 15' flat overall; IL, 
Sf'e below. 

The fiery kitchens of Baba Yaga's Hut arc 
manned by 3 annis servants (42, 44, and 47 
HP) who labor constantly to produce 
enough food to feed the Hut's inhabitants. 
Other annis servants stream in and out of 
the kitchens, bringing foods to be cooked 
and dinnerware to be washed. Careless 
intruders in this area may wind up as a 
dinner special; however, the cooks will 
rarely bother anyone who simply passes by, 
even if the visitor is obviously not a regular 
inhabitant of the Hut. 

Room A is kept reasonably clear of furni
tun: and loose items, so the annis won't trip 
on things when moving around. Doorways 
here join with areas 37, 38, 40, and 42. A 
thick aroma of cooking meat may be de
tected here at any time. 

The kitchen itself is room B; the dim light 
here comes from the wood-burning stoves 
and a few candles on the shelves. A stairway 
rises to area 32 from this room. Little trea
sure may be found here, except what is 
carried by the cooks themselves as protec
tion from flame (e.g ., rings of lire resiscance 
or similar devices) . A deadly array of cut
lni)'. ranging from knives to sword-sized 
cleavers, lies around this area, and an angry 
ann is may be moved to hurl a pot full of 
boiling water (can be thrown 30', doing 3-
12 H P damage to all targets along a 10' 
wide path). 

42) Formal Dining Hall - CH, I 0' flat in 
nw111 A, 2V' in room B; IL, 1 CL in room 
A, see below for room B. 

This area is divided into two rooms, a 
small entry chamber that connects to areas 
40 and 41, with stairs to 20 above and 10 
below, and a large, formal dining hall that 
connects to areas 38 and 39. 

Room R is lined with bookcases, contain
ing volumes on mundane topics like poli
tics, geography of mythical worlds, etc. It is 
lit by an enormous chandelier made from 
yellow glassceeled glass, worth 10,000 gp, 
but weighing seven hundred pounds. The 
.. bandelier may he tak!'n apart anri reasst'm
bled, but each process takes 7-12 hours. 
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Four false windows in the room have illu
sions cast on them to make it appear that 
the viewer is looking out over a pastoral 
countryside from the dining hall, with 
bright sunlight shining down and a gentle 
bn:czc blowing through windows that arc 
half open. 

One of the doors (C) in room B is a trap . 
If opened, it appears to lead out into the 
countryside, thanks to a permanent illusion 
cast within it. However, anyone who steps 
through the doorway will be destroyed 
instantly as if he had walked into a sphere of 
annihilation; no saving throw is allowed. 

Only one chair sits at the huge dining 
table here, obviously meant for Baba Yaga 
herself. Anyone else who sits in this richly 
furnished chair will be cursed (saving throw 
vs. spells applicable) to want to go out 
through door C to see the countryside. 

4.3) Curio Rooms- CH, 15' flat overall; 
rt, 1 CL in each room A-D, none in E. 

The Curio Rooms are four chambers (A-
--1)) containing various animal and monster 

skeletons that Baba Yaga has slain or gath
ered from different planes and worlds. The 
DM may decide which beasts are repre
sented here, and whether or not any of 
them have magical powers from being 
animated or being set up to serve as guard
ians. Each chamber will contain 1-2 huge 
skeletons and 3-6 smaller ones. 

Doorways lead off to areas 44, 45, and 47 
from here, with stairways dropping to area 
20 and rising to area 10. A secret door, 
normally detectable, is in room D; behind it 
is a room in which assorted skeletons lie in 
pieces or arc boxed in crates. A door is set 
in one wall of this room, but it leads no
where. Anyone who opens it will be struck 
by a prismatic spray launched from the 
blank wall behind it. 

44) Hall of Gateways- CH, 20' llat 
Ol"cTa//; IL, sec below. 

The doorways in this area connect di
rectly to areas 43, 45, 47, and 48; a stair
well climbs to area 16 from room A. All of 
the walls, ceilings, and floors in this area 
shine with a dull blue light, distorting nor
nwl color vision cunsidcrallly. 

This area holds two magical gateways 
'-.at lead directly to the Outer Planes. The 

--...--5ateway closest to rooms C and F will send 
anyone walking upon it to Hades, at a place 
where a night hag colony resides. The other 
gateway (ncar rooms B and E) may be 
adjustt:d to ronnert with any plane desired; 
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all nne has to do is speak the nanw oft he 
plane to be traveled to while standing on 
the gate point (indicated by the asterisk 
mark on the map). Up to four people at a 
time may be transported to another plane. 
Note that any Prime Material Plane may be 
traveled to, as well as the Elemental Planes, 
Ethereal Plane, Astral Plane, and Positive 
or Negative Material Plane . 

Because of the open gatewa ys, this area is 
one in which all spells or powers labelled as 
(P) above will function normally. The 
guards kept here are among the most pow
erful to be found in the Hut, and they will 
attack anyone entering this area other than 
a regular inhabitant of the Hut (unkss the 
visitor is escorted by Baba Yaga herself) . 
Two nycadaemons (Ill and I 2~l HP) stay in 
rooms E and r~ each of which has a secret 
door not detectabk without magical means. 
The walls between rooms D and E , and 
between D and F, are cmlstnJct.-d "'that 
anyone in E or F may sec out into room D 
but cannot be seen in turn . From within E 
and F, the nycadaemons monitor those who 
come and go. The daemons may enter or 
leave their rooms at will, and will take 
orders only from Baba Yaga. 

45) Holding Room- CH, 10' Jlat in A 
and C, 20' in B; IL, 1 CL in A, 4 CI.;s (one 
in each corner) in B. 

Room A appears to be nothing other than 
a nexus point, with doorways going off to 
areas 43, 44, and 48, and stairways up to 
area 28 and down to 32. A secret door, 
detectable by normal means , lies against 
one wall of the room. The door has a magi
t·al trap upon it that causes anyone attempt · 
ing to open it (other than Baba Yaga or her 
"daughters") to be struck deaf and blind 
(save vs. spells at -4) permanently. 

Room B is a holding are<l for sUillllJont·d 
beings that Baba Yaga or her associates wish 
to study. A trap door in the ceiling (leading 
to area 28, the Room of Conjuring) will 
deposit the summoned being into a cage 
made from walls of force in the shape of an 
octagon. Vocal conJtllllllication is possible 
with trapped beings, though they cannot 
escape unless a disintegrate spell is used 
upon the walls . Once the study of a particu
lar creature is completed, a ritual summon
ing is performed in area 28, causing the 
creature to appear there once more, to be 
sent back to the lwinf;'s hotn<" plant·. 
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Usually no guardians patrol this area, 
unless someone is studying something kept 
down here. Often captured specimens are 
left here by themselves; few have ever been 
able to escape, however. 

46) Control Room - CH, 10' overall; IL, 
see below. 

This tiny room is the control center for 
the Hut. It looks rather unremarkable, 
having a wooden ceiling and walls, and a 
stony paved floor. In the middle of the room 
is a 5' square rug, with no magical powers, 
upon which Baba Yaga sits. Against on<· of 
the six walls of this room is a large mirro r 
that completely covers the wall. Secret doors 
in the ceiling and floor lead to areas 4 and 
14, respectively. 

When Baba Yaga is seated here, she can 
command the mirror to look into any other 
room in the llut as if looking directly 
through its walls. She can also command 
the mirror to show her what the environ
ment outside the Hut looks like, and can 
cause the mirror to transmit normal sountb 
such as conversation along with the picture 
it shows. 

The Hut has several additional powers to 
those mentioned earlier. It can be com
manded to plane shift once per day from 
this room, by Baba Yaga alone, and can 
teleport itself three times per day at her 
command. Baba Yaga can make the Hut 
attack or move as she wills it when concen
trating on the mirror. The Hut itself is not 
sentient; it has a few "programmed re
flexes" (such as against spheres of annihila
tion), but cannot think for itself. 

If anyone but Baba Yaga sits in this room 
and attempts to control the Hut, he will be 
stricken with a permanent ft:cblcmind spell 
that can only he removed by a wish. 

47) Guest Rooms - CH, 15' flat o1·crall ; 
IL, 1 CL (violet) centered in A, moms B 
and C arc dark . 

These two large rooms house daemons 
and other Ill! >liSt rositics who an: stopping 
over in the Hut from the Lower Planes. 
There is a 10% chance that nne olthc 
rooms will be occupied ; the 0:\1 may usc 
his discretion to determine what is present. 

Doorways in the <'ntry h;lll lead 1o an· as 
4:!, 44, and 4!l, and a spiral stair rises to 
area :l4. 
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48) Servants' Quarters- CH, 15' flat 
overall; TL , dim light radiates limn ceiling 
(equiv.1lcnr to <I very cloudy day). 

This area is the lair of five dngho
daemons (70, 76, 79, 85, and 91 HP) who 
act as heavy gua rds and workers for Balla 
Yaga; they obey her and no one else (though 
they will not harm anyone else who is a 
permanent res ident of the Hut ). These 
daemons ha ve littered the lloor of thei r 
room with trash , bones, and other debris; 
anyone who rnoves about in here must roll 
his dexterit y or less on d20 in each round he 
moves faster than 6", or else fall down and 
be unable to attack or defend himself for 1 

1d afterwa rd. 
tl•: dae mons have some treasure hiclden 

ti!i'dcr the debris in several of the rooms . 
which may be determined by the DM. Exits 
lead ofT to areas 44 , 45, ancl47; stairs rise to 
area 22 and drop to area H. 

BABA YAGA 
FHEQUENCY: Uniq ue 
ARMOR CLASS: -4 
MOVE: 6" 
HIT l'Oli\!TS: 135 
NO. OF ATTACKS: 3 
DA\1ACE/ATTACK: 3-R/3-815-20 
Sl'EC IA L ATTACKS: Assassination ; 

uushing: horror: magic spells 
Si'EC IAL ])EFENSES: Fire, IJJagic , and 

poison resistance; illusion , psionic, and 
limited spell immunity; special detection 
powers; regeneration; magic item and 
spcll-prnducccl clcfi:nscs; acute senses and 
godlike intclligcn cc and wisdom 

MAGIC RESIS'IANCE: 75'!0 
SIZE: M (5' tall) 
ALIGNME:"T: Neutral evil 
CLERIC/DRUID: 14th level clruicl 

(sec hclow) 
FIGHTER: 16• HD monster 
MAGIC-USER/ILLUSIONIST: 25th level 

....,agic-user I 15th hTcl illusionist 
IEF/ASSASS IN : See below 

~)NK/BARD: Nil 
SAVING THROWS: 3 in all categories 

(cannot be n·cluced further) 
PSIONIC ABILITY: VI (sec below) 
S: 20 (•3/•B) 1: :l5 W: :23 
D: 18 C: 21 CH: -1 
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Baba Yaga is perhaps the most famous of 
all lt-~endary witdlt's. and her powers are 
described well in Russian folklore and liter
ature. Said to be related to the various races 
of night hags , annis, and greenhags , with 
extrao rdinary powers in addition, she is a 
supernatural bein g on the level or the quasi
deities of(;rq•hawk (St·e DRAGON® Mag
azine #7 1) and saints (as described in 
DRAGON issue #79). Her wa nderings 
have carried her far from her old home, and 
she wanders still on visits to monstrous 
n·btives or on quests for rare tn·asurcs or 
li vi ng victims for her dinner. Since she eats 
as much per day as ten men , she searches 
for prey quite often. 

In appearance, Baha Yaga is a rn;ut-sizcd, 
horrifyingly ugl y old woman who walks 
crouched over. Her limbs arc almost skeletal 
and are covered with ha rd gray-brown skin, 
upon which magical runes have been tat
tooed. She has a lon g, warty nose and a 
prot rttding chin , with in·-cold black t'Yl'S 

framed by her thin white hair. Stony teeth 
filed to points and iron claws on her fingers 
further emphasize her non-humanity. 

She possesses the lwrror power from her 
negative charisma as per the DE ITIES & 

DEMIGODS'" Cyclopedia , but can cause 
those so affected to be able to act if she so 
commands it. Any creature or character of 
1 HD (or level) or less will never attack her, 
and will obey her every command out of 
f'car for her power. 

Baba Yaga is immune or resistant to 

man y natural, magical, and psionic forces. 
Her godlike intelligence renders her im
mune to all illusion/phantasm spells, and 
her high wisdom grants her additional 
immunity to many will -force spells (as per 
the DDG C.yrlnpt~dia, p. 7). Though not 
psionic, she possesses the equivalent of a 
permanent mind bar science, operating at 
the 20th level of mastery, and cannot be 
affected by psionic attacks. Aging - natu
ral or magical - has no effect on her. 

The incredible constitution and the non
human makeup of this ancient witch gift her 
with additional immunities . She resist s heat 
and flame as if wearing a ring of fire resisc
;tncc, nnd poisons that would kill nthcrs do 
only 3-12 HP of damage if she fails to save 
against them. She n'generatcs lost hit points 
at the rate of 3 per round, wh e ther the loss 
was caused by regular damage (wounds), 
fire, or acid. lf one of her limbs or her head 
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is severed, she is not slain; she can light on 
and reattach the severed parts during or 
after the battle. 

Baba Yaga can only be struck by magical 
weapons (•I or better). She is immune to 

wounds, harm, destruction, slay 
J. . , and similar or related spells. As a 
non-human , she is also immune to spells 
like ch:ll'm person, hold person, animate 
dead, and so forth. Because she cannot be 
sumrnonnl, dispel c,·il won't affect her, and 
protection from evil won ' t prevent her from 
clawing at victims (though it may reduce 
her attack effectiveness). 

The following spell-like powers may be 
used by Baba Yaga at the rate of one power 
per round , at will: comprehend languages, 
detect magic ,fear (as the wand), read 
magic, and tongues. Note that she easily 
sees all invisible beings because of' hn high 
intelligence (since the spell is an illu sion/ 
phantasm). She automatically sees any 
"chicken track" stigma that a character or 
creature may have (sec the section on spell 
alterations). She has normal infravision, 
plus ultravision to a range of 120'. 

Baba Yaga's druid abilities, in every way 
like those of a 14th-level druid, are not 
gained through divine intervention. She has 
learned the spell powers as a magic-user, 
and recovers her druid spells by studying 
her spell books and tomes. 

She has an 80% chance of knowing an 
adventurer's nationality from his smell (it 
may remind her of someone she once ate 
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from that place). Baba Yaga cannot be 
surprised at any time, and will know just by 
looking at a character what class, race, and 
approximate level the character is. 

Dcspitt· hn alignment and actions, Baba 
Yaga is more than just an "evil monster." 
Magic-users, sages, and heroes appeal to 
her for guidance and knowledge, and quasi
deities and grL·at heroes of all sorts have 
come to her to ask for her aid in solving 
problcrns. 

So long as characters are polite, they may 
receive help (she prders to be called "Little 
Grandmother"). She will ask characters 
their names and their reasons for coming to 
her, automatically detecting all lies or dis
tortions of' the truth. If the characers are 
honest with her (unless they confess they 
c;rJJrc to kill her), she will be relatively 
plt-asant and helpful, though abrupt in hn 
actions and somewhat cruel in her choice of' 
words. She often acts in a bizarre manner, 
and has been known to lie on the floor and 
meditate on problems for days. 

If she decides to help, she will gcas the 
characters in payment for her assistanc1·. 
Usually she will ask for some unusual magi
cal it• ·m to lw n:covered for her, or for an 
enemy of' hers to be slain or driven away. 
She always st·ts tasks that arc nearly impos
sible to accomplish, and offers as a reward 
tlw clr;u·;ll't<Ts' li\'l's (whieh become fiJrft.:it if 
the task isn't finished to her satisfaction) . 
Sometimes she will ofler a rich reward, but 
not very often. Careful reading of the Rus-
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sian folktales about her will give a better 
impression of her personality. 

For some reason, though they arc the 
most vulnerable to her, good-aligned beings 
that have I HD (or level) or less will not be 
harmed by Baba Yaga. She believes this 
would bring a great curse upon her from all 
good-aligned deities who protect the weak 
and good, and she instead sends such beings 
away. Many tales are told of good children 
who were abandoned on the doorstep of the 
Hut, to be taken in as servants for a short 
time before being sent away. Oddly, the 
children (nearly always young girls) bene
fited from the experience in various ways; 
Baba Yaga often rewarded good perform
ance from such children with great gifts, 
possibly to appease the deities that were 
looking out for the youngsters. 

Rl'ferees should <ktcnnine what spell~ she 
will possess at any given time, keeping these 
guidelines in mind: Baba Yaga trusts no 
one, and particularly not other evil charac
ters; she relies heavily on defensive spells; 
and she prefers to summon demons, devils, 
daemons, clt-modands, etc., for assistance 
and to do her fighting for her. She does not 
draw protective circles or pentagr·arHs when 
conjuring aid, since no creature from the 
Outer Planes or Elemental Planes would 
dare try to challenge her, out of fear of her 
and what she can tlu. The cunjurcu being 
will fullill her commands for the duration of 
the summoning spell or until Baba Yaga 
dismisses the servant, whichever comes 
first. Take note of the spell alterations 
within the Hut when assigning spells to her. 

Though Baba Yaga can use most wcap
c>ns, she prefers to attack weaker beings 
with her claws and teeth. If she catches 
someone with both of her claws , ::;he ha~ a 
chance of killing the victim instantly, as a 
9th-level assassin (using the assassin's t;rhks 
in the DMG). Inanimate objects must save 
\'S. crushing blow if she bites thern or gnrsp~ 
them roughly, and her claws and teeth can 
destroy wooden mat1-rials up to I ' thick. 

Interestingly, Baba Yaga is completely 
familiar with gunpowder technology (hav
ing seen it used on her home world), but 
srnrns it and all "higher" technologies 
C'ornpktcly. She believes in the powers of 
lllagir, and will never usc weapons other 
than swords, scimitars, and the like. 
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